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ABSTRACT 

lb.is thesis consists of two parts. In Part I, we develop a multipole moment formal

ism in general relativity and use it to analyze the motion and precession of compact 

bodies. More specifically, the generic, vacuum, dynamical gravitational field of the exte

rior universe in the vicinity of a freely moving body is expanded in positive powers of 

the distance r away from the body's spatial origin (i.e., in the distance r from its 

timelike-geodesic world line). The expansion coefficients, called "external multipole 

moments,'' are defined covariantly in terms of the Riemann curvature tensor and its spa

tial derivatives evaluated on the body's central world line. In a carefully chosen class of 

de Donder coordinates, the expansion of the external field involves only integral powers 

of r ; no logarithmic terms occur. The expansion is used to derive higher-order correc

tions to previously known laws of motion and precession for black holes and other 

bodies. The resulting laws of motion and precession are expressed in terms of couplings 

of the time derivatives of the body's quadrupole and octopole moments to the external 

moments, i.e ., to the external curvature and its gradient. 

In part II, we study the interaction of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves in a 

black-hole magnetosphere with the "dragging of inertial frames" effect of the hole 's 

rotation - i.e., with the hole's "gravitomagnetic field." More specifically: we first 

rewrite the laws of perfect general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) in 3+ 1 

language in a general spacetime, in terms of quantities (magnetic field, flow velocity, .. . ) 

that would be measured by the ''fiducial observers' ' whose world lines are orthogonal to 

(arbitrarily chosen) hypersurfaces of constant time. We then specialize to a stationary 

spacetime and MHD flow with one arbitrary spatial symmetry (e.g., the stationary mag

netosphere of a Kerr black hole); and for this spacetime we reduce the GRMHD equa

tions to a set of algebraic equations. The general features of the resulting stationary, 
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symmetric GRMHD magnetospheric solutions are discussed, including the Blandford

Znajek effect in which the gravitomagnetic field interacts with the magnetosphere to pro

duce an outflowing jet. Then in a specific model spacetime with two spatial symmetries, 

which captures the key features of the Kerr geometry, we derive the GRMHD equations 

which govern weak, linealized perturbations of a stationary magnetosphere with 

outflowing jet. These perturbation equations are then Fourier analyzed in time t and in 

the synunetry coordinate x, and subsequently solved numerically. The numerical solu

tions describe the interaction of MHD waves with the gravitomagnetic field. It is found 

that, among other features, when an oscillatory external force is applied to the region of 

the magnetosphere where plasma ( e + e -) is being created, the magnetosphere responds 

especially strongly at a particular, resonant, driving frequency. The resonant frequency 

is that for which the perturbations appear to be stationary (time independent) in the com

mon rest frame of the freshly created plasma and the rotating magnetic field lines. The 

magnetosphere of a rotating black hole, when buffeted by nonaxisymmetric magnetic 

fields anchored in a surrounding accretion disk, might exhibit an analogous resonance. If 

so then the hole's outflowing jet might be modulated at resonant frequencies ro=(m/2)QH 

where m is an integer and OH is the hole's angular velocity. 
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Chapter 1. hltroduction 

This thesis consists of two parts: Part I, on multipole moments in general relativity, 

introduces the concept of ''external multipole moments,'' and studies the laws of motion 

and precession of an arbitrary body in tenns of couplings between the body's multipole 

moments and the "external moments" of the external universe. Part II studies the 

interaction of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves with the dragging of inertial frames, 

and possible implications of that interaction for realistic black-hole magnetospheres. 

There are two types of multipole moments: internal moments and external 

moments. The internal multipole moments are produced by gravitational sources internal 

to some region; the external multipole moments, by sources external to the region. As a 

familiar example, we can expand the solutions of the Laplace equation V2cp=O in 

Newtonian theory as 

(1) 

Up to a normalization factor, the internal multipole moments are the expansion 

coefficients Iim in front of ylm ;,.l+l, and the external multipole moments are the E 1m in 

front of Y1
"' r 1 

• 

Because of the nonlinearity of general relativity, multipole expansions of relativistic 

gravitational fields are rather more complicated than those of Newtonian fields. 

Nevertheless, such expansions are very useful in general relativistic astrophysics. Much 

research has been done on internal-moment expansions of the general relativistic gravita-

tional field (spacetime metric and curvature). This research has included (i) the formula-

. al d"&s: d ti . . f . al 12 ~ 45 ("") f h h . tion of sever 1u.erent e muons o mtern moments; · ·· · ' 11 proo st at t ese var1-

ous definitions are equivalent;2·
5

•
6 (iii) studies of the relationship of these moments to the 

properties of spacetime;2•7•8 and (iv) studies of the roles of these moments in 
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gravitational radiation problems 1•
9 and in the laws of motion and precession for internal 

bodies.2,lO,ll 

By contrast, studies of general relativistic external moments have been very limited. 

In an appendix, Thorne and Hartle10 present the general, linearized, stationary, external 

solution of the vacuum field equations for the metric and curvature of the external 

universe in multipole expansion fonn (in de Donder gauge), and propose an iterative 

algoritlun for generating the nonlinear corrections that would convert the linearized solu

tion and external moments into fully nonlinear ones. There was also a paper by Suen2 

which studied various aspects of the Thome-Hartle stationary, external formalism and 

which thoroughly unified it with Thorne's1 stationary internal formalism to produce a 

general multipole analysis of the buffer zone surrounding a stationary body in a station

ary external spacetime. In both of these studies (Thome-Hartle and Suen) the external

moment expansions were combined with internal-moment expansions to produce laws of 

motion and precession for the internal body; see also Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

In Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, we extend the stationary external-moment anal

yses of TI1orne-Hartle and Suen to fully dynamical, nonlinear situations. More 

specifically, in Chapter 2 we give a rather thorough treatment of the external-moment 

problem for fully dynamical, fully nonlinear, vacuum systems; and unlike Thome-Hartle 

and Suen, we base our treatment on moments that are defined in terms of fully covariant, 

locally measurable quantities. This has the advantage that we do not have to know the 

external source distributions. More specifically, we introduce into physical spacetime a 

fiducial timelik.e-geodesic world line 11 about which to do our external multipole expan

sions; and we define the moments locally and covariantly as the symmetric and trace-free 

(STF) parts of the covariant gradients of the Riemann tensor on 11· These moments are 

then functions of the proper time measured by a freely moving observer whose world line 

is 11· In a local inertial frame of this observer, these moments take the form (Chap. 2) 
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(2a) 

(2b) 

where R a.f}yo is the Riemann curvature tensor on 11, semicolns denote covariant deriva

tives, Latin indicies are spatial, and 0 denotes a time index. 

With these multipole moments defined, we go on in Chapter 2 to expand the exter

nal gravitational field in terms of them in a carefully chosen class of de Donder coordi

nates. It is a remarkable feature of our de Donder expansion that, although the spacetime 

is allowed to be fully dynamical and fully nonlinear, the expansion entails only integral 

powers of r. [See Eqs. (1.6) of Chap. 2] By contrast with the internal, dynamical expan

sion, 1 no lnr terms appear at any nonlinear order. (See Sec. ill of Chap. 2.) 

Having completed the expansion of the external gravitational field using these exter-

nal multipole moments, we study in Chapter 3 the laws of motion and precession for an 

arbitrary object in tern1s of couplings of the object's internal moments to the external 

moments of the external universe's gravitational field. 

111e motion and precession of finite-sized objects is an old and important problem in 

general relativity. However, for objects with nonlinearly strong internal gravity, this 

problem has been attacked only relative recently: It has been established that an object 

with negligible multipole moments, whether it has strong internal gravity or not, moves 

. al . d F . Walk . . 12 13 Th on geodesics of the extern spacetnne an emu- er transports its spm. ' ere 

will be corrections to these simple laws of motion and precession when the arbitrary 

object has a finite size and small but finite multipole moments. For a binary black hole 

system, D'Eath has computed the leading corrections for both the black hole's motion 

and its precession; 14 and Damour has computed the leading corrections for the motion of 

binary black holes and binary neutron stars.15 More recently, Thome and Hartle10 
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studied the laws of motion and precession for an isolated system in an arbitrary, slowly 

changing background spacetime. They expressed these laws in terms of couplings of the 

angular momentum and quadrupole moments to the Riemann curvature of the surround-

ing background. In Chapter 3, all corrections to the Thome-Hartle laws at the next 

higher order are derived. They are derived by expanding the Landau-Lifshitz pseudo-

tensor (which describes the flow of gravitational energy, momentum and angular momen-

tum) in terms of internal and external multipole moments, and then integrating the pseu-

dotensor fluxes of four-momentum and angular momentum over a sphere that surrounds 

the moving, precessing object. The expansion and integration sphere are confined to a 

buffer region outside the object in which gravity is weak. The resulting corrections to the 

laws of motion and precession take the following form: 

[ 
dM] 1 ab 2 cab - =--Eab(d/ /dt)--Bab(dv /dt), 
dt corr 2 3 

(3a) 

(3b) 

[ 
d S ] 1 i c:rzcd lb i aacd A> -- = - E ab c cd + E ab 0 .:;,- cd · 

df COIT 2 
(3c) 

Here M, pi, and S are the body's mass, linear momentum, and angular momentum; 

I b and S b are the body's mass octopole and current octopole moments; 1 and Eabc a c a c 

and B abc are the electric-type and magnetic-type octopole moments of the external 

universe's curvature; i.e., they characterize the spatial gradient of that curvature. 10 
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Now we tum attention to part two of this thesis: the interaction of MHD waves in 

relativistic magnetosphere with the dragging of inertial frames. 

In recent decades, the huge energy output from active galactic nuclei (AGN's) has 

been firmly established, and theories using a supennassive central black hole (-108 M 0 ) 

to explain this energy output have also been developed and have become well accepted. 16 

There are also some recent observations that suggest the existence of supennassive black 

holes at the centers of some nearby galaxies. 17 These developments have integrated 

black-hole research firmly into astrophysics. 

One of the most attractive models for powering jets in AGN's is the electrodynami

cal (or MHD) extraction of the rotational energy of a supermassive black hole.18•19•20 All 

previous studies of this process have involved stationary, steady-state configurations. In 

the second part of this thesis, we initiate a study of dynamical features of this process; 

more specifically, we study the various physical properties of MHD waves in a model 

spacetime that captures the key features of a rotating black hole, and extrapolate our 

results to a rotating black hole (Kerr black hole). 

Under the influence of a moving (rotating) gravitational field, inertial observers are 

pulled relative to distant observers in the direction of the field's motion; i.e., the inertial 

frames are "dragged" by the gravitational field. In fact, near a rotating black hole, this 

"frame dragging" effect is so extreme that no physical observer (inertial or noninertial) 

can remain at rest relative to distant observers. The region of space where frame drag

ging is this extreme is called the hole's "ergosphere." It is bounded below by the hole's 

horizon and above by the "static limit," a surface (near the horizon) where the Killing 

vector (dldt) becomes null. Just as a moving observer in Newtonian physics views 

energy differently from an observer at rest, so also a "moving (rotating) observer" 

dragged by the hole's rotating gravitational field will view energy differently from a dis

tant observer. For example, a particle near the horizon that possesses energy €<) and 
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angular momentum j as seen by a near-horizon, moving (rotating) observer will have 

energy €
00

=U(£o+flHj) as seen by an observer at infinity. The factor a, is the standard 

gravitational redshift, while the factor flHj (with flH the angular velocity of the hole's 

horizon and of the near-horizon observer) can be thought of as energy fed into the parti

cle by the hole's rotation: As the particle flies freely outward from near the horizon to 

far away, the hole's gravitomagnetic field transfers the energy flHj from the hole's rota

tion to the particle. 

Much research work has been done on the extraction of rotational energy of black 

holes since the pioneering work by Penrose.21 We shall be interested here in the elec

tromagnetic extraction of rotational energy, i.e., the Blandford-Znajek process.18 This is 

the process of extracting rotational energy from a black hole by the coupling of magnetic 

fields threading the hole to the hole's "gravitomagnetic field" (its dragging of inertial 

frames). In their seminal paper on this subject, Blandford and Znajek18 idealized the 

magnetosphere as force-free, with its plasma consisting of electron-positron pairs created 

by magnetic-gravitomagnetic-induced electric fields. Subsequently Macdonald and 

Thome19 analyzed this Blandford-Znajek process, using the membrane paradigm and 

retaining the force-free idealization near the hole. More recently, Phinney20 has 

developed and applied to the Kerr geometry a (nonmembrane) formulation of general 

relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) and has used it in an improved, MHD 

analysis of the Blandford-Znajek process. All of this past research has dealt with equilib

rium states of the magnetosphere. However, as the accretion disk orbits the central black 

hole, the chaotic magnetic field lines anchored on the inner edge of the disk will perturb 

the magnetosphere in the jet production region at the orbital frequency. The jet, a sta

tionary outflow of plasma, will be modulated by the MHD waves generated by this 

dynamic perturbation. Thus, at least in principle, information about the physical condi

tions near the perturbation source should be revealed by a study of the dynamical 
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behaviors of the jet. 

In this thesis, we initiate a study of MHD waves near a rotating black hole in a sta

tionary magnetosphere consisting of a magnetized electron-positron plasma. Our pri

mary interest is to study how the MHD waves propagate in this stationary magnetosphere 

under the influence of the rotating gravitational field. As our focus will be on the MHD 

waves, we shall assume the existence of the plasma and shall pay no particular attention 

in this thesis to the detailed mechanisms that create the plasma. This plasma could be, 

e.g., created by the huge static electric potential 

[-102°volts(B/104G)(M/109M o)(a/M)]18
•
22 induced by the coupling of the external 

magnetic field and the gravitomagnetic field22 in a process analogous to those in pulsar 

polar gap models;23 or it could be created by the high-energy photons coming from the 

synchrotron radiation of, or inverse Compton scattering with, some injected high-energy 

protons or electrons. 24•
25 Phinney has demonstrated the validity of the perfect MHD 

assumption for this plasma20 and has further developed the MHD equations for this 

plasma with source terms.26 We shall adopt the perfect MHD assumption but shall 

neglect the details of the source terms in our study of MHD waves. We shall further 

assume that the stationary magnetosphere has the same spatial symmetry as the gravita

tional background. 

In Chapter 4, we rewrite the laws of perfect GRMHD in 3+ 1 language, a form suit

able for our perturbation study and its intuitive understanding. The laws are expressed in 

terms of quantities (magnetic field, flow velocity, ... ) that would be measured by the 

"fiducial observers" (FIDO's), whose world lines are orthogonal to the hypersurfaces of 

constant time. We also demonstrate that without much extra effort, Phinney 's results20 

on stationary, GRMHD, black-hole magnetospheres can actually be generalized to any 

stationary MHD system with one spatial symmetry; and for such a system we reduce the 

full set of GRMHD equations to a set of algebraic relations and an (algebraic) wind 
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equation which, together with one nonlinear partial differential equation also contained 

in this set of GRMHD equations, fully determine the structure of stationary MHD flows. 

Although this reformulation is motivated by the black-hole problem and meshes 

nicely with the membrane paradigm, the formalism is not restricted to black holes or to 

the membrane paradigm. In fact, it forms the basis of our study (in Chap. 5) of MHD 

waves in a model spacetime with the metric 

(4) 

a spacetime that is flat except for a z -dependent "shift function" (" gravitomagnetic 

potential") 13=VF (tanhz-1) in the x-direction. (Here VF is a constant.) 

More than one decade has passed since Blandford and Znajek18 proposed in their 

seminal paper the process of powering jets by the coupling of a hole's '' gravitomagnetic 

field" to magnetic fields that thread the hole, and analyzed this process in the approxima

tion that the near-hole magnetosphere is force-free. During that decade, Phinney20 has 

developed a GRMHD analysis of the Blandford-Znajek process in the Kerr geometry; 

and by a clever use of boundary conditions, he has inferred details of the energy output 

while circumventing the task of solving for the global stationary configuration of the 

MHD jet. Mobarry and Lovelace27, and Lovelace et al. 28 have also studied axisym

metric, stationary MHD configurations around a black hole. They were able to obtain 

solutions for global jet configurations by solving the relevant nonlinear, second-order, 

partial differential equation (PDE) numerically. However, their solutions were for a 

disk-accelerated jet around a Schwarzschild black hole. We need to solve a similar non

linear, second-order PDE in the Kerr geometry to obtain global stationary MHD 

configurations for a jet driven by a rotating black hole. No such stationary solution is yet 

known - either analytic or numerical. Thus, since we wish to study dynamical features 

of a rotating hole's magnetosphere, we are faced with the challenges of (i) constructing 
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for the first time global equilibrium solutions for the magnetosphere and jet; and (ii) 

adding on a nontrival time evolution. The time-dependent problem will be 2+ 1 dimen

sional (2 for space, 1 for time), and will be plagued by the complexities of the Kerr 

geometry, the nonlinearity of the MHD equations, and the close coupling of the fluid, the 

magnetic field, and the gravitational field. Such a full analysis is far too difficult to 

attempt in a Ph.D. thesis. Instead, we seek insight into the dynamics of black-hole mag

netosphere by replacing the Kerr spacetime geometry by an alternative geometry [Eq. 

(4)] that has one more spatial symmetry and retains the key feature of a Kerr-like gravi

tomagnetic field. 

In Chapter 5 , using the formalism developed in Chapter 4, we first build up a sta

tionary, global solution for the flow of cold plasma [µs(p+p )/po=l] in the model space

tin1e (4). This flow models the MHD winds (jets) of AGN's. The flow starts from a 

delta-function source in the plane z =0 and is accelerated by the gravitomagnetic field 

~(z) to both z=-oo (the analog of the hole's horizon) and z=+oo (the analog of the hole's 

spatial infinity). Then for perturbations of this model magnetosphere, we derive a set of 

linearized MHD equations and a set of junction conditions at the z =0 (plasma produc

tion) plane. These two sets of equations are subsequently Fourier-analyzed in time t and 

the (symmetry) coordinate x, and the resulting ordinary differential equations and junc

tion conditions are solved numerically, subject to outgoing wave conditions at both 

infinities. Using these numerical solutions, we study the responses of our model magne

tosphere, at various frequencies co and wave numbers kx, to oscillatory sources of mass, 

energy, and momentum in the production plane, z=O. The magnetosphere's response is 

characterized by the amplitudes and energy fluxes of the waves that are excited by these 

"driving" sources near the production plane, and the amplitudes and energy fluxes that 

the waves acquire by the time they have propagated to z=+oo and z=-00• A variety of 

spectral features show up in the magnetosphere's response. The most important is a 
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strong resonance, when the perturbations are excited by an oscillatory force, whose angu

lar frequency, COresonance=kx VF is that for which the perturbations in the production plane 

are stationary (time-independent) in the common rest frame of the fluid and magnetic 

field in the production-plane - a frame that moves with a speed dx I dt =VF . The reso

nance shows up as an especially strong response of the wave amplitude at z=O, and also 

an especially strong amplification of the waves' energy flux as they propagate to z=oo. 

TI1is resonance in our model spacetime might well have an analog in the magneto

sphere of a rotating black hole: Perturbations of the magnetosphere produced, e.g., by the 

Maxwell pressure of chaotic magnetic fields anchored in the surrounding accretion disk, 

might show resonances at frequencies coresonance=m OF , where m is an integer (the 

azimuthal quantum number of the perturbation), and OF is the field line angular velocity. 

Since the field line angular velocity is likely to be about half the angular velocity OH of 

the hole's horizon, the result could be a modulation of the hole's outflowing jet at angular 

frequencies (as measured far from the hole) co=(m/2)0H. 
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Multipole expansions of the general-relativistic gravitational field 
of the external universe 

Xiao-He Zhang 
Theoretical Astrophysics 130-33, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 

(Received 31 October 1985) 

The generic, vacuum, dynamical gravitational field in the vicinity of a freely falling observer is ex
panded in powers of distance away from the observer's spatial origin (i.e., in distance away from his 
timelike-geodesic world line). The expansion is determined fully, aside from coordinate freedom, by 
two families of time-dependent multipole momcnts--"elcctric-typc moments" and "magnetic-type 
moments"-which characterize the gravitational influence of the external universe. These "external 
multipolc moments" are defined covariantly in terms of the Riemann curvature tensor and its spa
tial derivatives, evaluated on the observer's world line. The properties of these moments are dis
cussed, and an analysis is given of the structure of the gravitational field's multipole expansion for 
the special case of de Dander coordinates. ·In de Donder coordinates the expansion involves only in
tegral powers of distance from the origin; no logarithmic terms occur in this multiparamctcr expan
sion. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

In theoretical physics, multipole-moment formalisms 
are very useful tools for dealing with fields. In a linear 
field theory, we can decompose the field into its multipole 
components and study each of them separately; and after 
the behavior of each multipole component is well under
stood, we can superimpose the components to get the full 
field and can use the components as aids to understand it. 
By contrast, in general relativity, the nonlinearity of the 
theory prevents us from getting a general solution of the 
vacuum field equations by a simple superposition of vari
ous multipole components. This limits somewhat the use 
of multipole moments in general relativity; but despite 
this, relativistic multipole formalisms are still very useful. 

One reason is that exact solutions of the Einstein field 
equations are usually hard to interpret; and their interpre
tation is aided by the construction of a corresponding 
Newtonian solution with the same multipole moments as 
the exact solution. Furthermore, although the exact solu
tion is not a simple linear superposition of multipole com
ponents, the coupling among the multipole components at 
each nonlinear order is definite once the coordinates have 
been fixed. 

Another source of the usefulness of general-relativistic 
multipoles is the fact that, in the real universe, strongly 
gravitating bodies are almost always separated from each 
other by such great distances that their gravitational in
teractions are weak. This permits those interactions to be 
characterized by multipolar couplings, with only the 
lowest few multipoles and only quadratic couplings play
ing significant roles.• 

A third source of multipolar usefulness is the fact that 
almost all sources of gravitational radiation in the real 
universe are thought to have sufficiently slow internal ve
locities that the lowest few multipoles dominate the radia
tion, and the nonlinear coupling between them is of only 
modest consequence. 

34 

There are two types of multipole moments: internal 
moments and external moments. The internal multipole 
moments are produced by gravitational sources internal to 
some region; the external multipole moments by sources 
external to the region. In the Newtonian theory of gravi
ty, the solutions of the Laplace equation V2,P=0 can be 
expressed as 

tP= "l:Jim ylm; rl +I+ !,Eim y1m,.1. 
~m ~m 

With one choice of normalization, the internal multipole 
moments are the expansion coefficients / 1'" in front of 
ylm / r1+ 1, and the external multipole moments are the 
E1m in front of yim,.i. 

The gravitational interaction of a bounded system and a 
complicated external universe can be described in terms of 
couplings between the internal and external multipole mo
ments. For example, the precession of the Earth's spin 
axis ("precession of the equinoxes") can be described as 
due to a coupling between the internal quadrupole mo
ment of the Earth and the external quadrupole moment 
produced by the Sun, the Moon, and the planets-the 
external moment being, essentially, the "tidal gravitational 
field" of these "external" sources (Exercise 16.4 of Ref. I). 

In general relativity, because gravity is produced not 
only by mass, but also by mass motion ("mass current," 
"momentum density"), there are two families of multipole 
moments for both internal and external situations: "mass 
moments" and " current moments." In the internal case, 
in addition to the mass moments I 1m , which are due large
ly to the nonuniform distribution of mass, there are also 
current moments S1m due to rotation, pulsation, and other 
mass motions. In the external case, in addition to the 
"electric-type moments" E1m, sometimes also called 
"mass moments," which are essentially the tidal field and 
its gradients, there are also the "magnetic-type moments" 
B1m , also called "current moments," which are produced 
by motions of external masses and which in tum create 
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velocity-dependent tidal forces on test bodies. 
The linearized, stationary solution of the vacuum Ein

stein field equations can be expressed in terms of these 
multipole moments. For the sake of illustration we will 
suppress all normalization constants here. In an appropri
ate de Donder gauge, the metric has the form2

•
3 

800= -1 + 2M + i +i(//m yl"')- i rl(E1m ylm)' 
r 1-2 r I =2 

(1.la) 

(1.lb) "" - 1 I.Im "' I /,Im 
801= - l: l+l(S1m Y; )- l: r (B1m Y1 ) , 

1=1 r 1=2 

811 =011 [ 1 + 2M + i +i(/1m ylm ) - i r1( E1m yim) l · 
r 1 =2 r 1 ~ 2 

(1.lc) 

and the metric density, defined as g1w=v=g81.1v, where 
8 is the determinant of 8µv• is 

1100=-l- 4M - i /~I (llmylm)+ i r1(E1mY1"')' 
r 1- 2 r 1-2 

( l.2a) 

(l.2b) 
"" 1 "' 

g Oi_ - ~ --(S yl. lm)- ~ rl(B y l.lm) 
- .""- /+I Im 1 ,6. Im i , 

1- 1 r 1= 2 

( l.2c) 

Here and throughout this paper geometric units, in which 
G =c = 1, are used; Y 1"' is the spherical harmonic of or
der Im, and Y/·1

"' is the vectorial spherical harmonic. 
Aside from normalization, Y1•1"'=LY1"', where in three
dimensional notation L= ( 1 / ilr x V (see Sec. III and Ref. 
2). 

When one studies the gravitational couplings inherent 
in the Einstein field equations one finds that, as in 
Newtonian gravity, the laws of motion and precession for 
an internal body are determined by couplings between the 
body's internal moments f Ai• .Y Ai and the external mo
ments produced by the rest of the universe, if Ai• £» A/-s 

Much research has been done on internal-moment ex
pansions. This research has included (i) the formulation 
of several different definitions of internal moments;2·s-s 
(ii) proofs that these various definitions are equivalent;s.s.9 

(iii) studies of the relationship of these moments to the 
properties of spacetime;s, 10• 11 and (iv) studies of the roles 
of these moments in gravitational radiation problems2

• 1
2 

and in the laws of motion and precession for internal 
bodies.J-S 

There are two main approaches to the definition of 
internal moments in fully nonlinear general relativity. In 
the first approach ("physical-spacetime approach") one 
defines the moments as expansion coefficients in physical 
spacetime for the metric or some other gravitational quan
tities. 2• 7•8 In the second approach ("conformal-space ap
proach") one performs a conformal transformation on 
asymptotically flat spacetime, thereby moving "infinity" 
into a finite location A; and one then defines the moments 
in terms of covariant derivatives of certain quantities in 
the conformal space at A.6 

Thorne2 is representative of the physical-spacetime ap
proach. In Thorne's formalism, a special class of coordi-

nates, called "asymptotically Cartesian and mass cen
tered" (ACMC), is introduced; and the multipole mo
ments, defined as certain expansion coefficients of the 
metric, are the same in all such ACMC coordinate sys
tems. The strength of this approach lies in its usefulness 
in practical, astrophysically motivated calculations.13• 1

4 

The conformal-space approach is represented by 
Geroch and Hansen.6 Their covariant definition of the 
multipole moments is very elegant and beautiful, because 
the multipole moments now become completely geometri
cal objects living at a specific location A in the conformal 
space. However, because the relationship between confor
mal space and physical spacetime is somewhat complex, 
this definition of the moments ·has not found extensive use 
in practical calculations. 

By contrast with these extensive studies of internal mo
ments, studies of external moments have been limited to 
two. The first was an appendix in Thorne and Hartle 
(Ref. 3), which presented the general linearized stationary 
solution of the vacuum field equations in multipole ex
pansion form Un de Donder gauge), and proposed an 
iterative algorithm for generating the nonlinear correc
tions that would convert the linearized solution into a ful
ly nonlinear one. The second was a paper by Suens which 
studied various aspects of the Thome-Hartle stationary, 
external formalism and which thoroughly unified it with 
Thorne's2 stationary internal formalism to produce a gen
eral multipole analysis of the buffer zone surrounding a 
stationary body in a stationary external spacetime. In 
both of these studies (Thorne and Hartle and Suen) the 
external-moment expansions were combined with 
internal-moment expansions to produce laws of motion 
and precession for the internal body; see also Zhang.4 

The purpose of this paper is to extend the stationary 
external-moment analyses of Thorne and Hartle and of 
Suen to fully dynamical situations. More specifically, we 
shall give a rather thorough treatment of the external
moment problem for fully dynamical, fully nonlinear, 
vacuum systems; and unlike Thorne and Hartle and Suen, 
we shall base our treatment on moments that are defined 
in terms of fully covariant, locally measurable quantities. 
This has the advantage that we do not have to know the 
external source distributions. 

In Sec. II A we shall introduce into physical spacetime 
a fiducial timelike-geodesic world line 'A about which to 
do our external multipole expansions; and we shall define 
the moments locally and covariantly as the symmetric and 
trace-free (STF) parts (equivalent to the irreducible com
ponents of a tensor) of the covariant gradients of the 
Riemann tensor and itself on 'A. These moments will then 
be functions of the proper time measured by a freely 
falling observer who moves along 'A. More specifically, in 
a local inertial frame of this observer these moments will 
take the form (Sec. II Bl 

(1.3a) 

(l.3b) 

[Here ( · · · )STF means to take the symmetric, trace-free 
parts on free indices a 1a 2 • • • a 1 , and £0111 is the flat 
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space Levi-Civita tensor.] At linear order, these moments 
are just the tensorial representation of E1m and B1m ap
pearing in the metric ( 1.1 ) and metric density ( 1.2) up to 
nonnalization constants. At higher nonlinear orders, this 
is no longer the case. However, relations between these 
"true" multipole moments and those generated by the 
metric (density) expansion do exist and will be the subject 
of our study in Sec. IV. 

Since these moments are not coordinate invariant in 
some class of simply specifiable coordinates, we cannot 
read them off in a straightforward way from the metric 
(density). The calculation of these moments in particular, 
and the analysis of the whole external multipole expansion 
fonnalism in general must be done in some tightly speci
fied coordinate. The coordinate we shall use is at the 
same time de Donder and also "locally inertial and Carte
sian" (UC). The metric and metric density take forms 
similar to (1.1) and (1.2) with additional time derivative 
terms [Eq. (3.26)], and at higher nonlinear orders, addi
tional r1 [ (n dl-pole] terms. 

It is a remarkable feature of our de Donder expansion 
that, although the spacetime is allowed to be fully dynam
ical and fully nonlinear, the expansion entails only in
tegrals of power of r. By contrast with internal, dynami
cal expansion,2 no lnr terms appear at any nonlinear or
der; see Sec. III. 

In the remainder of this paper, we shall give a more 
precise description of the basic ideas and some technical 
details of the main results. In Sec. II, the concept of the 
fiducial world line will be introduced, the covariant defi
nition of external multipole moments will be given, and 
special coordinate systems in which to do multipole ex
pansions will be discussed. In Sec. III we shall study the 
structure of our de Donder coordinate external multipole 
expansion of the metric density. Finally, in Sec. IV the 
relationship between our covariantly defined external mo
ments if ,.

1
, fflJ ,.

1 
and the "moltlents" obtained from the 

expansion coefficients of the metric density, which we will 
call if~,. ffl/~1 , will be derived; and various properties of 
the moments will be discussed. 

II. CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS 

A . Fiducial world line and external expansion 

Consider some preferred observer who wants to study 
spacetime in his vicinity by observing the motions of an 
apparatus that he carries with himself. As he moves 
through spacetime, his motion defines a world line. This 
world line will be the fiducial world line of our multipole 
formalism. Although in some special cases, the preferred 
observer might be defined by the symmetry of the space
time, quite generally it will be chosen on the basis of the 
physics of the problem being studied. Our goal is to 
characterize, in terms of quantities defined on this fidu
cial world line, the gravitational field of the external 
universe. 

In analyzing the observer's measurements we shall sim
plify our analysis by temporarily ignoring the gravitation
al influence of the apparatus. Its influence can be taken 
into account, after the formalism for describing the exter-

nal universe is fully developed, by putting back in the 
gravity of the apparatus and studying the coupling be
tween the apparatus and the external universe. The 
Thome-Hartle -Zhang4 derivation of laws of motion and 
precession is an example of such a coupling study. 

To further simplify the analysis, we shall assume in this 
paper that the apparatus (and, with it removed, the fidu
cial world line) is surrounded by a vacuum region of 
spacetime. This is the situation one usually encounters in 
practice. An example which does not have this property 
is a fiducial world tube in an axion filled, Friedman 
cosmological model (the axions will pass through the ap
paratus, which we have thrown away, with near impunity, 
so the apparatus cannot be regarded as in a local vacu
um). ts 

We shall also simplify our analysis by assuming that 
the fiducial world line is a timelike geodesic. This is a 
case of common interest, e.g., in the Thome-Hartle laws 
of motion and precession; but often one wants to use an 
accelerated world line. It would not be difficult to gen
eralize our multipole formalism to the accelerated case. 
The principal effects of such acceleration have been stud
ied already at linear, quadrupole order for a dynamical 
external universe by Ni and Zimmermann;16 and at fully 
nonlinear, all-multipole order for a stationary external 
universe by Suen.s However, for simplicity, this paper's 
fully nonlinear, all-multipole, fully dynamical analysis 
will assume zero acceleration. 

In the spirit of using locally measurable quantities to 
characterize the external universe, we introduce here three 
length scales defined on }. to characterize it in order of 
magnitude. They are3 

!YI= (radius of curvature of spacetime on A.) , (2. la) 

~ = (inhomogeneity scale of curvature) , (2.1 b) 

.5'" = (time scale for changes of curvature) . (2. lc) 

These length scales are defined formally, in terms of the 
multi pole moments of Eqs. ( 1.3), by 

!YI-Min [ I I l - I if ij I 112 ' I ffll ij I 112 ' 
(2.la') 

~ M. •J 
[[ 

l ff · I ]1111-2> 
= 1>

1f (/ -2)! I ff A1 I 

[ I ffll 11 I , (2.lb') 

Y =Min [ 
•:!:I 

(2.lc') 

Here time t is measured in a local inertial frame on A. (see 
Sec. II Cl. The external expansion will be a power series 
in the dimensionless variables r I !YI, r I~, and r I .5'", 
where r is the spatial distance away from A.. This mul
tiparameter expansion will be valid and will give good ac
curacy for the first few terms out to a distance 
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'mu-Min(Yi',1,.7). (Note that if a gravitational shock 
wave were to pass through A, 1 and Y would be zero at 
its point of passage and our formalism would be useless 
for studying its effects.) Of course when one restores a 
measuring apparatus to the world line A, its size must be 
much less than 'mu if our formalism is to be useful for 
studying its couplings to the external universe. 3 

Throughout the rest of this paper, our attention will 
focus on external fields with measuring apparatus on A ig
nored; the fiducial world line A. will be a timelike geodesic 
inside a vacuum world tube; and we shall have the 
mathematical task of characterizing the external field in 
this world tube, out to a distance - r ma" in terms of the 
external multipole moments defined on A.. 

B. LIC coordinates and de Donder coordinates 

In a covariant theory like general relativity, choosing a 
well-behaved coordinate system is almost as important as 
solving the field equations. For example, as is well 
known, an ill-chosen coordinate system can become singu
lar somewhere even though nothing particularly singular 
happens to the spacetime there. In this subsection, we 
will discuss two overlapping families of coordinate sys
tems that are well behaved in the vicinity of the fiducial 
world line A and in which one might wish to perform 
multipole expansions. 

In parallel with the ACMC coordinate systems of inter
nal problems, we introduce for external problems the class 
of "locally inertial and Cartesian" (LIC) coordinate sys
tems. A coordinate system ( 1, x 1, x 2, x 3) is LIC if and 
only if (i) its spatial origin x;=O lies on A at all times; and 
(ii) the coordinate components of the metric are expand
able about A. in powers of r=[ (x 1)2 +(x 2)2+ (x 3)2]112, 
and the expansion takes the form .. 

gµv=Tfµv+ ~ r"[ (n -pole)+ · · · +<O-polel] , (2.2a) 
•-2 

or if expressed in terms of metric density perturbation 
"ijl'V=rfv - gl'v 

.. 
pv= ~ r"[(n-polel+ · · · + <O-polel] , (2.2b) 

• - 2 
where T/µv is the flat metric (in Lorentz coordinates) and 
"/-pole" means a time-dependent, r-independent spherical 
harmonic of order /. Note that this definition guarantees 
that on >.. the coordinate basis vectors form an orthonor
mal frame that is Fermi transported along >... 

It is not obvious from the outset that there exist any 
coordinate systems that have all these properties. Howev
er, we shall demonstrate below (Sec. III) that these proper
ties are, in fact, satisfied by a subclass of de Donder coor
dinate systems. 

ln LIC coordinates, many calculations become greatly 
simplified. One example is the definition of the external 
moments, which reduces the precise definition (2.10), as 
we will give in Sec. II C, to ( 1.3) in LIC coordinates. But 
by contrast with the internal problem, where the moments 
read off the expansion coefficients are the same in all 
ACMC coordinate systems even at nonlinear orders, the 

external moments read off the metric or metric density 
are not the same in all LIC coordinate systems. 

For example, consider a precisely static spacetime, so 
fflJ ab = 0, and examine it up to quartic order in r. More 
specifically, let the metric density g IJo = Tf"v -ii\)0 in de 
Dender coordinates x\)0 have the form 

iig>o<x\Jo l= 2ff abXooXto 

+rbo((2-polel+(Q-pole)j (2.3a) 

ii~o (x\Jo l =O , (2.3b) 

iigo (x\)o )=rrio[(2-pole)+ (0-polel] 

+dm<O-pole) , (2.3c) 

where ff ab is independent of time and the (2-pole) and (0-
pole) terms are constructed from products of ff ab with it
self in such a manner as to guarantee satisfaction of the 
vacuum Einstein equations and the de Donder gauge con
dition. Then to quartic order 

g~0 <x\Jo)= -1 + ff abxooXto 

- + <ff ab ff cd )STFXooXtoXooX~o 

+ 'bo[<2-pole) + (0-pole)] +dm<O-pole) 

(2.4a) 

g~0<x\Jol=0 , 

g;~0(x\)0 ) =riio( (4-pole) + ( 2-pole) + (0-pole) J 

+ rbo[(2-polel+ (O-pole)j . 

Let us make a coordinate transformation 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

tFN=too, (2.Sa) 

xk;=xbo+ fff;.xoo'bo- -l-ff.bx\JoXtoXbo . (2.Sb) 

(Incidentally, this transformation brings us into Fermi 
normal coordinate.17

) The metric has the form 

g~(x'ffi ) = - I + ff abxi~iN 

- t< ff ab Ired )STFxi~~~NxiN 

+r~N[(2-pole l+ (0-polel] +r~(O-pole) 

gKr<x'ffil=O , 

glf'<x'ffi) =r~N[ (4-pole) + (2-pole) + (0-pole) J 

+r~[ (2-polel+ (0-polel] 

corresponding to, at linear order, 

h~(x'ffi>=t lfabx~iN +O(r~) 

h~(x~N)=O , 

h~(x~N ) =r~[(2-pole ) +(0-polel] +O(r~) 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.6c) 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.7cl 

Note that the 0(r 2 ) quadrupolar part of ii~0 is different 
from that of ii~ (factor 2 versus t l; this shows that, 
even at linear order, the quadrupole moments read off of 
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h"v differ in the two coordinate systems. Note further 
that the 0 ( r 2

} quadrupolar parts of g~ and g~ are the 
same, but the 4-pole parts are different (factor 0 versus 
factor - t }. Thus, if one were to try to read multi pole 
moments off g00 one would find different moments at the 
quadratically nonlinear order in the two coordinate sys
tems. However, in a precisely fixed de Donder coordinate 
system this confusion of "multipole moments" obtained 
from metric (density} expansion will be taken away in sta
tionary as well as in dynamic situations. 

A coordinate system is de Donder if and only if its 
metric density satisfies the gauge condition 

(2.8) 

In any de Donder coordinate system, the Einstein field 
equations and the Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor are much 
simplified. This makes de Donder coordinates especially 
useful in practical calculations. For example, de Donder 
coordinates were used in the Thome-Hartle-Zhang deriva
tions of laws of motion and precession;3•

4 in Suen'ss 
thorough treatment of stationary systems with both exter
nal and internal moments; in studies of gravitational 
waves from an isolated source by Blanchet and Damour12 

and others; and the proof by Thorne and Giirsel 14 that the 
free precession of a slowly rotating, rigid, general relativ
istic body is governed by the classical nonrelativistic Euler 
equations. 

The four de Donder coordinate conditions g a/J./J=O 

reduce the number of independent components of g µv to 
six (there are ten initially) . Any further coordinate 
transformation 

x"'=x"+s" 
leaves the coordinate system de Donder if (2.8) is not 
violated. At the linear order, this is achieved if S" satis
fies ts 

DS"=O. (2.9) 

By an appropriate choice of 51', the number of dynamical
ly independent metric coefficients is further reduced to 
two (e.g., the two polarizations of a gravitational wave}; 
correspondingly, as we shall sec in Secs. III and IV, the 
full spacetime metric near J... is rigidly fixed in terms of 
the time development of only two families of moments 
lf Ai and ~A,· Our criterion for choosing S" at linear or
der will be that in the stationary limit (i.e., at zero order in 
r / .5'l hiJ should ':_anish. !he pure time derivative terms 
in the linearized h1i and h 01 of Eqs. (3.26) will then be 
forced to be present by the de Donder gauge condition 
(2.8). At higher, nonlinear orders we shall specialize our 
de Donder gauge to keep h"v in LIC form (2.2) with "mo
ments" lf~1 , .iiil'~ 1 always corresponding to the coefficients 
in front of r1Y1m or r 1Y/' 1m. no matter what the nonlinear 
order is. 

C. Definitions of the multipole moments 

In the external problem we lose the ability of reading 
the moments directly off the metric (density) as one has 
been able to do in the internal case. However, the expan-

sion around J... in vacuum permits us to define these mo
ments covariantly without performing any conformal 
transformation. More specifically, we shall define the 
multipole moments of the external spacetime as STF parts 
of gradients of the Riemann tensor and itself, evaluated 
on the physical spacetime's fiducial world line A.: 

lf .. :: _ _ l_(p/J1p/J1 ... p/Jl }STF 
a 1a 1 • a1 {/- 2 }! a 1 a 1 a1 

(2.lOal 

.iiil' _ 3 (p/J1p/J1 . . . p/Jl }STF 
a 1a1 · · · a,= 2(/+l}(/-2)! a 1 a 1 a1 

X fµfJ
1
Y

6Ry6fJ,_v;fJ
3 
... fJ,u"u v I/.. . (2.10b) 

Here P"v=g"v+u"uv is the projection tensor which pro
jects into the local 3-space orthogonal to the 4-velocity u; 
and u is the 4-velocity (i .e., tangent unit vector} of the 
fiducial world line J..., or equivalently of the preferred ob
server who moves along that world line. 

As defined by Eqs. (2.10) the external multipole mo
ments lf a

1
a

1 
... a

1
, al a

1
a

1 
... a

1 
are symmetric, trace-free 4-

tensors defined on A. and totally orthogonal to J.... If one 
changes from J... to some other fiducial world line, these 
moments will change. When one performs a 3 + 1 split of 
spacetime from the viewpoint of the preferred observer, 
lf a

1
a

1 
.. . a

1 
and .iiil' a

1
a

1 
. .. a

1 
become fully spatial, threc-

dimensional, STF tensor fields lf a l .. . a,= lf A1• 

~a 
1 

• • . a
1 
=~ Ai• defined at the origin of the local 3-space 

of the preferred observer, and evolving with time as mea
sured by that observer; and the definitions (2.10) reduce to 
those of Eqs. ( 1.3). 

In external expansions, the expansion coefficients are 
expressed in terms of these multipole moments. Although 
these moments are defined in a coordinate-independent 
way, the details of the expansion still depend on the coor
dinate system used. 

The remainder of this paper (Secs. III and IV} will deal 
with the expansion of the metric density, metric, and 
Riemann tensor in rigidly fixed de Donder coordinates
which, of course are also LIC. But in proving some of the 
properties of these expansions, we shall switch from 
Cartesian coordinates to the corresponding spherical polar 
coordinate system from time to time. 

Ill. STRUCTURE OF THE EXTERNAL EXPANSION 
IN A RIGIDLY FIXED DE DONDER 

COORDINATE SYSTEM 

A. Notations and mathematical formulas 

In this subsection, we will explain the notations to be 
used in our de Donder-coordinate-system multipole ex
pansion; and we will give some mathematical formulas 
which will be used in developing the expansion formalism. 

The notation we shall use is that of Thorne. 2 Sym
metric traceless tensors with I spatial indices ("STF-/ ten
sors"} will be denoted by capital script letters, as Y Ai• 

which is shorthand for (Ya
1
a

2 
··· a,>STF. A product of I 
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spatial coordinates x 0 1x 0 2 • • • x 01 will be denoted XA, · 
The raising and lowering of these indices are effected by 
the Kronecker delta B'j· Thus 7 A,XA1 is the same as 

7 a a ... •tx a Ix 02 ..• x ., . The STF harmonics and the 
I 2 , 

spherical harmonics Yim (scalar), Y/ .Im (vector) and 
T A:I',Im (tensor) will be used extensively in this paper. The 
sc

1

~lar spherical harmonics yim are well known. The vec
tor and tensor spherical harmonics are obtained by 
Clebsch-Gordan coupling y I'm' to the basis vectors 

(l=:.e,, 5±1=:. :;:( ex ± iey )/V2 , (3.1) 

and the basis tensors 

( ±2=+ (ex®ex-e1 ®e1 >± f (ex®e,+e, ®ex >, (3.2a) 

..-+ l - I ) i ( ) (3 2b) t - = + T (ex®e, +e,®ex - 2 e1 ®e, + e,®e1 , . 

t 0 =6- 112(-Cx®Cx-C,®C,+2e,®e,), 

B= ex®Cx +e1 ®C, +e,®e, . 

(3.2c) 

(3.2d) 

For a beautiful review of relations between these Clebsch
Gordan-coupled harmonics and STF harmonics and for 
reviews of some of their properties, see Thome. 2 As dis
cussed by Thome, any STF-1 tensor 7 Ki can be expanded 

as 

m 

where 'iY'i:; is related to yim through 

ylm_'iY'lmN 
- K1 K1 . 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Therefore we have the correspondence between g' Ai and 

Elm• [fl A1 and Btm· 
For the convenience of discussion below, we shall ab

breviate yim, Y/" 1m, and T;Jl'.lm as H 1'1m. In H 1'1m, I' is 
the eigenvalue of the orbital angular momentum operator 
L 2= - (r X Vl2 

L 2Hl 'lm=l'(/' + l)Hl'lm ; 

1 is the order of the irreducible representation of the rota
tion group generated by H 1'1m; and m is the azimuthal 
quantum number.2 In our analysis, we shall often en
counter the Poisson equation 

(3.5) 

which can be inverted as 

f= I HI'Im,I'+•+ 2 for n,;e-2 . 
( n + 2Hn +21' + 3 ) 

(3.6) 

One can easily convince oneself that (3.6) is a solution 
of (3 .5) by wntmg the Laplacian V2 as 
( I / r 2)3,(r 2a, )-L 2 / r 2• 

An important lemma, which we shall use extensively, is 
this: Any scalar, vector, or second-rank symmetric tensor, 
constructed from products of quantities with the form 

I'I I' 2k ( H mr + ) ,11 ... ;. (where k ~ 0 and the comma denotes 

n ~ 0 spatial derivatives) must have the form HL 'LMrL' +2K 
with K ~O. Proof: H 1'1mrI'+ik is a sum of terms2 like 
X 8 'iY'~ AXA r 2k' with the constraints 

J p q q 

p+q=l, s+q=l'-2(k' - k ), k'~ k. (3.7) 

When we take one spatial derivative of such a term we get 

(3.8) 

where - reads "a sum of terms of the form," and k 1 =k - Ak~0 with Ak =0 or I. If we take more derivatives, the 
range of Ak increases but k 1 remains positive. When we couple two such terms together to get scalar, vector, or tensor 
spherical harmonics, we obtain 

,,.,I1m 1 CiJ)2'"2 X X 2k j +2ki 
Xs XB' "'CA "'c' A' A A' r 

'1 '2 ,, ,, '2 •2 ,, •2 

In Eq. (3.9) the coupled terms have s 5, 2, 1- 2 5, q 5, 1 be
cause we only want to form from them tensors of rank 
5, 2. Since the number of X; 's has to decrease by pairs, 
the following relation holds: 

(3.10) 

A simple counting of powers of r on both sides of Eq. 
(3.9) gives 

s1 + s2+q1+q2+2k j +2ki = s +q + n . (3.11) 

Equations (3. lOl and (3.11) can be combined to give 

n = 2k j + 2k i +(even number)=2K' , K' = O, 1,2,. .. 

If we look back at the constraints (3.7), it becomes clear 
that from these coupled terms we can only obtain 
HL'LMrL' +2K with the condition 
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2K=s + q +2K'-L' 

-kV//(21 + l)j1(kr)Y1m, l'=l-l, 

(/i(kr lY/' 1ml,;= 0, l'=I, 

This conclusion can also be proved more elegantly using 
Clebsch-Gordan coupling techniques, but we shall not do 
so here. 

Finally, for later use we shall cite a few formulas from 
Mathews: 19 

-k v'~U~+~l~)/-(2~1~+-1l/1 (krl Y1m, l'=I + 1, 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

(3.12cJ 

-kV(/ -1 )/( 2/ - 1 Jf1-1(kr)Yj-l.lm, l'=l -2 , (3.13a) 

(3. 13b) -kVU-1)/2(2/+l)j1(krlY/·1m, l'=l-1, 

(/1(kr)T;~·l'lm),j = 
-k[VU +I )(2/ +3)/6(2/ + I )(2/ -1 l/,_1(krJ yf- 1·1m 

+V/(2/-IJ/6(2/ + 1)(2/ +3 ll1+1(krlYf+ 1·1m], I'=/, 

-kV(/+2)/2(2/ + ll/1(krlY/'1m, l'=l+I, 

(3.13c) 

(3.13d) 

(3.13e) -kV(/ +2)/(2/ +3lf1+1(krlYf +Um, l'=I +2. 

Here/1(kr) is any spherical Bessel function. 

8 . Algorithm for constructing the (nonlinear) metric density 
in a rigidly fixed de Donder coordinate system 

Thorne and Hartle3 have proposed, in their Appendix, 
an iterative algorithm for generating the multipolar ex
pansion of the fully nonlinear, dynamical metric density 
in the vacuum region surrounding A.; but they did not 
analyze the mathematical details or consequences of the 
algorithm. In this section we shall review briefly the pro
posed algorithm. 

In terms of the metric density gi.w or h""=V'"-g1.w 
the vacuum Einstein field equations in de Donder gaug~ 
read 

Oh""= W"", 

h"" .... =0' 

where 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

W""= -161T( -g)tl'" +h"".a,Jia8 _"fiµa ,,Jiv8,a ; (3.15) 

t"" is the Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor [Eq. (20.20) of 
Ref.I] 

-( gl';..g "fi"8 J;ap +g"i..g "fi1'8 J;ap ) +g gP/Jfil'i.. _/;"° a8 .P'' ,;.. a8 ·P'' ,;.. Aµ ,IJ'' .p 

The box D which acts on each component of Ii"" in 
(3.14a) is the flat-space d'Alembertian, 0=71,..,.(a/ 
3x")(3/3x"); and the coip.patibility of (3.14a) and (3.14b), 
i.e. , the existence of a solution, is guaranteed by the identi
ty W"" .,.:=0. 

To solve Eqs. (3.14) one can proceed in either or both of 
two directions: First, one can expand Ti"" in nonlinear or
ders p 

(3.17) 

Here G is the gravitational constant which is actually 
equal to unity in our units, but is kept to serve the pur
pose of "bookkeeping." The source terms W"" are also 
expanded in this way: 

(3.16) 

W""= °l:, GPWf", (3.18) 
p 

where WJ:" is constructable via Eqs. (3.15), (3.16), from 
products of r;!l with p'1 +Pi+ · · · =p and thus with 
each p' 5.P -1. One can then solve the field equations 
and gauge conditions (3. 14) iteratively, 

Dy~"= WJ:" , 

r~" .... =o. 

(3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

first for p = I (where WJ:"= O), then for p=2,3, .... Un
fortunately, Eqs. <3.19) are hard to solve in most cases. 

One can also proceed in a second direction. First one 
makes a multiparameter expansion of the metric density 
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/jl'• and the source terms W"' in terms of the small di
mensionless variables r I :YI , r I..? , r I .7; and then one 
decomposes each term into spherical harmonic com
ponents of order /: 

h"'= '.I, (yl'' )pnul • (3.20a) 
p ,n,u,/ 

One can verify from the definition of &I that the p which 
appears here is the same as the p of the nonlinearity ex
pansion (3.17). The field equations and gauge conditions 
(3. 14) then take the form 

v2r~:.1 = wt.".1 +a;r~:, . ·-211 . 
r~~, . -111.o+ r~~.u =0 . 

(3.22a) 

(3.22b) 

These equations, like (3.19), can then be solved iteratively. 
From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) one can find a particular in
tegral of (3.22a); this is far easier than solving (3.19). One 
must then add to this particular integral a homogeneous 
solution of (3.22a), chosen so as to enforce the gauge con
dition (3.22b). In Secs. III D and III E, we will elucidate 
some of the mathematical details and consequences of this 
algorithm. 

-h oo "' 4(2/ +I)!! "' r 2
k 

= - :I. :I. i2k1w~1xAt • 
1-2 / (/ -! ) k = O 2kk!(2/+1+2k )!! 

C. The linear part of the algorithm 

The linear order (p = 1) of the above algorithm is sim
plified by the fact that wr =0. The field equations and 
gauge conditions thus read 

(3.23) 

rr .. = 0 . (3.24) 

These can be solved directly without a multiparameter ex
pansion. The desired solution, which must go as r" with 
n ~ 2 at the origin because of our LIC coordinates, can be 
constructed as superpositions of " normal modes": 

for I~ 2 , (3.25) 

where j l' are spherical Bessel functions and w - 1 I .7. The 
superposition coefficients C1•1m,., are fixed by the demands 

that (i) at stationary order [i.e., at leading order ( wr J1' in a 
power-series expansion of j /' ) rr =rt'' - g"' must take on 
the linearized, stationary, Thome-Hartle form (1.2), and 
(ii) the gauge condition (3.21) must be satisfied. A 
straightforward but rather tedious calculation, including a 
power-series expansion of j

1
,, then gives (restoring all nor

malization constants) 

(3.26a) 

h
-o;_ "' 2(2/+ll!! "' r 2

k - - :I, :I, €;pqXp 12kl,jj~At - IXAt - 1 
/=2 3(/-1) k =O 2kk!(2/+1+2k )!! 

+ .i 4(2/ + 1)(2/+l )!! .i r
2

k [12k+l >wr XX · - _/_ 12k+ l>wr X r 2] 
1-2 U+l )/(/ - 1) k-0 2kk!(2/ + 3+ 2k)!! At At I 21 + 1 •At - I At-I 

(3.26b) 

filJ_ "' 4(2/ + 1)(2/+l l!!"' r 2k 

-,~2 3(/ + 2)(/-1) k~o2kk!(2/+3+ 2k)!! 
- .i 4(2/+3)(2/+1 )( 2/+ll!! 

1 ~2 (/ +2)(/ + l )/(/ -1 ) 

"' ,2k 

X k~o 2kk!(2/ +S+2k)!! 

X [C2k+2llfT X XX 2/ X C2k+2lg"t X 2 / (/ -1) 
A1 A1 iJ-2/+3 Ci jlA1 - 1 A1_t+ (2/ + 1)( 2/ +3) 

/(/-1) (2k+2l!ifr X • l 12k+l l y 2 l 
+(2/+1)(2/+3) iJAt - 2 At _ { -2/+3 !!J' A,XA/f:itj . (3.26c) 

Here tzk > ir~t means ( d 2k !dt2k)~~t(t), and x u EJ>pq means 
to take the symmetric part on indices i ,j. 

It is evident that Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) are the homo
geneous part of Eqs. (3.14). To ensure that the moments 
lf~t' £&' ~t read off of the final, fully nonlinear metric den
sity 7iµ• (Eq. (3.17)] are the same as those in rr with 
which we start the iteration, all homogeneous parts of /ii'• 

satisfying (3.23), (3.24) must be collected in rr . This, 
then, determines rr uniquely, and becomes the starting 
po~nt for the iterative solution of Eqs. (3.22) for rr, 
r'J,. ... 

0 . Multipole expansion structure of g µ• at order p = 2 
In this subsection we shall study the structure of r':V. 

i.e., of the metric density at the lowest nonlinear order 
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p = 2. This study will lay a foundation for the next sub
section where we shall study all higher orders, p ~ 3. The 
equations we must solve are (3.22a) and (3.22b) with p ~ 2. 
First we shall explore the structure of the source term 
w~v and from it shall infer the structure of a particular 
integral of (3.22al. Then we shall show how to construct 
the homogeneous solution of (3.22a) which, when added 
to the particular integral, produces a solution of the gauge 
condition (3.22b) without including terms of the form of 
rr [Eq. (3.26)]. 

In terms of the notation introduced in Sec. III A, at 
linear order, rr has the structure 

(3.27) 

Here y A1 is either If A1 or dJ A( Now w~v has the form 

wr -Y~ti.pY~a.>. , Y~P.p>.Y~a. (3.28) 

It is clear that y ~p.o has the same structure (H 1'1mrl' + 2k) 

as y ~P· We also know (Sec. III Al that taking spatial 
derivatives will not change the structure of y ~P· There
fore, in accord with the lemma in Sec. III A 

(3.29) 

Using Eq. (3.6) we see that a particular integral of Eq. 
(3.22a) has the structure 

(3.30) 

aside from the possible exceptions caused by the 
a~r~:1 • _ 211 term. But if we start from r~:o1 we see that 
a,y1<;1. _ 211 has the same structure as WJ:.:1• i.e., no 
Hl''fmrl'+zk±I terms in it. Therefore all parts of p~v have 
the structure H 1'1mrl' +zk + 2 . 

The gener~I solution of Eq. (3.22a) is a sum of this par-

ticular integral pr and a homogeneous solution f~v of 
Eq. (3.22al: 

0 .31 ) 

and we must choose f~v so as to guarantee that the gauge 
condition (3.22b) is satisfied, and that y~v has no terms of 
the form of rr. As is clear from Eqs. (3.19), (3.31 ), any 
such f~v must satisfy two relations: 

J~v.v= -p~v. v > 

O/~v=O. 

(3.32) 

(3 .33) 

The first of these is the desired gauge condition y~v. v=O; 
the second is required by the field equation 
orr = O(p~v + f~v ) = W~v where Dpr = wr. That Eqs. 
(3.32), (3.33) are compatible follows from 
O(p~v.vl=Wr.v=O-where wr.v=O is the second
order part of the well-known conservation law 
W"v,v=0.20 That there actually does exist a simultaneous 
solution to Eqs. (3.32), 0.33) we shall show below by ex
plicit construction. That Jr can be chosen so as to keep 
out of r~v terms of the form of rr follows from the fact 
that such terms satisfy the homogeneous forms of (3.32), 
(3.33) [cf. (3.23), (3.24l] and thus can be added to or sub-
tracted from f~v at will. · 

We shall go into some detail to further illustrate the 
idea of adding gauge terms f~v to satisfy (3.22). For sim
plicity, we will use the nonlinearity expansion formalism, 
which easily can be converted to the multiparameter ex
pansion formalism by expanding the spherical Bessel 
function j

1
,(wr ). 

We assume from the outset that pr has been chosen so 
as to not include terms of the form rr; this is easily done 
by simply removing such terms if they are present. Be
cause Pr.v satisfies Op~v.v =0, we can write it as 

P'i",v= l; Op J;.1( t)Y1m,I+•= l; JOP1rn.,h(wr )ei"''dwYlm ' 
l,m,u lm 

(3.34a) 

P
iv _ ~ lpl•I (t)Yl' .lmrl ' +• 
2 ,v- ~ /' Im 1 

/ ',/,m,M 

~ J Ip · ( ) '"''d yl-1 ,lm+ ~ J Ip . ( ) ;"''d vi.Im = ,w 1-1.1rn.,h-1 wr e w ; ,w r.1rn.,}J wr e Wq 
/,m l,m 

~ J Ip · ( ) 1..,,d yl+l ,lm +..ii:. 1+1.1rn.,h+ 1 wr e w ; , (3.34b) 
l,m 

where 0
P1rn,

0
P1'""'' 1P1•1m, 1P1.1m., are expansion coefficients and the supel'Script ( u) denotes u time derivatives. It is 

straightforward to verify that the d'Alembertian-frcc functions 

ff=O, 

r-01 ~ J IF · ( ) ;.,,d yl+l,lm 
J 2 = ..ii:. t + 1.1m.,Jt+1 wr e W ; , 

/,m 

I ii ~ J 2F . ( ) i"''d T2,I + l , lm ~ J 2F · ( ) '"''d Tl.I +2.lm 1 =..ii:. t+l.lm0>lt+ 1 wr e (J) ij +..ii:. 1+2,1m.,h+2 wr e (J) if 
~m l m 

~ ~ J lF . ;.,,d ylm +uij ,w 1,1m.,lll0>rle W 
l,m 

satisfy (3.32) as desired, with p~v. v in the form (3.34), if 

(3.35a) 

(3.35b) 

(3.35c) 
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(3.36a) 

(3.36b) 

(3.36c) 

(3.36d) 

Moreover, by expanding the spherical Bessel functions in (3.34) and (3.35) and by combining with (3.36), we can rewrite 
this d'Alembertian-free solution to (3.32) as 

Jr!=O' (3.37al 

f o
2
; = ~ [ 2/ + 1 l l / l k Opl 2k l(t)}~/ + l,/mr/ +I +2k 

._ l+l a1+1 2m , • 
l.m,k 

(3.37b) 

f il_ ~ [ 2(21+1 ) ]I / Zak tpl2kt(t)T2.l+l.lmr/+1+2k 
2 - - ._ / + 2 I + I /Im 1} 

l.m,k 

~ k [ [2/+3 ]
11

\pl2kl (t) [ (21+1 )( 21 +3) l112

op C2k+ll(t) 
+ ., a1+2 1+2 l+ l.lm + U+lH/+2) Im 

l.m.k 

+ [(/+1)(2/+3) j
11

\pc 2k+2 1( t) ] T~.1+2.1m, 1+z+2k_0 .. l: [21+1 
/ (/ + 2) I - I.Im 'l 'l I. m, k / 

ak lpClkl (t)y1m,1 +2k l 
1/2 

I I-I.Im ' 

where a1k are the expansion coefficients of the spherical 
Bessel function: 

j1(x)= l:a1kxt+2k. 
k 

Notice that all /'~I components in/~· have been deli
berately chosen to be zero except in f~ where we have an 
extra trace term (/' = /). This guarantees, as desired, that rr will not bring our coordinate system outside the LIC 
class; that 1~· will not interfere with the moments w~,. 

a9~1 read off Ti 00
, Ji 0i from the r 1(/-pole) terms, and (as 

we shall sec) that fr is unique once pr has been chosen. 
It should be emphasized that /~· has the same structure 
as rr and p~· <-H1'1'"r1'+ik). Therefore rr. as a whole, 
also has this structure. 

E. Multipole expansion structure of g •• in general 

In this subsection, we shall examine the structure of 
y~V, i.e., of the metric density g µ•, at all nonlinear orders 
p ~ 3. As we saw in the previous subsection, r~· has the 
same structure (- H 1' tm, l'+zk, k ~ 0) as rr. Now we 
shall show using induction that for any p, r~· has the 
same structure as rr (- H 1'tm,t'+2k, k <!; Ol. 

(3.37c) 

We have already shown explicitly that this statement is 
true at p = 2. Suppose it is also true up to order p. Then 
at nonlinearity order p + 1, 

w:~1-hap.puh/JA> hap,pht70,a• gapgpuho/..,Klifrr,S" • • • 

Since for p' ~p, y~~ has the same structure as rr. gap 
will also have this structure. The same argument leading 
to the conclusion about the structure of wr (previous 
subsection) then reveals that 

This in turn leads to 

Pt'~ i -H1'1m,1'+2k+1 . 

We can determine ft'~ 1 from Pt'~ 1 in the same way as we 
did for the p = 2 case; and here as there it will lead to 
Jt':+. 1-H1'1'"r1'+zk. Therefore we conclude that y~':,. 1 has 
the same structure 

(3.38) 

as was to be proved. 
In terms of the external moments, each term in rr can 

be written in the form 

µ"' '"1 '8 '"zl'if . .. '"''i5' l u '1 ' :A t u i l .:i'J .. . luj•Jll x r2k r pnul ...... A1, a,_, c,,. . ~ , B' c' D I (3.39a) 1; 1; 'i t' 
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where the superscript (u;) means d"1 !dt\ and where 

p = i + j , n = ± /0 + :± Ii, - 2p , 
b 

I=± 10 + f, li,-2k' with 
b 

k'=0, 1,2, ... , I'= ±1.+ f li,+u-2k. 
b 

(3.39b) 

This general structure tells us two things. One is that 
the iterative algorithm does not suffer any breakdown at 
any step if we keep r small compared to f!lt, 2', .Y. 
Therefore, a fully nonlinear vacuum solution can be gen
erated from the corresponding linearized stationary solu
tion once the gauge is fixed. The second is quite sugges
tive. That there is no logarithmic term in the expansion 
suggests that in an appropriate gauge the external expan
sion might be analytic. This also justifies the use of 
linearized theory even in a dynamic situation. 

IV. EXTERNAL MULTIPOLE MOMENTS 

In the Introduction, we mentioned that the curvature
defined external multipole moments ff Ai' &J Ai' and the 
moments if~1 , al~, one straightforwardly reads off the 

expansion are different at nonlinear orders, but are expres
sible in terms of each other. We shall return to this issue 
here and infer from these relations some general proper
ties of the external multipole moments; and we shall give 

the fully explicit form of the relations between the mo
ments at quadratic order. 

A. General form of the relation between 
the true multipole moments and those 
of the iterative algorithm and some 

properties of the moments 

Let us denote by ff~1 and ti/~1 the moments one reads 
off the fully nonlinear metric density g a8 by the standard 
procedure (Sec. I) of linearized theory, or equivalently the 
moments that one puts into rr to start our iterative algo
rithm (Sec. III Cl; and let us denote by if Ai and ti/ Ai the 
true multipole moments as defined covariantly by Eqs. 
(1.3). Our iterative algorithm will produce a g µv and 
thence a g,,v which is a sum of terms of the form (3.39), 
and the Riemann tensor computed from this /?.µv• when 
covariantly differentiated and evaluated at x '=0, will 
produce, via definition (1.3) 

ff Ai= ff~1 + l: eK,N( if~1 fft, · · · fff>1 ti/f, · · · (;f'/~, )STF , 
(/;) , (ljJ I 2 k t 1 /• 

(4.la) 

tilA,=til~,+ l: bK,,v(ff~, fft, ... iff>, ti/f ... .iJ~ )STF. 
(1;),(ljJ I 2 k 1; 1; (4.lb) 

Here 

eK,N=e<lli I i=l, ... ,kl, l/j U = l, ... ,2nj), 

bK,,v =b<ll1 I i=l, ... ,k I , l/j U=l, ... , 2n + lj), 

are numerical coefficients whose values we have not com
puted except at quadratic order (see Sec. IV C below); the 
sum is over all combinations of 11, lj;. and due to the fact 
that we evaluated (1.3) at x'=O, the indices 
B1 ,C1 , • •. ,D1 ,E1

,, • •• ,F
1
• must be such that there are 

l 2 k I II 

precisely I free indices a 1a2 • • • a1=:A1 and no contrac
tions between indices before we take the STF part; i.e. 
l: Ii+ l: 1; =I and B11 C12 • • • D1k E1j • • • F1~ is a permu-

tation of A1. 
Because r?° and r?1 are ordinary scalar and 3-vector 

fields, and because the multipole expansion of r?° [Eq. 
(3.26)] is linear in ff~,. while that of r?' [Eq. (3.26)] is 

linear in Eipqxp &~A1 _ 1 , if~, must have electriclike parity 
( - \l1, while a/~ 1 (like EJpq> must have magneticlike parity 
( - 1)1+ 1• [Our conventions for defining parity are the 
same as in Thome and Hartle;3 see the paragraph contain
ing their Eq. (2.3l.] Similarly, because Ro.

1
o.

2
;ai . .. • , and 

Rija
1
o;a i ... 01 are ordinary tensor fields, the definitions 

(1.3) of ff Ar and ti/ Ai with the crucial fa, ij in (l.3b) 

guarantee that It' Ai has electriclike parity ( - 1 )1 and .iJ Ar 

has magneticlike parity ( - 1>1+ 1. 

This set of parities implies that in each term of expres
sion (4. la) for ff Ar• there must be an even number of 
ti/ rc:s; and in each term of expression (4.1 bl for ti/ A 

I I 

there must be an odd number of a/~,'s. This explains 
I 

why in eK,N• j runs from 1 to 2n; while in bK,N• from 1 to 
2n +I. 

The relations (4. l) can also be inverted to find out ff~1 
and £il'~1 once If ,.

1 
and a'J ,.

1 
are given. This is done step 

by step starting from I = 2. For example 

ff~ = ff ob ' ffrbe = ·go •be , 

ff~= ff abed - ei,o< It' •b It' cd)STF 

-eo,2< al abtil cd )STF, • .. , 

.iJ ~b =al ob ' qJ ~be = .iJ abc ' 

(;f'J~bcd = (;f'J abed - b1, I (If' ob.:FJ cd )STF ,. · · • 

It is straightforward to verify that this inversion is unique 
at all orders; i.e., Eqs. (4.1) determine IJ'~1 and .i/~1 
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uniquely in terms of If c· and &i'J c•· With the help of this, 
I I 

we can infer an important property of the external mul-
tipole moments lf Ai and J1J A( 

First, it is not hard to generalize Suen'ss Theorems 1, 2 
to our case: The metric density generated from this algo
rithm with our specified choice of J:V is unique up to a 
time-independent rotation of the spatial coordinates. To 
prove this theorem, let us consider two de Donder coordi
nates related by 

We make the same nonlinearity expansion .. 
S" = l: GPS:: (4.2) 

p - 0 

as in Suen.s By expanding Suen's equation relating the 
metric density in two coordinates 

where L''a=(ax'l')/(axa) and L = I det(L"al i , we ob
tain to G 0 order 

(4.3) 

This can be readily reduced to the flat spacetime Killing 
equations 

(4.4) 

The solutions of Eq. (4.4) are linear combinations of the 
ten Killing vectors. Because the spatial origin of our 
coordinate is tied to 'A. at all times, the boost and transla
tion generators will not contribute to S"· What is left are 
just the three spatial rotations. Having understood the ef
fects of Stj, we set it to zero to facilitate the discussion of 
the G 1 order part of the gauge change. At G 1 order, with 
Sti set to zero, 

(4.5) 

and to presume de Donder gauge sit must be 
d'Alembertian-free at GI order. For arr to change rtv. 
it must have the same form as rr, i.e., all I' <I terms of 
BrY and all I' d terms of Br?; must vanish. This together 
with (4.5) and Dsit=O implies that all I~ 2 terms in Brr 
vanish. Furthermore, the primed coordinate system must 
also be LIC, which means that all I' < 2 terms in Brr 
must vanish. This reduces sit, like Stj, to only spatial rota
tions. To facilitate the discussion of the G 2 order part of 
gauge change we now set Sf:=Sf=O; then 

(4.6) 

For Br~v to change r~v. it must have the same form as 
f~v since Jr is the homogeneous part of the solution. 
The same arguments as above then lead to the conclusion 
that S1t also only represents a spatial rotation. This can be 
repeated up to any p. The result is the theorem we set out 
to prove. 

Since the m.ultipole moments If~,, JIJ~1 of the iterative 
algorithm are determined uniquely from the true external 
moments If Ai • J1) Ai• it must be true that for any set of 
external multipole moments 'C Ai and J1) Ai• there corre
sponds a spacetime, determined uniquely inside a world 
tube of size r max -Min(9i',-2:"',Y). In other words, giving 
a set of multipole moments on a fiducial world line >.. is 
equivalent to specifying a spacetime inside the world tube 
surrounding 'A.. 

B. Explicit quadratic-order form 
of the relation between the moments 

Now that we have explored the general structure of the 
external multipolc moments 'C Ai• fiJ Ai• built up from the 
expansion coefficients lf~,, J1J ~1 of the metric density, we 
shall sketch a derivation of the explicit form of the ex
pressions for If Ai• J1J Ai in terms of 1f~1, &i'J~1 accurate to 
quadratic order. 

The starting point is Eqs. (1.3). The covariant deriva
tives in the definition ( 1.3) of W Ai ,1¥1 Ai can be expressed 

explicitly in terms of partial derivatives of the Riemann 
tensor Raffr6 and connection coefficients rp,,; accurate to 
quadratic order they are 

R o;oJ ;A1 =Ro101.A1 +terms of the form (fR, . . . > •. . . ; 

(4.7a) 

+ terms of the form Elf R .. .. ) .. . . 

(4.7b) 

The f-correction terms are straightforward to evaluate to 
the desired quadratic order, since they involve raffr and 
Raffr6 only at the linear order. Thus, we shall not discuss 
them in detail. The first terms in Eqs. (4.7a) and (4.7b), 
by contrast, involve Ra8y 6 at quadratic order (p =2) and 
thus require some discussion. Fortunately, their evalua
tion is simplified by the fact that, because the external 
moments are evaluated at x; =0, pieces of Ra8Y6 with the 
form (( n < /)-pole)r1 will not contribute to the final 
answer; we shall ignore such pieces in the derivations 
below. 

The metric accurate to order p = 2 is20 

g"v=vCggµv=11"v-(jjl'v_T h71"v>-+ hh"v+T -rr(h2+1h'aPjja8)' 

where 

(4.8) 

jjl'V=T'/µv_ 9µv, h=T'/µvhµv . 

This can be inverted to give 

gµv='f'/µv+hµv-T T'/µvh +hµahav-T hhµv+T T'/µv(h 2-2haPjja8 ). (4.9) 
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Here pv consists of a linear part rr given by Eqs. (3.26) plus quadratic corrections r~v =p~v +Jr [ Eq. (3.31) and asso
ciated discussion]: 

h"v=rr+p~v+f~v. (4.10) 

To simplify the calculations, all r 1( ( n <[)-pole) terms will be dropped. By virtue of the forms of rr and of the wr 
constructed from it •. Pr can be chosen to consist solely of such terms and thus can be ignored. From this fact plus the 
traceless nature of r't we conclude that 

h = - h00 +o;1fq. 
Furthermore, accurate to quadratic order in p, 

haphaP=(hoo)2_ 2h0ah0a . 

These relations reduce Eqs. (4.8), (4.9) to 

g"v=1r- h"v-+ h 001r ++ oiifijrr++ h 00h"v++ 1J"1(h00l2 -2h0ah0a] , 

gµv='11µv + hµv+t"li 0011µv-+ 011f11 '11µv+h~hav+ + h00hµv- + 17µJ!h00 l2-2h0ah0a] . 

The Riemann curvature tensor, as obtained from this expression for the metric, is 

Ro101=1".11+3(1/J2l,;1 - + ( A 2l,;1 -+ H;H1+g;g1-+ (Oabfab l,;1+ 0 (G 3l, 

t:/1R;Jbo= -H0 ,b-2i/JHa.b +6H0 gb - 2E0;1A'gi,b +O(G 3l, 

R1aJb =O;bKJ,a -511Kb,a +oaJKb.1 -0abKJ.i +O(G 2l , 

where 

(4.llJ 

(4.12) 

(4.13al 

(4.13b) 

(4,13c) 

1/1=-+ r</?1-2>01' A 1=-rW1-210/' g; =-1/1,;' H;=€;06Ab,a . (4.14) 

We need / 2 =006/f in order to compute ff ,i,- As may be seen from Eq. (3.37c), only 1P1 _1,1m (tl contributes to the 
trace of the gauge-correcting term fz. A simple dimensional analysis plus parity considerations tells that only pq contri
butes to 1P1_ 1,1m(t). It is not too hard to find P¥ from wq. But further simplification is still p<>Ssible. Since we only 
want r 1U-pole) terms inf 1 , we may drop the time derivative and trace terms in wq; this results in 

W1= - 4g1g1-H;Hi. (4.1 5) 

By substituting Eqs. (3.26), (4.14) into Eq. (4.15), we can easily find a particular integral pq for yq. The gauge term 
determined from it [with all r 1((n dl-pole) terms dropped] is 

!2=01J¥ 

ii,2 12 [-er -er + (['+ 1)(/-1 '+ l l ~r &Jr ]x . (4.16) 
=,. _2(2/-1 )/{/-/' - l ){/' -l) Al-I' A,, 9 Al -I' A,, ·~/ 

Now we can substitute Eqs. (3.26), (4.7), (4.14), (4.16) into Eqs. (1.3). After an extremely tedious but straightforward cal
culation, we obtain 

1-
2 

/{/-1) [ 3 /'(/-2) 2(/-/'-l) l('C1: !f1: )STF 
!J' ,i,= !f~/ + /~2/'(/'-1)(/ -/'-l ) / - / ' - /(/-1)(2/-1) + /(/ ' +!) nl - 1' n / , 

1-2 /{/-1)(/'+ llU-/' +1) [ 1 
+ 1~2 9U'-llU - l '- ll U - /' + llU' +ll 

2 1- 2 1 
&1,i, =&1~,+ 1+ 1 ,~2 (/'- 1)( / - 1' - l ) 

2 
//' 

x [/ -1 + /-1' + 2 + / '- 1 + U +/' )( / - l ' + l H/-/'- 1} ] (~~ if~ )STF 

/' I + I (/-/' )( / + I ) /'U'+ ! )(/ + l l 1-1' 1' 

(4.17a) 

(4.17b) 
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These, then, are the relations between the moments if~,. 
.;i~1 of the de Donder coordinate iterative algorithm (Sec. 

III) and the true, curvature-defined moments '6' .41, Ji A( 
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In a recent paper, Thome and Hartle have derived laws of motion and precession for black holes 
and other bodies. Using two different methods, higher-order corrections to those laws are derived 
here: a time change of the body's mass-energy due to coupling of the time derivatives of the body's 
quadrupole moments to the external curvature; a force due to coupling of the time derivatives of the 
body's quadrupole moments to the external curvature and coupling of the body's quadrupole mo
ments to the gradient of the external curvature; and a torque due to coupling of the body's octopole 
moments to the gradient of the external curvature. 

I . INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Recently, Thome and Hartle1 have derived laws of 
motion and precession for black holes and other bodies. 
Their analysis characterizes the body of interest by three 
parameters: M = (mass), L = (size), and T= (time scale 
for changes of multipole moments); and it characterizes 
the external universe, through which the body moves, by 
three other parameters: !YI= (radius of curvature along 
body's world line), .!? = (inhomogeneity scale of curva
ture), and Y =(time scale for changes in curvature). 
Their analysis relics on the approximations that the body's 
moments change slowly and the body is well isolated: 

T » L ?_M, fYl » L , .!L'»L , Y»L , ()) 

and on the assumption that there is negligible gravitating 
matter in a "buffer region" L << r << .!? surrounding the 
body. The external universe's curvature in the buffer re
gion is then nearly constant and satisfies the vacuum Ein
stein equation. Thome and Hartle set up in this buffer re
gion a coordinate system which is as nearly Lorentz as the 
spacetime curvature permits, and in which the body is at 
rest at time t =0; and in this "local asymptotic rest frame 
of the body" they compute the effects of the external 
universe on the body's motion. 

The resulting Thome-Hartle laws of motion and preces
sion, written in terms of components in the body's local 
asymptotic rest frame, take the following form to leading 
order in the small dimensionless parameters L I T, L I !YI, 
LI.!?, and LI Y, and a similar set of parameters with L 
replaced by M: 

dM ML 
dt « !Yf2 ' 

(2a) 

dP
1 

_ Y "&J 1_ 0 [ML l dt - - • - !Yl2 ' 
(2b) 

dY' . <»cl> • ..i """ aJ bc 0 [ ML 2 l (2c) - - = - eab.F"c "' -3C:abJ' c;:Jtl = - - 2-
dt gp 

[Eqs. ( 1.9) of Thome and Hartle, 1 denoted henceforth as 

Eqs. (TH, l.9)). Here p l , Yi, flt , and yJt are the 
body's momentum, spin, and mass and current quadru
pole moments; ~ab is the flat-space Levi-Civita tensor 
(used to form vector cross products); and g>ik and &Jlk are 
the electric and magnetic parts of the Riemann curvature 
tensor of the external universe. Summation over repeated 
indices (which are always spatial, i = 1,2,3) is assumed; 
and indices on the multipole moments are raised and 
lowered with the three-dimensional flat metric (Kronecker 
delta). Thome and Hartle also discuss at some length the 
procedure for converting these laws of motion into equa
tions of motion for any given situation satisfying Eqs. (1 ). 

The purpose of this paper is to derive all corrections to 
the laws of motion and precession (2) with magnitudes 

[
dM l ML

2 

dt corr?.. ~2( .!? or Y or T) 

[
dP

1 l ML
2 

dt corr?.. fJP2(.!L' or Y or Tl ' 
(3) 

[
dY

1 l ML
3 

-;ft corr?.. fYl2( .!? or Y or Tl 

Those corrections tum out to be 

[ d:: Lrr =- +~abfab -t&labY ab, (4a) 

[dP'] '"'' ~ a ,,,,; a>ab - - = -2"' abJ ---.,,,, abJ' 
dt corr 

Id-::' Lrr =+~ab ~acd..rd +~abqjacdybcd . (4c) 

Here overdots denote time derivatives. J-® =d.r" / dt; 
f""" and Y """ are the body's mass octopole and current 
octopolc moments;2 and ~""" and &I""" arc the clectric
type and magnetic-type octopole moments of the external 
universe's curvature, i.e., they characterize the spatial gra-

3130 © 198~ The American Physical Society 
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dient of that curvature. 1•3 Thome and Hartle1 discuss, 
but do not derive, the most important of the above correc
tions [both terms in (4a), which are the leading nonzero 
contributions to dM / dt; and the first term in (4b), which 
in many realistic situations will dominate over the lower
order term (2b) and thus will be the leading contribution 
to dP;!dt]. 

The interpretation of the laws of motion (2) and (4) in
volves a number of subtleties which are discussed by 
Thome and Hartle. One of these subtleties is crucial for 
our derivation, so we review it here: The nonlinear in
teraction of the body's curvature and the external curva
ture cause the body's mass M, momentum P1

, and spin 
Y i to be slightly ambiguous, i.e., to be uncertain by 
amounts 

!J.M-ML 2/!Jll2 ' tJ.P' -ML2/!Jll2 ' tJ..Y'-M3L /!Jll2 

(5) 

[Eq. (TH, 1.8)]. This means that we can obtain physically 
meaningful changes of M, P1

, and .Y1 by integrating the 
laws of motion (2) and (4) only if we integrate over a time 
Jong enough that the changes exceed the uncertainties (5 ). 
Correspondingly, dM / dt, dPi! dt, and d .Y1! dt are actual
ly ambiguous. Any set of formulas that give the same 
time-integrated changes to within the uncertainties of Eq. 
(5) are just as good as Eqs. (2) and (4). This means, in 
particular, that one can add to dM ! dt [Eqs. (2a) and (4al] 
any multiple of (d / dt)( i' ob_,-.b) or (d !dt)(~ ob.Yob), and 
can add to dP1/ dt (Eqs. (2b) and (4b)] any multiple of 
(d / dtl<E'obl'"cY bc> or ( d /dtHE'ob~·cr>-or equiv
alently, one can replace the terms in Eqs. (4a) and (4b) in
volving time derivatives by averages, ( ) , of those terms 
over a few internal time scales, (few) X T [cf. Eq. 
(TH,1.15!]. 

The remainder of this paper consists of two derivations 
of the corrections (4) to the Jaws of motion and preces
sion. The first derivation, based on the techniques of 
Thome and Hartle, I is given in Sec. n. This derivation is 
valid for any body, including a black hole, that satisfies 
the constraints of Eqs. (1). The second derivation, given 
in Sec. III, is restricted to the special case of an arbitrary 

M 

.ab 
i' ob.F 

body with absolutely negligible self-gravity. It serves as a 
check of the first derivation and provides additional in
sight into the physical origins of the energy changes (4a), 
forces (4b), and torques (4c). 

II. DERIVATION FOR AN ARBITRARY BODY 

We begin our derivation from the standard formulas 

M = - p (-g )t 0id 2S1 • 

P1 
= - p ( -g)t iid 2S1 , 

&>i rf.. . J Id 2 
J = - 'j' ( -g)E'jkX t d S1 , 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

where t µ.v is the Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor and the 
surface integral is over a closed two-surface in the buffer 
region. (See Thome and Hartle1 for a discussion of the 
applicability of these formulas to this problem.) In these 
formulas, one could equally well use some other energy
momentum pseudotensor, provided it participates in con
servation laws of the type discussed in Sec. 20.3 of 
MTW.4 In that case, the time changes could be different 
from those in Eqs. (4), but the differences could only be as 
great as the uncertainties discussed in Sec. I. 

Since we are only interested in the nonlinear couplings 
between the external universe and the body moving 
through it, the metric we will use is the sum of that for a 
single body and that for the external universe, with the 
spatial origin attached at time t =0 to the world line of 
the center of the body. To further simplify the calcula
tion, we notice that only those coupling terms with the 
same temporal and spatial transformation properties as 
the left-hand side of Eqs. (6) can appear and survive the 
surface integral. Talce M as an example. Under time re
versal, M - -M; under a spatial reflection, M -M. At 
the order ML 2/ !Jll2T and ML 2! !?12Y [no scalar can be 
constructed if T (or .7) is replaced by .ff or 9i'], the 
transformation properties of the only possible terms are 

. ob 
:»ob.JP 

.ob 
~.b.F 

. ob 
i'ab.Y 

or iabr or ~ob.Yob or ~abr or wob y ob 
time reversal + + 
spatial reflection + + + 

Therefore only i' obfab, i' abr, ~ob.Yob, and ~ob.Yob will appear in the final answer (for a more detailed discussion, 
see Thome and Hartle, 1 Sec. ill El: 

M=µ.1i'obfob +µ.ziobr+µ.1~obyob +µ.4~obyab 
. ob . ab 

= <µ.1-JJ.2li' ob.F +(µ.3-µ.4 )~ ob.JP + (negligible total time derivatives) . 

Similarly, 

p' =µ.,i''abP+µ.6~ 1ab.Yob+(µ.7-µ.glE' ab i'"cYbc +(µ.9-JJ.1ol~ ab~·c?, 
y ' =µ.11E' abi'ocdJb cd +JJ.12~ ob~oaiyb cd • 

(7al 

(7b) 

(7c) 
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Our task now reduces to the calculation of these µ.'s. The linearized, truncated, and trace-reversed metric perturbation 
needed for this calculation is (see Thome2 for the metric of the central body; see Zhang3 for the metric of the external 
universe) 

Inserting Eqs. (8) into MTW (Ref. 4) Eq. (20.22) with 
a µv = Tf" - h I'", and keeping only those terms that will 
contribute to the final answer, we obtain 

I fur( -g)tok= -A k,JA i _ J2~gk+4€1'.bH•gb 

-2Aa,bjj•[k,bJ' 

lfur(-g)t;i=4gigi+H;Hi-SA 1igi1 

+tBii(Sg·A-4g2-H2)' 

(9a) 

(9b) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration and H is the 
gravitational analog of the magnetic field (three
dimensional notation is used here): 

g=-Vtfl, H=V X A. (10) 

In Eq. (9b) the A terms are needed only for the calcula
tion of P1

• 

Now we can insert the necessary parts of Eqs. (8) into 
Eqs. (9a) and (9b) separately, and perform the surface in
tegrations in Eqs. (6). The results, after dropping negligi
ble total time derivative terms, are Eqs. (4) above. Be
cause in this derivation we only need the metric in the 
buffer region where it is linearized, the results are valid 
for any body, including a black hole, provided that the 
conditions of Eq. (I) are satisfied. 

III. DERIVATION FOR A TEST BODY 

In this section, another derivation of Eqs. (4) will be 
presented. The basic idea is local energy-momentum con
servation. The purpose of doing this is twofold. First, it 
can serve as a check of the previous derivation. Second, 
in the derivation of Sec. II the physical meanings were al
most buried in the complicated, though straightforward, 
algebra; and the physics may be much clearer in this cal
culation. 

Our derivation will be restricted to a body that has to
tally negligible self-gravity and is made of "normal" ma
terial, for which I Tab I << TX3 in the body's center-of
mass frame. The mass, momentum, and spin of this body 
are 

M = J T 00(-g)d 3x , 

pi= J To'( -g)dJx • 

Yi = J t!pqxPT°9(-g)d 3x, 

(8a) 

(Sb) 

(8c) 

(I la) 

(I lb) 

(I le) 

where T"" is the energy-momentum tensor for the body 
alone, and g is the determinant of the metric for the exter
nal universe alone. The factor ( - g ) could equally well be 
( - g )n for any n of order unity; by changing the power of 
( - g) one changes M, P1

, and y; by amounts of order 
their uncertainties [Eqs. (5)]. As in Sec. II our calculation 
is performed in a coordinate system that is as nearly 
Lorentz and mass centered as possible, and in which the 
body is momentarily (at t =0) at rest: pi=O and Ji 
=(mass dipole moment) =0 at t=O. 

By taking the time derivatives of Eqs. (I!) and using 
the fact that T""=O outside the body, we obtain 

M= J [r>"!-gl],,,d 3x, p'= J [T1"(-gJ].,,d 3x, 

Y 1 
= J t! pqxP[T"'< -g)],,,d3x . 

By combining with the local law of energy-momentum 
conservation 

T"".,,= . J_ <T""v=K l ,,+ r~T"" =0 . v-g . ~ 

or equivalently, 

[ T""( - gl].,,= -r~pTa11+2(t/ITl'<iJ.a 

and removing negligible time derivatives, vanishing sur
face integrals, and other terms that are negligible, we 
bring these equations into the form 

. J . Oa 3 M= (g0 -A0 )T d x, 

p'= f [!g1-A
1
JT 00 +t!abT°"Hb+g1T 0

0 ]d 3x, 

Y 1
= J t!abx0[(gb - AbJT00+E",.,T°"H']d 3x . 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(12c) 

The_$ 1T 0
0 term in Eq. (!2b) is not discarded because the 

g1-ru' integral, which one might have thought to be dom
inant, gives as its formally leading piece 1Ji0 .F", which 
vanishes in our mass-centered coordinates (.F"=O). 

The physical meanings are rather clear here. Take M 
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as an example. In the Newtonian limit, 'J'°i=pv ;, Eq. 
(12a) reduces to 

. I . J I J M= (g0-A0 )pv0d x= F0v0d X , 

where F0 =p(g0 :_ A0 ) is the gravitational force per unit 
volume exerted on the body by the external universe. 
Thus in the Newtonian limit, the total mass-energy of an 
object changes because the external universe does " F·v" 
work on various parts of it. This is just what we would 
naively expect. We can understand Pi and Yi in a simi-
lar fashion. . . 

In order to express the M, fa' , and y ' of Eqs. (12) in 
terms of the multipole moments of the body and the 
universe, we can express g;, A ;, and H ; in terms of the 
external universe's moments [Eqs. (8) and ()OJ] and then 
perform the integrations using the definitions of the 
body's multipole moments2 

f = J T00x x · · · x d 3x [ ]

STF 

A.1 al az "1 , 

Y A1 = [ J fo 1pqxPT0qx a2Xo3 . . . Xa,d lx ]STF. 
Here ( · · · )STF means take the symmetric, trace-free part. 
The result is the laws of motion (2) ·and (4). Because the 
actual calculation is not so straightforward as in the last 
section, we give a few of its details in an appendix. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we will carry out the calculations lead
ing to Eqs. (4) from Eqs. (12). First we define a few quan
tities that will be used later: 

IA, = J T 00xA1d
3x , 

Jo = J T Oox d lx A1 A1 , 

Kob = J Tobx d lx A1- A1 ' 

(Ala) 

(Alb) 

(Ale) 

where x Ai ::x01x02 · · · x01. From these definitions, the 
finiteness of the body, and the law of energy-momentum 
conservation T 0 fl,p=0 (with gravitational effects here 
neglected), we can find a few very useful relations: 

Job = -}iob + JCobJ , (A2al 

Jobc= +i'* +fJ Cob)c+fJCoc)b , 

Kcco = j= _ .p= . 
(A2b) 

(A2cl 

Here square brackets denote antisymmetrization, and in
dices are raised and lowered with the three-dimensional 
flat metric (Kronecker delta). 

Using Eqs. (All and (A2) we can rewrite Eqs. (12) as 
follows: 

/ = --f ifioblob+ ff' pq~P11'1-2E'11cti'"0J1"_ ff'11cti'"obJ.JGb + fo;!. i'901/0- if10Ki1" 

and 

I I ob 2 -1 • P I -1 k. [ "') ' k. ,jG 
=-2if ob/ +Tf'Pfti' 119 -2f'jk.ti' 0 Jr -E'11cti' 0 1 

- -fE'11c£fl"ob/ob -JfE'11cti'"obJ!falb+ f tf obJl"'10+ -f i'1aJlboJb + f i'abiobi - -fti';
0
iobb , 

yi = -tE'"' if'oblpob+ti' obc (Jobci+ +1->-t ti' 'ob (J<cab+Jobcc )- f ti' obcJlobc+ f ti' iobJccob 

= --fE' Pf if'oblpob- 2ti' obcJ[lo)bc _ Tti'1obJ[oc)bc · 

In writing these three equations in terms of multipole moments, we notice that 

fA1 = (IA1)STF ' 

_; ,,;,po <Pf _; ,;,po(-" Jm" + J""' 191)- 2oi> J[ip)a oi>1 J[ob) C:pq(!) ._,, a =-c:pq lf c:·,,.,. a E[a l mn - - Opo - o a b, 

where f[a 1 m"Jm" I ti means that we arc only antisymmctrizing indices a, q; and 

E'jk yJ obti'lcob= +E"'jk ti'" ob(f° pqJfPbi +E" P'IJ'IP"i +el pqJfPob) 

= +E'1"ti'" ob (2eOP'IJ ' qpb in + 2eb P'IJ lqpa u1+ 3E' pqJfl'ob> 

= T ti' iobJ[od]b d + 2ti' abcJ[io)bc · 

Using these relations, we can further simplify Eqs. (12) into 
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• I .ab 2 • ab 
M=-2 if

0
b.F -1g/abY , (A3a) 

.1 I . b g . b I . -.Jx • . . a be • . :JIOb a .; . abb • . .a/H 
P =-2if'ab.F° -9g}'ab y a +1f'abg/ 0 ,J +9f'abif ,Y -9f'pqg/9abJ -,,-if al +9ifabl • (A3b) 

y' = - +~ pq if9ab.Fpab _~ pqg/qab ypab . (A3c) 

The last three terms in Eq. (A3b) are part of the next-higher-order contributions [ - (ML 
3 /t?/2

T)( 11.'T or 11.!f)] and 
thus can be dropped. After this, Eqs. (A3) are the same as Eqs. (4). 

1K . S. Thome and J.B. Hartle, Phys. Rev. D 31 , 1815 (1985). 
2K. S. Thome, Rev. Mod. Phys. 52, 299 (1980). 
lX.-H. Zhang (unpublished). 

4C. W. Misner, K. S. Thome, and J. A. Wheeler, Gravitation 
(Freeman, San Francisco, 1973); cited in text as MTW. 
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ABSTRACT 

The laws of perfect general-relativistic magnetohydrodynamics 

(GR1vlHD) are rewritten in 3+1 language in a general spacetime. The 

laws are expressed in terms of quantities (magnetic field, flow velocity, ... ) 

that would be measured by the "fiducial observers," whose world lines 

are orthogonal to the hypersurfaces of constant time. This 3+1 formalism 

of GRMHD should be of interest in nwnerical relativity, nwnerical astro

physics, and the membrane paradigm for black holes. The GRMHD equa

tions are also specialized to a stationary spacetime and a stationary MHD 

flow with one arbitrary spatial symmetry (e.g., a stationary MHD magne

tosphere for a rotating Kerr black hole); and the general features of sta

tionary, symmetric GRMHD solutions are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In astrophysics one often encounters magnetic fields. When interstellar clouds con

dense into stars, when stars collapse to neutron stars, and when accreting material falls 

into black holes, they all carry magnetic flux with them into a much smaller region, 

thereby producing a relatively large-scale, ordered magnetic field. Meanwhile other 

processes, e.g., the dynamo effect, also extract energy from the fluid's motion and further 

intensify the already existing magnetic field. In order to understand many interesting 

phenomena in our universe, we need a well-developed theory of magnetized plasmas. 

However, the full plasma theory is difficult to handle even in some of the most simple 

situations, and there are many situations where, as a first approximation to plasma theory, 

a theory of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) can be rather accurate and reveal much 

interesting physics. For example, to study magnetic phenomena inside our sun, 

Newtonian MHD is sufficient. 1 To study magnetospheres and interiors of a neutron star, 

special-relativistic MHD gives one a good understanding,2 but general-relativistic MHD 

is desirable. 3 However, to study the innermost regions of accretion disks and jets of mag

netized, accreting black holes, the strength of gravity demands a general-relativistic 

MHD treatment. 

There have been many efforts to develop a fully general-relativistic magnetohydro

dynarnic (GRMHD) theory and to apply it to interesting astrophysical situations (Refs. 

3-8 and references cited therein). Thus, GRMHD is already a rather mature subject. 

However, it is found in research that some versions of the theory are more helpful in 

intuitive thinking than others, or are more convenient to use for some problems. A 3+ 1 

formulation is particularly useful for numerical calculations,6
•
9 and it shows promise for 

intuitive understanding in black-hole situations (the "membrane paradigm,"10 a 3+1 ver

sion of black-hole theory based on a special family of fiducial observers). There has 
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been one previous 3+1 formulation of GRMHD: that of Sloan and Smarr.6 However, that 

formalism expressed the theory in tenns of a set of variables (energy density, energy flux, 

stress tensor) that are not optimal for intuitive understanding. The objective of this paper 

is to re-express GRMHD in a more intuitively useful form: a form based on fluid and 

field quantities that are measured by a preferred family of fiducial observers (FIDO's) 

directly (the FIDO-measured magnetic field B, fluid velocity V, and the mass density p 

and pressure p as seen in fluid's rest frame). Expressed in this way the 3+1 equations of 

GRMHD are Eqs. (2.5) or (2.13), (2.6), (2.12), (2.22), (2.24), and (2.26) below. 

The work reported here has been particularly motivated by the ''Blandford-Znajek 

effect;'' i.e., the extraction of rotational energy from a black hole by the coupling of 

magnetic fields threading the hole to the hole's gravitomagnetic field (its "dragging of 

inertial frames"). In their seminal paper on this subject, Blandford and Znajek11 ideal

ized the magnetosphere as force-free, with its plasma consisting of electron-positron 

pairs created by magnetic-gravitomagnetic-induced electric fields. Macdonald and 

Thorne12 analyzed this Blandford-Znajek process using the membrane paradigm and 

retaining the force-free idealization near the hole. More recently, Phinney7 has 

developed and applied to the Kerr geometry a (non-3+ 1) formulation of GRMHD theory 

and has used it in an improved, MHD analysis of the Blandford-Znajek process. All of 

this past research has dealt with equilibrium states of the magnetosphere. A natural 

extension of these studies would be an investigation of the magnetosphere's dynamical 

properties, or as a first step, the behavior of MHD waves propagating in it. The author is 

carrying out an initial study of such waves in a black-hole magnetosphere. As a founda

tion for that study, a 3+1 version of GRMHD is developed and presented in this paper. 

Although the fonnulation presented in this paper was motivated by the black-hole 

problem and meshes nicely with the membrane paradigm, the formalism is not restricted 
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to black holes or the membrane paradigm. It is presented initially (Sec. II) in a much 

more general form than that. However, in the Kerr geometry we have a set of preferred 

FIDO' s [the zero angular momentum observers 13 (ZAM 0 's)]; and our general formalism 

can be easily specialized to the Kerr geometry with the ZAMO's playing the role of the 

FIDO's. The result is the membrane paradigm version of GRMHD. 

In Sec. II of this paper the full and general set of GRMHD equations is given in 

terms of quantities measured by the FIDO's. In Sec. ID we demonstrate that without 

much extra effort, Phinney's results7 on stationary, GRMHD, black-hole magnetospheres 

can actually be generalized to any stationary MHD system with one spatial symmetry; 

and for such a system we reduce the full set of GRMHD equations to a set of algebraic 

relations and an (algebraic) wind equation which, along with one nonlinear partial dif

ferential equation also contained in this set of GRMHD equations, fully detennine the 

structure of MHD flows. In a subsequent paper we will use those equations to build 

equilibrium models, which we will then perturb in order to get insight into dynamical 

black-hole magnetospheres. 

II. GENERAL-RELATIVISTIC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 

A. Notation 

For the concept of a 3+ 1 split of spacetime into space plus time and the concept of 

the FIDO's, associated with such a split, readers are referred to York,14 to the membrane 

paradigm book,10 and to references cited therein. Here only the basic points will be sum

marized. The foundation for the 3+ 1 split is a particular choice of time coordinate t (i.e., 

a particular "foliation" of spacetime into "universal time" t and "absolute space," the 

hypersurfaces of constant t ) . With a specific choice of time t and spatial coordinate x;, 
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the spacetime line element talces the form 

(2.1) 

and the FIDO' s (whose world lines are orthogonal to the hypersurf aces of constant t) 

have four-velocities, 

(2.2) 

The FIDO's proper time 't is related to the "universal time" t by d-r:=adt. The rate of 

change of any scalar physical quantity as seen by a FIDO is 

-=n ·< >Vt=- --~·V f, df 4 1 [ d -+ -+j 
d't a. dt 

(2.3a) 

and the FIDO-measured rate of change of any three-dimensional vector Sor tensor fJ that 

lies in absolute space (i.e., orthogonal ton) is defined by 

(2.3b) 

Here, <4>v denotes the gradient in four-dimensional spacetime, Vis the gradient in three

dimensional space, and L, is the Lie derivative along d/dt, so L ,S is the three-vector 

whose components in the coordinate system (2.1) are as j /dt. 

In this paper geometrized units, with G=c=l, will be used. Vectors and tensors liv-

ing in four-dimensional spacetime will be denoted by boldface italic letters, such as the 

FIDO's four-velocity n; vectors living in three-dimensional absolute space will be 

denoted by boldface roman or Greek letters, such as the shift function l three-

dimensional tensors are distinguished from vectors by a dyad over the letter, such as the 
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three-dimensional metric y. All vector-analysis notations such as the gradient, curl, and 

vector cross product will be those of the three-dimensional absolute space whose three

metric is y, unless specified otherwise. The determinant of the three-metric is denoted as 

g : 

gsadetlr;j I. (2.4) 

Latin letters i, j, k, .. . represent indices in absolute space and thus run from 1 to 3; Greek 

letters ex., ~. y, .. . represent indices in spacetime and thus run from 0 to 3. Sununation on 

repeated indices is assumed. 

B. Evolution of the magnetic field 

hi an MHD fluid, the motion of the fluid will change the magnetic field; and the 

magnetic field, in tum, will change the state of the fluid's flow through its Lorentz and 

Coulomb forces. 

The FIDO-measured magnetic field B is governed by half of Maxwell's equations 

[Eqs. (3.4), (2.16), (2.17) of Ref. 15, together with (2.3b) above; see also Ref. 6]: 

..... 
dB 1 ..... .......... ..... 1..... ..... 
-+-B ·Vf}+eB=-- Vx(aE), 
d't a a 

(2.5) 

.......... 
V·B=O. (2.6) 

Here, e is the expansion rate of the FIDO's four-velocity, i.e., three times the direction-

averaged "Hubble expansion rate" of absolute space as seen by them, 

(2.7) 

and is expressible in terms of g=det ly;j I, the " lapse function" a , and "shift function" (or 
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'' gravitomagnetic potential'') ~by 

0=.!.[ !:!___v.~ . 
a 2g J (2.7') 

The FIDO-measured electric field E, electric current 7, and electric-charge density Pe are 

treated as auxiliary quantities in the GRMHD formalism. For imperfect MHD (MHD 

with finite electrical conductivity), they can be found from the other half of Maxwell's 

equations [Eqs. (3.4), (2.16), (2.17) of Ref. 15 together with (2.3b) above; see also Ref. 

6]; 

the fluid four-velocity): 

-+ 
dE 1 -+ -+-+ -+ 1 -+ -+ -+ 
-+-E ·\7~+eE=-\7x(aB }--41tj, 
d't a a 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Here vis the FIDO-measured fluid velocity, 'Y is the fluid's Lorentz factor as seen by the 

FIDO's, 

(2.11) 

and cr is the electric conductivity as measured in the fluid rest frame, not in the FIDO's 

frame. 

In this paper we will restrict attention to perfect MHD, i.e., to MHD with perfectly 

conducting ( cr---too) fluids; this is an excellent idealization for most astrophysical situa

tions. For a detailed discussion of its validity in the context of active galactic nuclei 
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(AGN's), see Sec.V3 of Phinney.7 Under the perfect MHD assumption there can be no 

electric field in the fluid's rest frame, i.e., 

--+ --+ --+ 
E+VxB=O. (2.12) 

1bis equation can be formally derived from uµF µv=O or can be inferred from (2.10) with 

CJ~oo. Note that for perfect MHD, E can be computed from V and B, using Eq. (2.12); 

then 7 and p, can be computed from (2.8) and (2.9). In the following, Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) 

will not be used again except to calculate the auxiliary quantities 7 and p, when needed. 

For perfect MHD the magnetic-field evolution equation (2.5) can be simplified by 

substituting-YxB for E and making use of Eq. (2.6). The result is 

DB +l__B·V(jJ-aV)+ e+ V·(a.V) B=O, --+ [ --+ --+ ] 

D't a. a. 
(2.13) 

where 

D d --+ --+ l [ d --+ --+ --+] -=-+V·V=- -+(a.V-f3)·V 
D't d't a. dt 

(2.14) 

is the time derivative moving with the fluid. As Evans and Hawley9 have pointed out, 

with a little bit of manipulation this evolution law can be reduced to a form more suitable 

for numerical calculations: 

1 d"sa ..... ..... ..... ..... ..Jg dt - Vx [(a.V- [3)xB ]=O. (2.13') 

Because the evolution law (2.13) represents only half of the dynamic Maxwell 

equations [Eq. (2.5) but not (2.8)], a natural question arising at this stage is: Should one 

in1pose the constraint (2.6) (V·B=O) at all times or just on the initial data? The answer is 
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what we would guess intuitively: As in everyday physics we need to impose it only on 

the initial data. The proof is very straightforward; we will sketch it here to conclude this 

section. First we move dld't inside V in (d/d't)(V·B), taking care to include curvature 

terms when we change the orders of differentiation; then we use (2.5) to eliminate di11d't. 

The end result is 

d --+ --+ --+ --+ 
-VB=-fJV·B 
d't ' 

(2.15) 

--+ --+ 
which says explicitly that once V·B=O is imposed on the initial data, it will continue to 

hold at later times as the magnetic field is evolved, using (2.5) [or its consequence, (2.13) 

or (2.13')]. 

C. Motion of the fluid 

The total energy-momentum tensor of an MHD system must obey the conservation 

laws, 

(2.16) 

Here T fluid is the four-dimensional energy-momentum tensor of the fluid and T BM is that of 

the electromagnetic field. Each of these T's is broken into the FIDO-measured energy 

density E, energy flux or momentum density S, and stress tensor w .6·
15 For the elec-

tromagnetic field alone we have [Eq. (3.10) of Ref. 15] 

--+ I --+ --+ 
SEM=- (ExB), 

47t 

<-+ I [ --+ --+ --+ --+ 1 --+2 --+21 W ~- -{£~ +BrgB )+-(£ +B )y . 
47t 2 

(2.l 7a) 

(2.l 7b) 

(2.17c) 
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Forthe perfect fluid we have [Eq. (3 .11) of Ref. 15]: 

(2.18a) 

s=<p+p)fv, (2.18b) 

+-+ -+ -+ +-+ 
W =(p+p )fV®V +p y, (2.18c) 

where p is the mass density and p is the presure as seen in the fluid 's rest frame, 

J-(l-V2
)- 112 is the fluid 's Lorentz factor [Eq. (2.11)], and®denotes the tensor product. 

The conservation law (2.16) can be viewed in two equivalent ways. One is to treat 

its two parts separately and to regard the electromagnetic part as an external force acting 

on the fluid, an approach used by Sloan and Smarr.6 We shall also adopt this approach in 

deriving our dynamic GRMHD equations. The other approach is to treat the total 

energy-momentum tensor as a whole.3-7 This is found to be more useful in deriving con-

servation laws when symmetry exists and will be used in Sec. ID below to deduce pro-

perties of equilibrium solutions. 

When we project (2.16) along a FIDO's world line, we get the local energy conser-

vation law as seen by the FIDO; when we project (2.16) into absolute space; i.e., orthog

onal to the FIDO's world line, what we get is a force balance equation as seen by the 

FIDO's. The two resulting equations are6
·
10

·
15 

de 1 ·· 1 ..... ..... 1 ;:t;t +-+ .......... 
- +0£+-W'' L ,y;i=-2 V·(a.2S)+-(VJ3):W+E-j , 
d ~ 2cx. ex. ex. 

dS; . . 
- +0S- +(L Y··)S1=- ta- - W -- o' d 't I f IJ I IJ 

(2. 19) 
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-+ -+ 
+(jxB)i. (2.20) 

Here, E, Si ,and Wii are the FIDO-measured energy density, energy flux, and stress in the 

fluid alone [Eq. (2.18)]; 

--+ --+ 
a=(Vo.)let (2.21) 

is the negative of the FIDO-measured gravitational acceleration; and the covariant 

derivative in three-dimensional absolute space is denoted by a slash Ii . The auxiliary 

quantities p,, }, E are to be found from Eqs. (2.8), (2.9), and (2.12). If we replace E, s, W 

in (2.19) and (2.20) by the appropriate expressions for a fluid with dissipation and retain 

a finite conductivity o, what we get are the "imperfect" general GRMHD equations.8 

However, since we will concentrate on perfect MHD in this paper, we shall replace 

E, S, W by their perfect-fluid expressions in (2.18). When this is done, the FIDO

measured law of force balance (2.20) becomes 

Po.:Z.µ+- '11 .. +po·"µv.v .- - B·B · --~o·:Z.µv.-- -'11 .. --B.B . (V1 ,.V) [[ i/2] 1 lvvi Dµ [B2 
1 ] . t 

r 41t ,,, r , , 47t , , D 't · t' r , D 't 47t ,,, 41t , , ~ 

.:i.[ 1 . ·] 1 --+--+;::t-+--+ 1 --+2 1 . =-p0r µ ai--J3j Ii V'-(L ,Y;i)V' -p 1;+ -
4 

(VxB); V-(VxB}---2 (aB) 1;+-
4
-(aB;)1jB ' 

0. 1t 87tet 7tCt 

1 [-+ {-+ --+ --+ --+ --+ ;::t ;:/ --+ --+ ;:::t;:t1] + 47tet B x. Vx[Vx(et.VxB )-(B ·V)p]-(VxB }'V J3J ; . (2.22) 

Here a subscript i on a vector quantity means the i component of that vector: 

(2.23) 

is the specific enthalpy of the fluid [and also the inertial mass per unit rest mass; cf. 
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Exercise 5.4 of Misner, Thome, and Wheeler16 (MTW)]; and p0 is the fluid's rest mass 

density. In deriving the above equation, the local law of conservation of rest mass [3+ 1 

- +p0fV ·-+_e_ -g ,+V·(a.V-13) =O Dpo -+ DV [ 1 -+ -+l 
D't D't a 2g · 

(2.24) 

was used. 

Here we deliberately will not make the law of energy conservation (2.19) explicit 

because in perfect MHD, a combination of (2.19) and (2.20) is easier to use. We shall 

turn to this in some detail in the next subsection. 

Because of the underlying plasma processes, where the fluid particles are locked 

onto magnetic field lines, it is easier for fluid to move along magnetic field lines than 

across them. If we think of the coefficient of DVj ld't on the left-hand side (LHS) of 

(2.22) as an "effective inertia," we can clearly see this anisotropy in the fluid 's inertia 

caused by the magnetic field. The quartic tenn in y on the LHS is a relativistic correc

tion: fluid is harder to accelerate at higher speed. The second term on the LHS of (2.22) 

represents the force needed for a moving fluid when its specific enthalpy is changing. 

The last term on the LHS is a correction to the first inertial term. On the right-hand side 

(RHS) of (2.22), the first tenn in the large parentheses is the standard gravitational 

acceleration (because of failure of the FIDO's to fall freely); the second term in that set 

of parentheses is the gravitomagnetic acceleration; and the third tenn comes from the 

coupling of the motion of the fluid to nonstatic spatial curvature. The second term on the 

RHS is the familiar pressure gradient. The third and fourth terms on the RHS are just the 

Coulomb and Lorentz forces . The curl of the avxiJ term is the coupling of the induced 

electric field to the fluid velocity and the magnetic field. The rest of the term comes from 
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the coupling of the magnetic field to the gravitomagnetic field, a force underlying the 

Blandford-Znajek effect. 

D. Thermodynamic variables 

In perfect MHD there is no Ohmic dissipation nor viscous loss, so entropy is strictly 

conserved locally. Therefore, we can write the first law of thermodynamics as 

as seen in the fluid's rest frame, or 

dp=P±E_dp0 
Po 

Dp Dpo 
D'I: =µ D't . 

(2.25) 

(2.25') 

We can also derive Eq. (2.25) from the law of energy conservation as seen by the fluid 

rall:o:ufl=O plus the frozen-in condition and the conservation of rest mass, or equivalently 

from a linear combination of (2.19) and (2.20) plus (2.6) and (2.24). Notice that in Eq. 

(2.25) only the fluid's variables appear; and energy conservation has the same form as for 

an ordinary fluid with no magnetic field. This comes from the perfect MHD assumption 

that in the fluid's rest frame there is no electric field and therefore no exchange of energy 

between the fluid and magnetic field. In our MHD equations we choose to use (2.25) 

instead of (2.19). Of course, our MHD equations are not complete without an equation of 

state 

F (po,/J ,s )=0, (2.26) 

where s is the specific entropy. In this paper we assume, for simplicity, that the system 

of equations for perfect MHD is closed by a barotropic equation of state (i.e., s is 
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constant throughout the fluid and, of course, constant in time) 

p=p(f>o). (2.26') 

and, correspondingly, p can be computed once and for all from [cf. Eq. (2.25)] 

(2.27) 

To summarize, in our 3+ 1 equations for perfect MHD, the basic variables are the 

FIDO-measured magnetic field B and fluid velocity v, and the rest-mass density Po as 

measured in the fluid's rest frame. The total density of mass-energy p and pressure p (in 

the fluid rest frame) are computed from p0 via Eqs. (2.26') and (2.27); the FIDO

measured electric field i is computed from V and B via Eq. (2.12); the FIDO-measured 

current density 7 and charge density p. are computed from Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9); the mag

netic field Bis evolved via Eq. (2.13); and the fluid velocity Vis evolved via Eq. (2.22). 

These are the perfect GRMHD equations in their most general form. Using these equa-

tions, we can study stationary configurations, dynamic evolution of conducting fluid with 

appropriate boundary conditions, or a small perturbation to an equilibrium state. 

ID. GRMHD IN A STATIONARY, SYMMETRIC BACKGROUND 

In this section we restrict attention to a stationary spacetime with one spatial sym-

metry and demand that the MHD flow have the same synunetries. More specifically, we 

assume that spacetime has a timelike Killing vector field (KVF) lt=dldt and a spacelik:e 

KVF ni=dldE, which commute with each other, and we insist that all fluid and electromag

netic quantities have vanishing Lie derivatives along It and ni . Moreover, we also insist 

(as is the case for a rotating, Kerr black hole) that the gravitomagnetic potential point 

along the synunetry direction ni, 
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(3.1) 

These restrictions guarantee that (i) our metric (2.1) will be independent oft and~; (ii)~ 

and nr will both lie in the hypersurfaces of constant time; i.e., they are three-vectors in 

absolute space; (iii) the congruence of FIDO world lines will not expand, 

0=0; (3.2) 

and (iv) the gravitational acceleration will have vanishing projection along l 

.......... 
a ·f3=0. (3.3) 

We shall see how 3+ 1 electrodynamics can be simplified under these conditions 

(Sec.IDA) and how the conservation laws associated with these KVF's can be used to 

simplify the analysis of equilibrium configurations (Secs.IDB and IDC). This discussion 

is a 3+1 treabnent of Phinney,7 and an extension to MHD of Macdonald and Thorne12 

(but with the spacetime slightly more general than in those cases). 

A. Electrodynamics 

To study electrodynamics in a stationary, symmetric spacetime, we first introduce, 

as auxiliary quantities used in intermediate steps, some special components of the four-

vector potential. They are15 

-+ .... 
A ="('(four-vector potential) 

=(three-vector potential living in three-dimensional absolute space), (3 .4) 

Ao=* "(four-vector potential) 

=(time component of four-vector potential), (3 .5) 
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A;-nl ·(four-vector potential) 

=nl ·(three-vector potential) 

=(!;-component of three-vector of four-vector potential ). (3.6) 

Using these potentials, we can write the electric and magnetic fields as [Eqs. (5.9) and 

(5.10) of Ref. 15], 

(3 .7) 

--. --. --. 
B=VxA. (3.8) 

Because A; will play an important role in determining the structure of stationary 

MHD flows, let us examine the physical content of Ai; first . Consider a curve c in abso

lute space with tangent vector 1"it (i.e., an "integral curve" of nl) and a magnetic flux tube 

bounded by C (see Fig. 1). The magnetic flux 'f' inside such a flux tube is related to Ai; in 

the following way: 

(3 .9) 

Here 'f', regarded as a scalar field in absolute space, has the above value at any point 7 

that lies on curve c . Because nt=<J1ai; is assumed to be a KVF, Ai; is independent of 1;; so 

we can consider Ai; as the flux per unit 1; length of C within the flux tube. In an a"<-isym

metric spacetime, i; is equal to the angle q, around the axis of symmetry, the line integral 

(3.9) rnns from o to 21t, and 'l'(XJ is the flux inside the circle that passes through .X' and is 

generated by a1ai;. In a translation symmetric spacetime, !; runs from - 00 to +00 , and for 

finiteness we make use of the s synunetry and restrict the line integral (3.9) to a small, 

fixed interval [say ~(7}<!;d:J(1(7)+0L for some small oL ], and regard '1'(7) as the flux in a 
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tube bounded by (i) the integral curve of ;;t through x; (ii) a curve at ;~(x); (iii) a curve 

at ~=l;o<ML, and (iv) some fixed fiducial integral curve of ni. 

Before we try to relate A~ to Band E, let us first decompose, for later convenience, 

any vector u in absolute space into its ~ component U~ and the part uP perpendicular to 

(3.10) 

(The superscript P stands for "Poloidal" - a terminology adapted from the axisym-

metric case where ~ is the angle around the symmetry axis.) Then it turns out that (see 

below) 

(3.11) 

Here yP and BP are the ''poloidal'' parts of the fluid velocity and magnetic field, respec-

tively. Tims, the poloidal magnetic field lines coincide with the fluid's poloidal stream 

lines on surfaces orthogonal to ni. This can be derived by taking a scalar product of (3. 7) 

with ;;t and then using the; symmetry and the frozen-in condition (2.6) to conclude that 

-+ -+ -+ 
m-(VxB)=O, (3.12) 

or 

(3.13) 

which says that rlt, yP, and BP are not linearly independent; hence the statement in (3.11). 

Because yP and "fiP are parallel, we can define a proportionality coefficient k to relate 

them. By a careful choice, it is defined as3
·
7 

(3.14) 
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With this choice we can show, using (2.6) and (2.24 ), that 

(3.15) 

The proof involves combining the stationary, symmetric versions of the law of mass con-

servation (2.24) 

(3.16) 

and the law of flux conservation V·Bp =0. Therefore, k Will be constant On magnetic SUr-

faces, or flux tubes, though typically it will vary from one magnetic surface to another. 

Now we wish to find a relation between i1 and Ac,. The argument here is that of 

Thome and Macdonald. 15 Consider an integral curve c' of ;;t which differs slightly from 

c. The flux per unit length of C, between c and c', is 

(3.17) 

where <R is any vector reaching from c to c'. Because c' is arbitrary, <R is also arbi-

trary, and we thus have 

.... .... ........ ->p 
VAc,=mxB=mxB . (3.18) 

By taking a cross product with iii, we can invert (3 .18) to obtain 

(3.19) 

Here, Yc,~=ili-iii is the "ss component" of the three-metric. From (3.19) we can deduce 

that 

(3 .20) 
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This guarantees that Ai;. as is k, is a constant on magnetic surfaces and that k can be 

regarded as a function of Ai;: 

(3.21) 

The coefficient k is called the stream function7 because it is constant along a "stream 

line," i.e., along an integral curve of V=VP +vi;;;t. As we shall see in Sec. ill C, stream 

functions play an important role in determining the structure of stationary flows. 

-> 
We can also express E in terms of the gradient of Ai;. The frozen-in condition (2.12) 

implies that Eis orthogonal to B; and thus (2.12) plus Eqs. (3.7) and (3.20) and~ sym-

metry implies 

(3.22) 

which in tum implies that 

(3.23) 

Since VP A 0 and VP Ai; are both poloidal (by~ symmetry) and are both orthogonal to BP, 

they must be parallel to each other: 

(3.24) 

for some scalar field VF . Correspondingly, Eq. (3.7) implies 

(3.25) 

By taking derivatives along BP of both sides of (3.24) and using (3.20) and (3.22), we 

conclude that vF must be a function of Ai;; i.e., BP ·VVF =O, and vF is also a stream func-

ti on. We can think of vF as the coordinate speed of the magnetic field, because observers 
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who move with df,/dt=VF [i.e., at velocity (VF iil+~)la. as measured by FIDO's] see an elec-

tric field 

(3.26) 

that vanishes; i.e., they regard the magnetic field as at rest with respect to themselves. A 

comparison of Eqs. (2.12) and (3 .26) gives us an algebraic relation 

V
L kB~ VF+p 
---+ ' 
41t<XfloY a. 

(3 .27) 

which relates v~ to B~. 

B. MHD flow 

For the stationary and syrmnetric MHD flow, since the FIDO's move along sym

metry directions, d(everything)/d't=O. FIDO's do not see any changes in the MHD flow 

around themselves. Moreover, associated with the two KVF's, we have two conserved 

fluxes [Eqs. (3 .65b) and (3.69b) of Ref. 10], 

(3.28) 

whose products with the lapse function a. are divergence-free under stationary, symmetric 

assumptions: 

(3 .29) 

-> . 
[Eqs. (3.67) and (3 .71) of Ref. 10]. Here, Sr, is the flux of the s component of momen-

tum, and ~- is the flux of energy at infinity, or " red-shifted energy." Because of the 

symmetry, the <; components of these fluxes give identically zero contribution to the 
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conservation laws (3.29). Thus, the poloidal parts of the fluxes also satisfy the conserva

tion laws (3.29), and we shall concentrate attention on them. Using expressions (3.14) 

-+ -+ 
and(3.25) for E. and B, we find 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

which allows us to introduce two more stream functions: 7 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

That l and e are indeed stream functions (i.e., are constant along 'jjP and thus are expres-

sible as functions of As) can be verified directly from (3.16) and (3.29)-(3.33). We can 

rewrite Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31), using land e, as 

(3.30') 

(3.31') 

As pointed out by Phinney7 and also quite obvious here, l and e can be intexpreted as the 

covariant s component of momentum (henceforth, the "generalized momentum") and 

the energy at infinity carried by unit rest mass of fluid. Sometimes, especially when 

seeking solutions to the " wind equation " [Eq. (3.46) below], a combination of e and I, 

the field-rest-frame specific energy f, is more useful in determining the flow structure. It 

is defined as 

(3.34) 
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where 

(3.35) 

Using Eqs. (3.29)-(3.31) we can also write the extraction rate of~ component of 

momentum, i, and that of energy at infinity, M, in terms of stream functions l, e , and k . 

Consider two flux tubes S 1 and S 2, which are bounded separately by integral curves C 1 

and C 2 of ;ti on a two-dimensional surface Sup with its normal orthogonal to ;;t (see Fig. 

2). Let us assume that S "P is located in a nearly flat region, so the total fluxes of general-

ized momentum and energy at infinity across it between S 1 and S 2 can be regarded as the 

rates of extraction of these quantities from the strong gravity region; e .g. , leaving a sur-

face Sdown whose normal is also orthogonal to ;;t inside that region. Using Eq. (3.29) we 

see that 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

Thus, in stationary perfect GRMHD, the flux tubes act as wires in a de circuit, guiding 

energy and momentum from one place to another without dissipation. 12 To study how 

the energy is converted into photons that observers can see requires an analysis that goes 

beyond perfect MHD. 14 Of course, this does not render perfect GRMHD uninteresting: 

perfect GRMHD is still a good approximation in which we can understand how the 

energy is transported from the strong gravity region to the dissipation region, where 
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gravity is usually weak and non-general-relativistic analysis would be adequate. To 

express i and M in terms of stream functions, we rewrite S:, and&':. using (3.30') and 

(3.31'), and we also make use of Eqs. (3.14), (3 .18), and (3.19) to obtain 

. f ->p -+ f lk ->p -+ 
L=J; cxlp0yV ·dS=J; -8 ·dS 

., •r47t 

-+ -+ -+ 
=--1 1 lk(mxdS)·VAf. 

47t ., YF,f, 

On Sup• 

-+ .,.....,, -+ 
dS =ax x(md S); 

therefore, 

(3.38) 

where At> is the value of Af. on flux tube S 1, Af.<2
> is the value of Af. on flux tube S2• Also 

to include the case where tds~oo, we use the extraction rate per Q.nit s length c of 

momentum between flux tubes S 1 and S 2, [. Then 

A'"'' 
• } I 

L =-----1 lk dA. 
4 "' ... 7t l 

Similarly, for the extraction rate per unit length of energy at infinity, we have 

A"' 
} I 

M=--- f .,,ek dAf.. 
47t Ji, 

(3 .39) 

(3.40) 

For a Kerr black hole we shrink S 1 to the hole's symmetry axis and let S2 approach the 

equatorial plane. Then Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40) become (7.5) of Ref. 7 modulo a factor of 
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47t (27t from the length f d $, 2 from the reflection symmetry about the equatorial plane 

asswned for the MHD flow). 

C. The wind equation and its solutions 

For our stationary, symmetric system, we have just seen how most of the GRMHD 

equations can be integrated once, giving us one algebraic relation and five stream func

tions A 0 , vF, k, I, and e or f, whose values are detennined by boundary conditions. From 

these and one other algebraic constraint 

.:i. -+2 r (1-V )=1 , (3.41) 

.... -+ 
we can find out all the components of V and B, once we have solved for Ai;. To solve for 

-+ .... 
Ai;, we can express V, B, p0 , • .• ,in terms of stream functions and metric coefficients, and 

then substitute them into the remaining unintegrated force-balance equation. The result 

will be a second-order, nonlinear, partial differential equation. In general, we do not 

have analytic solutions to this equation. In the following, as did Phinney7 (on whose 

work our 3+ 1 analysis is modeled), we will assume that this equation has already been 

solved for Ai; and will leave the actual solution to numerical work; and following Phinney 

we shall concentrate on (3 .41) and examine what constraint it puts on the stream func

tions in addition to those demanded by boundary conditions. 

More specifically, what we shall do is express V and y completely in terms of stream 

functions and metric coefficients, and then insert them into (3 .41) to get a so-called 

"wind equation" for vP =I vr I. Actually. it turns out that using the components of four-

velocity, 

(3.42a) 
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(3.42b) 

makes the calculation simpler than working with V~ and \JP themselves. To derive the 

wind equation, we first use the definitions for I and f [Eqs. (3.32) and (3.34)] to eliminate 

B ~ and y from Eq. (3 .27) and get an expression for V~: 

(3.43) 

Here and below, we are to regard BP as a function of the "known" quantity A~· given by 

Eq. (3.19). By substituting (3.43) into (3.34), we get an expression for y also in terms of 

known quantities and 0' : 

(j +Cl)kµ f/ -«fBP 
(3.44) 

In terms of V~ and V, (3.41) is 

(3.45) 

which can be manipulated into the form 

(3.46) 

Here, 

(3.47a) 

~(a+~Cf) P 
F 1 _ 1 B , 

µk [(/+Cl )\fy~~+al] 
(3.47b) 
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(3.47c) 

(3 .47d) 

Equation (3.46), with (3.47) substituted in, is the "wind equation" from which we can 

detennine the structure of MHD flows.7
•
17 

For the special case of an ''isothermal equation of state,'' 

µ=.e2:E.=const, 
Po 

(3.48) 

all quantities in the wind equation except 0' can be regarded as known from the solution 

for Ai; and from boundary conditions. Thus, the wind equation (3.46) can be solved for 

0', and the remaining flow structure can be computed algebraically from Eqs. (3.14), 

(3.27), (3.43), and (3.44). Thus, the flow structure is completely determined from (3.46). 

But for more realistic equations of state 

µ=µ(po) , (3.49) 

we must use (3.49) to eliminate µfrom Eqs. (3.43)-(3.45); and it then may be easiest to 

use (3.45) directly as our wind equation. For ease of discussion below, we will assume 

an isothermal equation of state. This type of equation of state is also of interest because 

it includes the cold-flow limit, p=O. 

For continuous flows (no shocks) the solutions to the wind equation (3.45) should 

extend smoothly from the region of interest to spatial infinity. However, for an arbitrary 

set of stream functions, D will generally become singular at critical surfaces where the 

flow speed equals one of the perturbation propagation speeds inside the stationary flow. 
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Either we have no solutions beyond these critical surfaces, or if energy and momentum 

conservation permit, we have shocks. To avoid such situations we have to constrain the 

stream functions in such a way that either these critical surfaces are pushed to or beyond 

spatial infinity, or the solutions pass through the critical surfaces smoothly.7•17 To make 

our discussion more concrete, let us assume that we have parameterized the stream lines 

by a parameter yP, which can be regarded as the coordinate length along the stream lines. 

Then the constraint equations for smooth passage through a critical surface as found by 

Kennel, Fujimura, and Okamoto17 for special relativistic flow, which are also true general 

relativistically, are (see also Chap. V of Ref. 7) 

<JD ~ =O, 
() v1' I V=V.,y'=l 

(3.50a) 

(3.50b) 

where v: is the flow speed on one of the critical surfaces, and Yt denotes one of the loca-

tions of the critical surfaces. Solutions with shocks will introduce many interesting 

processes into our problem. However, to handle shocks well, more careful analysis is 

required. In particular, to determine the structures of shocks, a detailed analysis of full 

plasma theory is required (see, for example, Ref. 18). Such an analysis is far beyond the 

scope of this paper. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the GRMHD equations were rewritten in 3+ 1 language in a general 

spacetime. They were expressed as (i) evolution equations for the FIDO-measured mag

netic field iJ and flow velocity V [Eqs. (2.13) and (2.22)], and the fluid 's rest mass 
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density p0 [Eq. (2.24)] ; (ii) the frozen-in condition of perfect MHD [Eq.(2.12)]; and (iii) 

algebraic constraining equations on the magnetic field [Eq. (2.6)] and thermodynamic 

variables [the equation of state (2.26') or (2.27)]. Then for a stationary, synunetric flow 

in a stationary, symmetric spacetime these equations were reduced to a wind equation 

(3.46) from which one determines v1' (given A~ as known), and the algebraic relations 

(3.14), (3.27), (3.43), and (3 .44) from which one computes p0, yP, v~. and B~ for an isoth

ermal equation of state. With A~ given or calculated from a nonlinear partial differential 

equation derived from (2.22), 'jjP is calculated using (3.19). 

In a future paper the author will use this formalism to build stationary, synunetric 

MHD model magnetospheres, and will linearize the evolution equations to study 

dynamic perturbations of those magnetospheres so as to gain insight into the dynamical 

effects of the coupling of the magnetic field to the gravitomagnetic field. 
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FIG. 1. Magnetic flux inside flux tube bounded by 

C is 'l'(x)=fcAi;ds=A$t-ds. (a) When 'I' and<f\::-dS 

are finite, Ai; is clearly the flux per unit length of 

c within the tube; (b) when<f\::-dS is not finite; e.g., 

if m is a translational symmetry and C extends to 

infinity, 'I' is infinite unless Ai; vanishes. For any 

finite Ai;, we use the s symmetry and consider only 

a small portion oL of curve C . Then o'l'=A i;oL 

and we can still think of Ai; as the flux per unit 

length of C within the flux tube. 

FIG. 2. (a) The generalized momentum and 

energy are transported from one region to another 

between flux tubes S 1 and S 2• On a two

dimensional surface Sup• whose normal is orthogo

nal to m, these flux tubes are bounded by integral 

curves C 1 and C 2 of m. S down is another two

dimensional surface whose normal is also orthog

onal to m . (b) When the length of integral curves 

of m is unbounded, e.g., when iit corresponds to a 

translation, we consider a portion of flux sheets S 1 

and S 2 of width oL and the generalized momen

tum and energy at infinity transported within oL 

between integral curves C 1 and C 2. 
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Chapter V 

THE INTERACTION OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC WAVES 

WITH GRA VITOMAGNETIC FIELDS, AND THEIR POSSIBLE ROLES 

IN BLACK-HOLE MAGNETOSPHERE 

(To be submitted to Phys. Rev. ) 
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The interactions of magnetobydrodynamic waves 

with gravitomagnetic fields, and their possible roles 

in black-hole magnetospheres 

ABSTRACT 

The magnetospheres of rotating, magnetized black holes are thought to 

generate some of the jets observed in quasars and active galactic nuclei. 

Previous research on such magnetospheres has focussed on stationary 

configurations. This paper is an initial, exploratory study of dynamical 

magnetospheres. Because a dynamical study in a rotating hole ' s Kerr 

spacetirne would be exceedingly difficult, this paper introduces a class of 

simpler, plane-symmetric or cylindrically symmetric model spacetirnes in 

which to explore the dynamics. These model spacetimes preserve the key 

physical features of the Kerr geometry: they have a Kerr-like gravitomag

netic potential (shift function), a Kerr-like horizon, and a Kerr-like asymp

totically fiat region far from the horizon. This first exploratory study is 

restricted to the simplest of these spacetimes, one with the planar metric 

ds 2=-dt2+(dx +Pdt )2+dy 2+dz 2, gravitomagnetic potential 

f3=VF(tanhz-1), and horizon lateral velocity dx!dt=2VF. In this space

time the asymptotically fiat region is at z » 1, and the horizon has been 

pushed off to z =-oo. Kerr-like models of stationary magnetospheres are 

built in this spacetime as exact solutions to the fully nonlinear equations 

of general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD). In these 
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solutions the magnetic field, under the influence of the horizon's lateral 

motion, is driven to move laterally with velocity dx ldt=V F; and plasma 

particles (e+e- pairs) are created at z=O, and are then driven up to rela

tivistic velocities by magnetic-gravitomagnetic coupling, as they flow off 

to "infinity" (z=too) and down toward the "horizon" (z=-oo). Weak 

perturbations of these analytic magnetospheres are studied using a lineari

zation of the GRMHD perturbation equations. The linearized perturbation 

equations are Fourier-analyzed in t and x [exp(-i (l)(+ikxx )] and are 

solved numerically to obtain the z dependence of the perturbations. The 

numerical solutions describe the response of the magnetosphere to oscilla

tory driving forces in the plasma-injection plane, z =0. This models the 

response of a Kerr hole's magnetosphere to oscillatory driving forces near 

the plasma-production region-forces that might arise when lumpy mag

netic fields, anchored in an accretion disk, orbit the hole, pressing inward 

on the magnetosphere. In our model spacet.ime the magnetosphere 

responds resonant! y at frequencies (as measured at infinity) ro=kx VF , i.e., 

at frequencies for which the perturbations are stationary as seen in the 

field lines' rest frame. The analog for a Kerr magnetosphere would be 

resonant responses at ro=m O.F, wherem is the azimuthal quantum number 

of the perturbation and QF is the field-line angular velocity (roughly equal 

to half the horizon angular velocity). Such resonances, if they occur in 

real black-hole magnetospheres, would show up as a modulation of the 

jet's outflowing energy flux. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent decades, the huge energy output (up to -1048 ergs/sec) from active galac-

tic nuclei (AGN's) has been firmly established, and theories using a supermassive central 

black hole (-108 Mc) to explain this energy output have been developed and become well 

accepted. 2 TI1ere are also some recent observations that suggest the existence of super

massive black holes at the centers of some nearby galaxies.3 

One of the most attractive models for powering jets in AGN's is electrodynamical 

(or MHD) extraction of the rotational energy of a magnetized, supermassive black 

hole,4•5•6 the "Blandford-Znajek effect." In this model the hole is threaded by a mag

netic field, which is held on it by the Maxwell pressure of surrounding fields that are 

anchored in an accretion disk. (If the disk were suddenly removed, the field threading 

the hole would fly away.) The rotation of the hole (as embodied in the hole's "gravi-
~ 

tomagnetic potential" or "shift function" ~) interacts with the threading magnetic field 
~ ~ 

B to produce an intense electric field E, which in turn accelerates charged particles to 

high speeds, causing them to radiate or Compton scatter. The resulting high-energy pho-
~ 

tons then interact with the charged particles or the B -field to produce a rich plasma of 

electron-positron pairs.7•
8

•9 .In this way, the hole's magnetosphere is kept filled with 

plasma. The plasma is created near the hole (at something like 2 black-hole radii). The 

rotation of the hole and its magnetic field lines (i.e., the '' gravitomagnetic-magnetic cou-

pling"), then drives some of the plasma to flow into the horizon and some off toward 

infinity, forming an MHD wind, which becomes the observed jet when far from the hole. 

All previous studies of this model have focused on stationary, steady-state magneto

spheres. This has been justified by the fact that the hole's horizon "cleans" the field 

lines that thread it,5•10 leaving them (approximately) smooth and axisynunetric. More 
--+ 

specifically: The horizon-threading B -field was originally, long ago, embedded in the 

accretion disk. Differential rotation of the disk amplified the field and then reconnection 
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made it tangled and chaotic. This chaotic field was then carried onto the horizon by the 

disk's accreting plasma, and the horizon then quickly "cleaned" the field; i.e., it got rid 

of all closed loops and helped the remaining field to distribute itself in a smooth, approxi-

mately axisymmetric way, over the horizon. 

--+ 
Despite this cleaning process, the hole's B -field should not be precisely axisym-

metric. Nonaxisymmetric perturbations will be produced by the external agent that holds 
--+ 

the field on the hole- the chaotic, disk-anchored B -field that presses in on the smoother, 

hole-threading field. As lumps of disk-anchored field orbit the hole, their Maxwell pres

sure will buffet the hole-threading field, thereby creating (near the plasma-production 

region) oscillatory perturbations of the magnetosphere. These perturbations presumably 

will give rise to MHD waves, some of which propagate into the horizon and others off 

toward infinity, along with the accelerated plasma. The result should be an oscillatory 

modulation of the energy carried by the magnetosphere's wind and jet. 

This scenario for nonaxisymmetric effects in a black-hole magnetosphere is totally 

speculative, since nobody has yet attempted an analysis of dynamical, nonaxisyrnmetric 

perturbations. The purpose of this paper is to carry out a first, exploratory analysis of 

such perturbations. 

Even in the stationary, axisymmetric case, the modeling of a black-hole magneto

sphere is very difficult: Blandford and Znajek4 simplified their original analysis by 

focusing attention, primarily, on the near-horizon region, which they assumed to be 

force-free, axisyrnrnetric, and stationary. Macdonald11 succeeded in solving numerically 

the two-dimensional, partial-differential stream equation for the structure of the force-

free region; but his analysis and that of Blandford and Znajek had to assume somewhat 

arbitrary boundary conditions at the outer edge of the force-free region, where plasma 

inertia begins to be important. In order to obtain an unified, global treatment of the 

entire stationary magnetosphere (the inner force-free region, the wind region, the jet 
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region), Phinney6 assumed that the plasma would everywhere be so highly conducting 

that perfect MHD describes it well; and then, with the aid of a clever analysis of the 

magnetosphere's boundary conditions (and avoiding the task of actually solving the 

MHD version of the stream equation), he was able to infer a variety of properties of the 

outflowing MHD wind and jet. 

To solve the MHD stream equation in the Kerr spacetime of a rotating hole is so 

difficult that nobody has yet tackled it, so far as we know - except in the case of a non

rotating hole. 12
•
13 To solve for the dynamical behavior of a perturbed magnetosphere in 

the Kerr spacetin1e would be even more difficult. 

The difficulties are so great that we have chosen a different route: We have altered 

the spacetime in which the magnetosphere lives so as to simplify the analysis. The main 

source of difficulty with the Kerr spacetime is its low symmetry: it is stationary 

(independent of time t) and axisymmetric (independent of angle tj> ); but that is all: it has 

nontrivial dependences on radius r and polar angle 0. To make the analysis tractable, we 

add one more symmetry - and demand that it be a synunetry not only of the spacetime, 

but also of the equilibrium magnetosphere - and we do so while preserving the key 

features of the Kerr metric: its horizon, its asymptotically flat distant region, and its grav

itomagnetic potential. The resulting, altered spacetimes and their horizons are all 

cylindrical or planar; see Sec. II for full details. 

These model spacetimes should be useful not only for getting insight into dynamical 

perturbations of a black-hole magnetosphere (the goal of this paper), but also for study

ing the details of how such a magnetosphere, when first formed, settles down into its 

equilibrium configuration. That settling clown and the resulting equilibrium are a subject 

of current controversy: one issue is whether the equilibrium state will be that of Bland

ford and Znajek, which can extract the hole's rotational energy via electrodynamic proc

ess .14,15 
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In this paper we study magnetospheric dynamics in the simplest of the model space-

times : one with the planar metric 

(1.1) 

-+ 
which has a gravitomagnetic potential (shift function) ~j3()/()x where 

13=V p(tanhz-1). (1.2) 

(We shall henceforth refer to the scalar field 13 as the shift function.) In this spacetime 

the asymptotically flat region is at z » 1, and the horizon has been pushed off to z =-oo; 

i.e ., it has been converted into a second asymptotically fl
1
at region. Our reason for getting 

rid of the horizon is our desire to study, as cleanly and simply as possible, the interaction 

of the gravitomagnetic potential j3 with the magnetosphere. We strongly suspect (but 

only future calculations will show for sure) that the horizon is rather unimportant: The 

key gravitational influences on the magnetosphere are all due to the the gravitomagnetic 

potential. The z direction in this spacetime is the analog of the radial, r direction in 

Kerr; the x direction is the analog of Kerr's axial, 4> direction; they direction is the ana

log of Kerr's poloidal 0 direction; and t is the analog of the Kerr metric's time coordi

nate t . TI1e Kerr metric depends nontrivially on both r and 0, whereas the metric (1.1) 

depends nontrivially on only z . In our model spacetime (1.1) the "horizon," z=-oo, 

moves in the x direction with speed dxldt=2VF relative to " infinity," z=+oo. This is 

analogous to the rotational motion of a Kerr hole 's horizon with angular velocity 

d lf>/dt=OH relative to infinity, r=+oo. 

In Secs. III and IV we build models for stationary magnetospheres in this model 

spacetime. Our models are exact, analytic solutions to the general relativistic magne

tohydrodynamic (GRMHD) equations, with the plasma assumed for simplicity to be 

"cold" (negligible particle pressure). The magnetosphere's magnetic field lines extend 
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out of the "horizon" (z =-oo) and off to "infinity" (z =+co). The plasma is created in the 

central plane z=O [analog of the plasma creation region r-2(black-hole radii) in Kerr]; 

and some of the plasma then flows down to the "horizon," while the rest flows off to 

''infinity.'' The perfect conductivity of the flowing plasma forces the field lines to move 

rigidly in the x-direction with a velocity equal to half the horizon's velocity, dx/dt=Vp. 
-4 

The outflowing plasma is accelerated along the B -field lines by the joint action of the 

field line motion and the gravitomagnetic potential - i.e., by "magnetic-gravitomagnetic 

coupling.'' The asymptotic velocity of the plasma as it approaches z =±oo is always less 

than or equal to the speed of fast magnetosonic waves. 

In Secs. V and VI we analyze weak, linearized perturbations of our stationary mag

netospheric models - with the perturbations confined, for simplicity, to the x -z plane 

(no dependence on y ). Section V derives a set of linearized GRMHD equations for the 

perturbations [Eqs. (5.6)] and a set of junction conditions at the z=O (plasma production) 

plane [Eqs. (5.7)]. These two sets of equations are then Fourier-analyzed in time and 

space, so that all perturbation quantities oscillate as exp(-i cot+ikxx) with co the angular 

frequency and kx the lateral wave number. 

The resulting ordinary differential equations (5.13) are solved numerically in Sec. 

VI to determine the z -dependence of the magnetosphere's response to oscillatory driving 

"forces" that are applied in the plasma production plane, z=O. In general, the magneto

sphere responds with oscillations of its rµagnetic field and plasma. The oscillations 

develop into a superposition of downgoing and upgoing plasma waves as they propagate 

into the regions z .s-1 and z ?+l. At z «-1 and z »+1, where the equilibrium magneto

sphere is homogeneous, the waves can be resolved into MHD modes: a fast magneto

sonic mode (which typically carries most of the energy), and two slow magnetosonic 

modes, which are frozen into the plasma because of the assumption of vanishing plasma 

pressure. These waves modulate the energy flux carried by the magnetosphere's wind. 
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Our numerical solutions are restricted to just one equilibrium magnetosphere (an 

equilibrium shown in Fig. 3), but they cover a wide range of angular frequencies ro and 

lateral wave numbers kx, and a complete set of driving "forces" that act in the plasma-

production plane, z =0. Each driving ''force'' is characterized by the amplitude fx of the 

sinusoidal oscillations of x-momentum injected into the magnetosphere, the amplitudes 

fl of energy injected upward and downward, and the amplitudes N± of plasma rest mass 

injected upward and downward. The results of the numerical integrations are shown in a 

huge number of figures: Figs. ~19; and the numerical methods used are discussed in an 

appendix. 

Most interesting are injections of x-momentum (i.e., f x driving "forces"), since 

--+ 
they correspond most closely to the buffeting pressure of lumpy external B -fields that 

push in on a black-hole magnetosphere. For these "forces" the most interesting feature 

of the numerical solutions is a resonance that shows up in the magnetosphere's response. 

This resonance occurs when the angular frequency, as measured in the common rest 

frame of the magnetic field and newly injected plasma, vanishes: 

{1.3) 

For a black hole with perturbations ocexp{-i rot +im lj> ), the analogous resonance would be 

at 

(1.4) 

where O.p is the field-line angular velocity, and is roughly equal to half the horizon's 

angular velocity QH. Correspondingly, if our simple magnetospheric model is a reason

able guide (and it might not be!), then the buffeting of the magnetosphere by surround-
--+ 

ing, lumpy, accretion-disk B -fields might produce modulations of the energy flux in the 

wind and jet at characteristic frequencies ro==(m /2)QH. 
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For our simple planar model the resonance shows up both as peaks in the response 

of the magnetosphere near z =() to the driving force (sharp ridges along the lines ro=2kx in 

Figs. 15), and as peaks in the amplification of the perturbations as they propagate from 

z =0 to z » 1 (sharp ridge in Fig. 12a). On resonance, where the magnetosphere 's 

response is strongest, the fractional modulation of the upward energy flux, as measured at 

z =0 in the rest frame of the magnetic field and the newly injected plasma, is 

8.S'z (z =0) OT xz 
-----1.15-- . 
Sz(z=O) Txz 

( l.5a) 

Here oT xz IT_i:z is the driving force ' s fractional modulation of the magnetosphere's 

momentum flux (stress tensor) at z=O. (The quantity Ix is oTXZ divided by the upward 

flux of rest mass in the equilibrium magnetosphere.) During upflow from z=O to z=+oo, 

the gravitomagnetic-magnetic interaction amplifies the energy flux of the unperturbed 

magnetosphere by · factor of 80, while amplifying the perturbations by only a factor of 

19: 

8Sz(Z »l) 
----19. 

8Sz(z=0) 
(l.5b) 

(If off-resonance, this ''amplification factor' ' for perturbations is usually in the range 0 .2 

to 3.) Correspondingly, on resonance the distant wind' s energy flux is modulated by a 

factor l.15x(19/80):::().3: 

OSz (z » 1) ?ST xz (z =0) ----==0.3--· . __ _ 
Sz (z > > 1) T:,z (z =0) 

( l.5c) 

Thus, on resonance the fractional oscillatory response of the distant wind is roughly 

equal in magnitude to the fractional oscillatory driving force , while off resonance the 

_response will be far smaller. 
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For a Kerr hole's magnetosphere, the maximum possible value of the driving force 
-+ 

of the buffeting B-fields is OT;/TiJ=l, and it may well be that typical magnetospheres 

are buffeted with oTiJ « 1. Thus, if our simple model is a reasonable guide, then the 

resonant modulation of the wind might not be large enough for detection. 

These implications of our calculations for black-hole magnetospheres are discussed 

more fully in Sec. VII, and possible directions for further research are discussed in Sec. 

vm. 

II. MODEL SPACETIMES IN WHICH TO STUDY INTERACTIONS OF 

PLASMA WITH RELATIVISTIC GRAVITY 

As was discussed in the introduction, the dynamics of a black-hole magnetosphere 

is very complicated to analyze if one insists on using, as the hole 's spacetime geometry, 

the (realistic) Kerr solution to the Einstein field equations. One of the major sources of 

difficulty is that the analysis must be 2+ 1 dimensional (two space dimensions plus one 

time dimension). Another source of difficulty is the inherent complexity of the MHD 

equations. 

When dealing with vacuum electrodynamics around a black hole, the second 

difficulty is eased considerably: the vacuum Maxwell equations are far less complex than 

the MHD equations. Nevertheless, little progress was made on vacuum electrodynamics 

until Teukolsky16 eased the first difficulty as well, by showing how to separate variables 

in the vacuum Maxwell equations and thereby converted the analysis from 2+1 di.men-

sions to 1 + l. 
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Since, even in flat spacetime, the MHD equations are inherently far more complex 

than vacuum Maxwell equations, it seems unlikely that the "complexity" difficulty will 

ever be eased much for MHD around black holes. It also seems unlikely that the MHD 

equations will ever be converted into a form, in the Kerr spacetime, that permits reduc

tion from 2+ 1 dimensions to 1+1. In view of this fact, it may be that the most reasonable 

method to get insight into the dynamics of MHD black-hole magnetospheres is to switch 

from the realistic Kerr metric to more idealized spacetime metrics that admit a 1+1 

analysis, but still preserve the key features of a rotating black hole. 

The key features of a rotating black hole are nicely isolated from each other by a 

"3+1 split" of the spacetime metric: 17
•
18 

(2.1) 

TI1e quantities a ("lapse function"), (3; ("shift function" or "gravitomagnetic poten

tial" ), and Yij ("spatial metric") can be thought of as 3-dimensional scalar, vector, and 

tensor fields that reside in 3-dimensional space (with spatial coordinates xi) and evolve 

with the passage of time t . The lapse function a embodies the Newtonian-type gravita

tional acceleration of the black hole, the gravitational redshift of the ticking rates of 

clocks, and also the existence and structure of the black-hole horizon (the location at 

which a goes to zero). The shift function pi embodies the dragging of inertial frames 

that is due to rotation of the hole, the storage of rotational energy in the hole's external 

gravitational field, and it is also the entity by which the rotational energy can be coupled 

out into electromagnetic fields and particles, thereby driving MHD winds and perhaps 

amplifying MHD waves. The spatial metric Yij embodies the geometry of space, both 

near the hole and far away, and thereby, for example, it produces a significant portion of 

the deflection of light rays by the hole 's gravitational field. 
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It seems evident that for black-hole magnetospheres the most important of the 

above phenomena are (i) the storage and release of the hole's rotational energy, as embo

died in 13; ; and (ii) the hole's Newton-type gravitational attraction and especially its hor

izon, as embodied in a . Far less important should be the spatial geometry, Yij. 

In order to produce a reasonably simple 1+1 dimensional magnetosphere without 

losing the key features of a real black hole, then, it seems reasonable to use an idealized, 

model spacetime in which (i) the spatial metric yij is flat; (ii) there is a nonzero shift 

function 13i -which is inhomogeneous, so its curl, the "gravitomagnetic field" 10 is non

vanishing; (iii) there is a nonzero lapse function a which goes to zero linearly with 

proper distance from a horizon; and (iv) the shift and lapse functions are invariant under 

time translations and under displacements along two of the symmetry directions of the 

flat space (i.e., the full spacetime possesses one temporal and two spatial Killing vector 

fields). (Here implied is the asswnption that the stationary MHD magnetosphere, whose 

dynamics one wishes to study, has the same symmetry as the gravitational background.) 

It is this last requirement that will permit the existence of 1+1 dimensional, dynamical 

MHD magnetospheres. We should also require that far from the horizon the lapse func

tion a and the shift function 13i asymptote to unity and zero, respectively, so the space

time becomes flat; and, by analogy with a Kerr black hole, a should increase monotoni

cally and the absolute value of 13i should decrease monotonically as one goes outward 

from the horizon to ''infinity.'' 

There are just two types of spacetimes with these properties. In one a and J3i are 

invariant under rotational (did<\>) and translational (d/dz) symmetries; i.e., the spacetime 

is cylindrical: 

(2.2) 

In the other, a and J3i are invariant under two translation symmetries (d(dx and a1ay ); 
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i.e., the spacetime is planar: 

(2.3) 

In the cylindrical spacetime (2.2) ex. vanishes at a cylindrical horizon r=rH, and it 

increases monotonically from 0 to 1 as r goes from rH to oo; and P takes on a maximwn 

absolute value, PH (the cylindrical horizon's angular velocity) at r=rH, and it decreases 

monotonically to zero as r increases to oo. In the planar spacetirne (2.3) ex. vanishes at a 

horizon which we can place at z =O, and it increases monotonically to unity as z increases 

from 0 to oo; and the absolute value of P takes on a maximum value, PH (the horizon's 

linear velocity relative to infinity) at z=O, and it decreases monotonically to zero at 

z -too. Note that the cylindrical spacetirne (2.2) and its stationary MHD magnetosphere 

have the nice feature that as in flat spacetirne, so also here, magnetic field lines that 

thread the horizon will diverge from each other as they reach out to infinity ( circumfer

ence increases in proportion to radius r ). By contrast, the planar spacetime (2.3) and its 

stationary MHD magnetosphere have the nice computational features that (i) all aspects 

of the magnetosphere should become asymptotically z -independent at large z , and (ii) 

the nondivergence of magnetic field lines at infinity turns out to push a stationary 

magnetosphere's fast magnetosonic point off to z-700, thereby saving us from struggling 

with the computational complexities of smooth transitions through that sonic point. 

In this paper we are not even so ambitious as to study MHD magnetospheres in 

these two model spacetimes. Rather, as a first step in seeking insight into the dynamical 

MHD interaction of plasmas with rotating-black-hole-type gravity, we shall isolate out 

just one aspect of the gravitational interaction and study it by itself. Our chosen aspect, 

of course, will be the shift function J3 with its storage and release of the spacetime's rota

tional (or translational) energy. We shall isolate it by working with a modified version of 

the planar spacetirne (2.3) in which the lapse function ex. is unity everywhere (no horizon; 
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no redshifts) 

(2.4) 

while the value of the shift function 13 decreases monotonically from 0 at z ~oo to some 

constant value (denoted below as -2VF) at z~-oo. The specific fonn we shall use for 13 

is 

j3(z)=VF(tanhz-1). (2.5) 

As we shall see, in this very simple spacetime, as in the Kerr spacetime of a real black 

hole, the shift function 13 drives an MHD wind which can extract translational energy 

(rotational energy for Ken) from the spacetime's gravitational field. Stationary MHD 

winds in this spacetime are very similar to those in the Kerr metric; and in this spacetime, 

by contrast with Kerr, it is a manageable problem to study dynamical perturbations of 

such a wind- the principal objective of this paper. 

We should mention that the spacetimes (2.1H2.4) are not empty (as can be seen 

by a straightforward calculation of their Ricci tensor). This is not important for our anal

yses, however. Because these spacetimes are merely testbeds for studying various 

aspects of the interaction of relativistic gravity with plasmas, we are free to (and shall) 

assume that there is no direct, nongravitational interaction between the plasmas we study 

and the ''materials'' whose stress-energy produce the spacetime curvature. 

We regard this paper as just a first step in trying to understand dynamical magneto

spheres of black holes. The next, very important step will be to restore a horizon

producing lapse function to the spacetime, i.e., to study MHD in the spacetimes (2.2) and 

(2.3) rather than (2.4). We shall comment further on this next step in the conclusion of 

this paper, Sec. VIII below. 
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Ill. MUD IN A PLANAR SPACETIME WITH SHIFT BUT NO LAPSE 

It is reasonable to expect that in any spacetime with three killing vector fields (one 

timelike and two spacelik:e), and for a magnetized dissipation-free plasma, there are 

MHD equilibrium states whose structure can be analyzed purely algebraically (no dif

ferential equations to solve!). In this section we shall exhibit an explicit example of this: 

the algebraic structure of plane-synunetric, stationary flows of a zero-temperature MHD 

fluid in our model spacetime (2.4). The flows we shall construct will be used in subse-

quent sections as stationary model ''magnetospheres'' whose dynamical perturbations 

are to be studied. 

Before proceeding further, let us introduce a few definitions. We will use a 3+1 

notation consistent with that of the membrane paradigm, 10 even though we have not 

included a horizon here. All vector-analysis notations such as the gradient, curl, and 

vector cross product will be those of the 3-dimensional absolute space whose 3-metric is 

f>ij, the Kroneck delta (see Sec. II A of Ref. 1). All quantities will be those measured by 

FIDO's (fiducial observers), whose 4-velocity is 

(3.1) 

m our model spacetime (2.4). The FIDO-measured fluid velocity of our plasma is 

described by a spatial vector field lying in the x-z plane: 

(3.2) 

This fluid velocity is related to the components U~t of the fluid 4-velocity in the coordi-

nate system (2.4) by 

(3.3) 
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where y is the Lorentz factor, 

1 I= . 
-'11-u 2-V2 ' 

(3.4) 

-t 
i.e ., the V of (3.2) is the standard 3+1 embodiment of the 4-velocity (3.3). For further 

details on 3+1 splits of 4-dimensional quantities see York,18 Ref. 10, and the references 

cited therein. The FIDO-measured magnetic field is also assumed to lie in the x-z plane: 

(3.5) 

-t 
Here B , the z -component of B , is a constant as guaranteed by the vanishing divergence 

of the magnetic field [Eq. (2.6) of Ref. 1; see also Eq. (5.8b) of Ref. 19]. The electric 
-t 

field E generated by the fluid's motion relative to the FIDO's will be in they-direction, 

(3.6) 

-t -t 
The magnetic field B and the electric field E are related to the electromagnetic field ten-

sor F µv and its dual * Fµv via 

E i F ; µ =- ~tn' (3.7) 

(3.8) 

We shall assume for simplicity that the plasma has vanishing thermal pressure and van-

ishing thermal energy density; i.e., we shall restrict ourselves to a "cold plasma," for 

which the total density of mass-energy p and the rest-mass density Po are the same: 

p=O , P=Po, (3 .9) 

and 
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(3.10) 

This assumption has been used previously, for example, by Michel20 and by Okamoto21 

in their studies of relativistic stellar winds. In our study it will allow much of the station-

ary solution to be analyzed analytically, given some additional symmetry requirements. 

In our geometry (2.4), the "poloidal" direction, the direction orthogonal to~. is e:; 
sou, B are our vP, BP as defined in Ref. 1 [Eq. (3.10) of Ref. 1], and V, A. are our vT, 

BT, the projections of the velocity and magnetic field onto the symmetry direction dldx . 

Once we have made this identification, it is very easy to specialize Eqs. (3.27), (3.32), 

and (3.34) of Ref. 1 to our model and obtain a set of constraints (first integrals) that a sta

tionary MHD configuration must satisfy: From Eq. (3.27) of Ref. 1, we have 

V=C+A.u. (3.11) 

Here, 

(3 .12) 

and V pis an integration constant (or "stream-function" in the terminology of Phinney6
), 

the transverse speed of the frozen-in magnetic field as measured by FIDO's at z -700. 

Notice that the quantity C is nothing but the shift function ~.with a constant added onto 

it; thus, we shall call it the "renormalized shift." Throughout our analysis we shall use 

C rather than~ to embody the spacetime's gravitomagnetic field. In this section we shall 

not assume the specific form (2.5) for j3(z ), but rather shall allow j3(z ) to be arbitrary 

(except for the constraint P-70 as z -700). Later, in Sec. IV, we .shall specialize to the 

specific form (2.5) with the VF that appears there set equal to the VF of (3.12). From Eq. 

(3.32) of Ref. 1, a result of momentum conservation, we have 
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l=yV-IJs. (3.13) 

Here I is the (constant, i.e., z-independent) x-component of the magnetosphere's linear 

momentum, Px, per unit mass ands is a ratio measuring the relative strength of the mag-

netic field and the plasma inertia: 

s 41tpyu 
B2 

Because of the conservation of the rest mass, 

pyu=const, 

--+ 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

an<l the vanishing divergence of B (B =const), s is another constant. From Eq. (3.34) of 

Ref. 1, a result of the conservation of energy and momentum, we have 

f=y(l-CV). (3.16) 

Here f is also a constant, representing the specific energy measured by an "imaginary" 

observer who is comoving with the frozen-in magnetic field. The observer is "ima-

ginary" because on one side of the light planes (IC I ~l), the field moves faster than the 

speed of the light. Notice that the constants VF• I, s, f are all dimensionless. 

Equations (3.4), (3.11), (3.13) and (3.16) can be combined into a single quartic 

equation for one of the stationary, dimensionless quantities u , V or A.; we shall choose 

the combination yu . This quartic equation will be solved to obtain a stationary 

configuration: the quantity yu as a function of the renormalized shift C and the constant 

parameters s, I, f (which are regarded as specified beforehand); and then via Eqs. (3 .11 ), 

(3.17) and (3.18), the quantities u, V, A.. In this procedure the z-dependence of the 

equilibrium configuration will arise solely through the renormalized shift function C (z ). 
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More specifically, we first use (3.11) and (3.16) to eliminate V and A. from (3.13) 

and obtain an expression for y in terms of yu, C and the (specified) constant parameters 

s, l and f, 

(Cl+[ )yu-f Is r= 2 . 
yu-(1-C )Is 

(3.17) 

In tum, Eq. (3 .17) is substituted into (3 .16), resulting in a similar expression for yV, 

yV= yul-[Cls . 
yu-(1-C2)1s 

(3.18) 

The quartic equation foryu(C,s,l,/), obtained by combining (3.4), (3.17) and (3.18), is 

the following "wind equation" [see Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47) of Ref. 1; also Eqs. (IV,8.5), 

(V,5.1) of Phinney6 and Eq. (3.12) of Kennel et al.22]: 

Here, 

1-e L 
F 1 I +cl-I s' 

F l+c L 
2- I +ct+! s 

1-C2 

F"=--. - s 

(3.19a) 

(3 .19b) 

(3.19c) 

(3.19d) 

(3 .19e) 

As we can see, the wind equation (3.19) is quartic in yu, so it generally has 0, 2 or 

4 real solutions. It has an apparent singular point at yu =F 3, or 
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(3.20) 

This is the Alfven point, i.e., the point at which the phase velocity of short-wavelength, 

small-amplitude Alfven waves is the same as the fluid speed.6·22 However, it turns out 

that the MHD wind can always pass through this ''critical point'' smoothly (see Phinney6 

for a detailed discussion). There is another singular point hidden in the denominator of 

the derivative of yu with respect to C. By rewriting (3.4) [or (3.19a)] as 

and differentiating it with respect to C, we obtain 

()ln(yu) 
()lnC 

ru[~L 
c[ ()DJ 

'dyu c 

(yV)2(syu+c2-l}+A.yu (slyu-2yC) 
(yu )2(syu+c2-1-A.2) 

(3.21) 

Because of the assumption of zero thennal pressure, no slow magnetosonic waves are 

present in our model and the factor (yu )2 in the denominator is just a reminder that there 

is no slow magnetosonic critical point for our plasma flow to cross. The point where the 

other factor vanishes, 

s yu +c 2-1-A.2=0, (3.22) 

is the fast magnetosonic point.6•22 It will look familiar if we rewrite syu as 4rtp-?u 2/B 2. 

This point is also where the two positive solutions for yu meet and terminate. (See, for 

example, Sec. 7 .5 of Ref. 22.) 

Shown in Fig. 1 are solutions of (3 .19) for a particular set of parameters s, l and/ . 

By making a one-to-one monotonic map of the "normalized shift" C to the z coordinate 
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[such as Eqs. (2.5) and (3.12)], we can re-express these solutions as functions of height z: 

yu =yu (z ). The solution of interest to us is the "wind" branch (b) along which yu 

increases monotonically from much less than the Alfven speed, through the Alfven 

speed, and up toward the fast magnetosonic speed. If V p:=C 00 is equal to C 0, then the 

wind speed approaches the fast magnetoson.ic speed as z~oo [curve (b) of Fig. 2]. If 

V p<C 0 , then the wind asymptotes to a speed less than fast magnetosonic speed [curve (c) 

of Fig. 2a). If V p>C 0 , then the MHD outflow terminates before it reaches spatial 

infinity, resulting in a nonphysical solution [curve (a) of Fig. 2]. 

By using the schematic method employed in Kennel et al,22 we can convince our-

selves that Figs. 1 and Fig. 2 are quite generic; they depict schematically solutions of 

(3.19) for a general set of s, l, f (and V p). In other words, for alls, l, f, we always 

have as in Fig. 1 a positive, increasing (with C) ''wind'' branch that meets with another 

positive branch from below at the fast magnetosonic point C 0 and terminates there. The 

Alfven point, where these two positive branches intersect, is inside the "light plane," 

i.e., the plane where the electromagnetic field moves at the speed of light (C=l). The 

other positive branch always changes sign at the "light plane." We also have a negative 

branch that approaches to a large negative value very quickly. 

We shall not present here an analysis of our model similar to the analysis in Ref. 22. 

Instead, we shall look at the wind equation and the constraints it places on stationary 

configurations in regions of the flow where C is very small and where it is very large. 

TI1e resulting equations are not very useful as approximations in their own right. But 

they do give us some hint on how the characteristics of the wind solutions change with 

the flow constants s, I, f (and V p). 

Focus attention, first, on the region of the flow (near z =0 in the models of Sec. IV) 
;1p 

where C «l. We shall assume that the flux of conserved x-momentum (Sp~ of Ref. 1) 
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is mostly in the electromagnetic field, l » 1. We shall also asswne that (s/)2» 1. The 

role of this product sf will become evident later at the end of this section. Since we are 

interested in the "wind" branch where "(U increases with C, we shall regard this as the 

region in which the flow ''starts.'' Restrict attention to flows for which, at C =O, the 

plasma velocity is small and thus y is near unity. Since r=f when C=O [Eq. (3.16)], such 

flows must have 

!if =f-1«1 ' (3.23) 

and at C=O, 

(3.24) 

Thus, !if determines how fast the flow starts out at C =O. In the region of small C we 

shall denote C =t. The region of interest will be 

C=:E~ «1«/. (3.25) 

In this region we would expect that 

u ,v-es{iif" «1«/. (3.26) 

Indeed, this is the case: We rewrite (3.16) as 

1 2 1 2 !:!.f =-u +-V -EV. 
2 2 

(3.27) 

Combining this with (3.11) and (3.13) we immediately have 

u = 21:!.f +E2 , 
[ ] 

112 

l+s 2l 2 
(3 .28a) 

and 
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V =E-s/ 21),/ +E , 
[ 

2] 1/2 

l+s2/2 
(3.28b) 

N=-s/+s[E-s/[ 
2

1:!.f ;~2 ] 
11

~ . 
l+s I j (3.28c) 

Notice that for s/ >0, V starts out negative (because of the strong dragging of inertial 

frames there) and then changes sign at E--../ M . As E gets larger, moving into the region 

l>>E2»!:J.f, 

- E V-~, 
2s I 

E 'A.==-sl+--. 
2s/2 

(3.28'a) 

(3.28'b) 

(3.28'c) 

We see that when the product s/ is large, the fluid will be difficult to accelerate and when 

I is also large, the frozen-in magnetic field lines can hardly be bent as C (i.e., (3) changes. 

Turn, next, to the region of the flow in which C » 1. In this region the wind equa-

tion (3.19) shows that this same product, sl, together with VF (=C' 00), determines whether 

a particular stationary solution can reach spatial infinity. At 

C»l , 

the wind equation can be approximated as 

(Cl)2[(yu )2-4] =[(yu )2+1][yu+ c2] 2. 
(s/) s 

(3 .29) 

By definition, 
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47tpfu2 o· 
syu 2 > ' 

B 

therefore, 

Using this inequality, we can reduce (3.29) to the form 

Hence, the following inequality holds, 

(3.30) 

which means that the product sl must be large enough in order for the wind equation to 

have any positive solutions at C . For a wind with fixed VF to reach spatial infinity in a 

given gravitational background, either we should have s large enough so the fluid ini-

tially (at C «1) will have enough inertia that its speed cannot be accelerated beyond the 

fast magnetosonic speed; or we should have l big enough so the magnetized fluid will 

have enough x-momentum stored in the magnetic field to be converted into the (particle) 

energy (via the shift function) to make its mass inertia become large at C » 1. 
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IV. STATIONARY MUD "MAGNETOSPHERE" 

It is generally believed that in or near the ergosphere of a rotating, magnetized black 

hole, electron-positron pairs are created by high-energy photons, electrons or protons 

with the help of the magnetic field or its coupling to the gravitomagnetic field of the 

rotating hole.4•
6

·
7

•
8

•
10 Part of the resulting electron-positron-pair plasma flows into the 

horizon, and part is driven out to infinity as a steady MHD wind.4·
6

·9 When this MHD 

wind is dynamically perturbed, e .g., by the pressure of chaotic magnetic fields anchored 

in the hole ' s accretion disk, there will result MHD waves that ride on top of and modu

late the wind's steady flow. In Secs. V and VI we shall study such MHD waves. But 

first, in this section, we shall prepare for that study by building explicit models for the 

stationary, MHD background flow. Titroughout, we shall restrict attention to the planar 

model spacetime (2.4). 

To model the background flow, we use the stationary solutions derived in the previ-

ous section and assume the following to join solutions in the positive z half plane with 

those in the negative z half plane: 

-+ -+ 
V (-z )=-V (z ), p(-z )=p(z) , (4.1) 

-+ -+ 
B (-z ')=B (z ), (4.2) 

J3'(-z )=J3'(z) and ~(z) is continuous across z=O. (4.3) 

It is not hard to verify the following transfonnation rules for the flow constants on both 

sides of the z =O plane under the above assumptions: 

s+=-s- , (4.4a) 

(4.4b) 



(4.4c) 

Here the superscripts "+" indicate that those flow constants are in the z >0 half plane, 

while the superscripts "-" indicate those in the z <0 half plane. In the following, we 

will drop the superscripts "+" and "-" for the flow constants and refer to them using 

their values in the z >0 half plane, unless explicitly specified otherwise. 

The MHD flow is intended to model a wind flowing out of the ergosphere of a Kerr 

black hole and also an accretion flow down to the horizon, both originated in the ergo

sphere, so we will choose 

C=O , at z=O. (4.5) 

In other words, we assume in our model the pair production region to be delta-function 

sources and put this production plane at the origin, z=O. Thus, the MHD plasma will 

emerge from z =0 and will flow from there in both directions, to z ~-co and to z ~+co. In 

our planar model, the magnetic field lines do not diverge from each other at infinity, so 

no steady, continuous solution exists beyond the fast magnetosonic critical point (see 

Sec. Ill; see also Ref. 22). This means that in order for our wind to reach infinity, we 

must choose parameters s , I, V p such that the flow speed never exceeds, and at most 

approaches, that of the fast magnetosonic waves at the spatial infinity. In other words, 

the chosen parameters s, I are such that the maximumly allowed "normalized shift" C 0 

detennined from s and I for the wind branch will be no larger than VF• the asymptotic 

value of C (see Fig. 2). We would like our plasma-production region (C =z=O) to resem

ble the ergosphere of a black hole, in that no object there can remain at rest relative to 

' ' infinity ' ' ; i.e., the ' 'dragging of inertial frames '' is so strong that I J3 I :::: 1 there. These 

considerations will considerably restrict our choice of VF . 
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Under the condition C (z =0)=0, we have, for the Lorentz factor of our stationary 

flow, r=f at the origin, where the flow starts. We shall not choose f =l because that 

would force u to vanish at z=O and (since pyu=const) would also force the plasma den

sity p to be infinite there - and that, in tum, would prevent MHD waves from propagat

ing across the plasma production region z=O. Instead, we will choose 

tif =f-1«1 (3.23) 

so that the wind can start at a small but finite speed. Because of our assumption (4.1), the 

flow velocity is not continuous across z =0. The jumps in the flow velocity and in other 

MHD quantities at z =0 must satisfy a set of junction conditions that depend on the details 

of the delta-function source of plasma. The junction conditions at the interface are actu

ally just a special form of the MHD equations there. They can be derived from the MHD 

equations or from combinations of them, using the standard pill box or tiny integration

loop method. From the conservation of the magnetic flux [Eq. (2.6) of Ref. l], this 

method gives 

(4.6) 

Here and below square brackets denote the jump: [Bz]=Bz(just above z=O)-Bz(just 

below z=O). From Ampere's law [Eq. (2.5) of Ref. 1], we obtain 

(4.7) 

From the conservation of the rest mass (or baryon number) [Eq. (2.24) of Ref. 1], we 

obtain 

[pyVz]=M. (4.8) 

From the conservation of energy measured locally by FIDO's at the origin (i.e., the 
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conservation of the projection of 4-momentum on the Killing vector '(J(<Jt-V FJ!'dx ), we 

obtain 

(4.9) 

From the conservation of the x-component of momentum, we obtain 

(4.10) 

In the above equations, we have used the following definitions for our delta-function 

sources at z =O: 

M: (rest-mass injection rate at z=O per unit area, per unit FIDO time); (4.lla) 

E = (injection rate at z =0 per unit area, per unit FIDO time 

of energy measured by FIDO' s ); (4.llb) 

P = (injection rate at z =0 of x-momentum per unit area, per unit FIDO time). (4.llc) 

Note: Because the lapse function is unity everywhere, proper time as measured by the 

FIDO' s (' 'FIDO time' ' ) is everywhere equal to coordinate time t . We can also combine 
. . . . . 

M and E to get E K=E-M, the injection rate of the kinetic energy measured locally by 

the FIDO's and obtain a junction condition involving EK: 

(4.9' ) 

By specializing to our stationary configuration [Eq. (3 .6) and our assumption on the 

pair-production plane (4.5)), we obtain 
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Ey (z=O)=C (z=O)B =0. (4.12) 

This, combined with the junction condition (4.6) and the definition of VF (3.12), implies 

B [V p]=B [C ]=[Ey ]=0. (4.13) 

Therefore, the continuity of the electric field (produced by the fluid's motion under our 

pe1fect MHD assumption) forces VF to be the same on both sides of the interface. Since 

we assume for the stationary configuration that V/=-Vz-, the stationary flow carries away 

the mass injected at the interface equally to both sides, 

it =[pyu J=2pyu + =-2pyu-. (4.14) 

Since we have also chosen 'A+=A-, no net force in the x-direction acts on the exiting sta-

tionary flow; i.e., 

and the injected energy 

or 

. B2 
P=[py2uV]--['A]=O; 

47t 

. B2 
E=[pfu ]+-('Au-V)[A]=p/2[u ], 

47t 

(4.15) 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

is completely in the fluid 's motion and is carried away equally to both sides . The Poynt

ing flux, however, is guaranteed to be continuous by the vanishing of the electric field 

[Eqs. (4.5)] at the interface. 
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Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of this background, equilibrium flow, 

upon which we shall study MHD perturbations. The downward "wind" solution (i.e., 

downward flowing stationary solution) on the z <0 side is constructed from the "wind" 

branch of Fig. 1 on the z >0 side, using the symmetries (4.1H4.3). In this figure, and 

henceforth, we specialize to the specific shift function (2.5): 

PCz)=Vp(tanhz-1) ; C (z )=V p tanh z. (2.5) 

The parameters s , l , f and VF are such that the asymptotic speeds of the background 

flow at the two infinities are less than the fast magnetosonic speed, and the flow starts at a 

finite speed at z =O. Because of the monotonic, one-to-one nature of map (2.5) from the 

shift function to the z -coordinate, and because of the general form of yu as functions of 

the "nonnalized shift" C (fig. 1), this particular stationary background flow does not 

cross any magnetosonic points . (Note that because of the assumption of zero thermal 

pressure, the slow magnetosonic speed degenerates to the flow speed.) This will save us 

from the trouble of passing waves through their sonic points when we later study the 

dynamic perturbations numerically in Sec. VI. 

As a last point, we wish to mention here that although our chosen spacetime has no 

horizon (thereby pennitting a study of shift-function effects in isolation), we can think of 

the region z ~oo as analogous to a horizon. This viewpoint is justified by the fact that a 

black-hole horizon behaves very much like an "infinity" (as one sees from analyses 

using the Regge-Wheeler23 " tortoise coordinate ," 24 and as Punsley and Coroniti14 

emphasize in their approach to black-hole magnetospheres). If the flow is chosen to 

asymptotically approach the fast-magnetosonic speed, then this viewpoint is reinforced 

by the fact that no information can propagate in from z =-00 via any kind of MHD wave. 

It will be instructive, in future research, to test this viewpoint that z --+-oo is analogous to 

a horizon by comparing MHD flows in the horizon-endowed model spacetimc (2.3) with 
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those in our horizon-free spacetime (2.4). 

V. MHD WAVES IN THE "MAGNETOSPHERE": ANALYTIC ANALYSIS 

We tum, now, to perturbations of the steady "magnetospheres" constructed in Sec. 

IV. For ease of analysis we shall assume that the amplitude of the perturbations is small, 

and we shall linearize in that amplitude. In this section we shall develop the linearized, 

analytic theory of the perturbations, and then in Sec. VI we shall describe numerical solu

tions to the perturbation equations. 

1his section is divided into subsections. In Subsection A we present the perturba

tion equations in the time domain, and we present the junction conditions which the per

turbations must satisfy at the location, z=O, of the background flow's discontinuity. In 

Subsection B, we specialize to monochromatic perturbations, i.e., to perturbations with 

dependences e-irot eikxx on t and x. In Subsection C we derive and discuss a complete 

set of solutions to the perturbation equations at spatial infinity, where the background 

flow and the shift function are constant. These "solutions at infinity" will be used in 

Sec. VI as checks on the asymptotic forms of our numerical solutions for MHD waves in 

the magnetosphere. 

A. Perturbation Equations and Junction Conditions 

For simplicity we shall confine attention to magnetospheres in which the perturbed 

flow, like the steady background flow , has its magnetic field and velocity entirely in the 

x -z plane and is symmetric in the y -direction (no dependence of perturbed quantities on 

y ). However, the waves can propagate in any direction in the x-z plane and thus must 

depend on x and z as well as on time t. We shall characterize the perturbed MHD flow 
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4 4 
by its velocity V and magnetic field B as measured by the FIDO's, and the fluid's density 

4 

p as measured in the fluid's rest frame. More specifically, V is related to the components 
4 

of the FIDO's four-velocity by the standard relation (3.3); B is related to the components 

of the Maxwell tensor by the standard relations (3.8); and p is the density of rest mass 

and also the density of total fluid mass-energy as measured in the fluid's local rest frame. 

The unperturbed quantities will be denoted by a superscript .. o,, when otherwise there 

would be anibiguities. TI1e first-order perturbations in these quantities we shall denote by 
4 4 

oV, oB, and op. 

We shall use the following <linlensionless notation for the perturbation quantities: 
4 

For the magnetic-field perturbation OB and density perturbation Op, we define bx, bz 

and p by 

(5.1) 

p:=Op/p=p (t ,x ,z ). (5.2) 

4 

The velocity perturbation oV is already <linlensionless in our geometric units where 

G=c::l, so we define Vx and Vz by 

(5.3) 

The general relativistic MHD equations in a general, well-behaved background 

spacetime were written down in Ref. 1 [Eqs. (2.5), (2.13), (2.22) and (2.24)]. Because 

our specific spacetime has such a simple metric, (2.4 ), all the gravitational quantities in 

those equations are zero except the derivative of 13. Our simple equation of state µ=1 
4 4 

[Eq. (3 .10)], and the assumption of confining B and V to the x-z plane also simplify the 

MHD equations considerably. For example, the full equation describing force balance 

becomes 
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i12 1 a -+;:t · 1 -+ -+ a -+;:::t -+ 
[(pA2+-)0··+py4v. V ---B-B . ](--j3·V)V' +-(B x{Vx[(--j3-V)B] )) · 

f 41t IJ I J 41t I J df 41t d( I 

(5.4) 

By invoking the above facts, substituting 

-+ ~ -+ -+ ;-1() -+ 
B =B +OB' v =V +ov' p=p0+0p, 

and 

into the general relativistic MHD equations [Eqs. (2.5), (2.13), (2.24) of Ref. 1 and Eq. 

(5.4) above], and keeping only terms linear in the perturbations, we obtain the following 
-+ -+ 

fom1 of the perturbed MHD equations in terms of the dinlensioned perturbations OV, OB , 

op, 

(5.5a) 

V·(OB)=O, (5.5b) 
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a 4;:t 4;:t 8n 4;:t 4 a 4;:t 4;:t4 ;:t4 
(--J3·v+v ·v){)p--2:.L..V ·vp+py2v ·[(--J3·v+v ·V)v ]+pv·v 

dt p dt 

.2444;:t .24;:t44 4;:t 
=-2pr (V ·v )V · V(lny)-pr (V · VV)-v+pv ·V(lnu ). (5.5d) 

In deriving (5.5d), we also need Eq. (3.15) (pyu=const) to eliminate derivatives of p. 

Rewritten explicitly in component form and using the dimensionless version of the per

turbation variables (bx , bz, vx, Vz , p ), these perturbation equations take the fonn 

(5.6a) 

(5 .6b) 

bx ,x +bz ,z =0, (5.6c) 

-+py2(1+y2V2) _ x +(pfuV--)-z 
[ 

B 2 J dv A.B 2 dv 
47t d~ 4n d~ 

[ B2] ')JJ2 
+ py2(1+y2V2

)-- (Vvx ,x+uvx,z )+(pfuV +- -)(Vvz,x+uvz ,z ) 
47t 4n 

B 2 B 2 
2 2 

--uVbz z+-[(1-V )bz,x -(1-u )bx zl 
2n · 4n · 

2 B 2 -
=- !!_uu 'b~+-[A.'+u (V-A)']b~ -piu [(l+y2V 2)V'+y2uVu ']p 

47t " 47t 1-1 • 
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--+py.2(1+y2u2) _z +(pfuV--)-x 
[ 

A 2 B 2 l dv ').JJ 2 dv 
47t d't 47t d't 

=-B
2 

(/...'-A.uu')b _'AJJ
2 
u(V-~)'b -py2[(1+y2u2)uu'+fu 2W'-VWlP 

47t x 41t z 

-[py2(1+y2u 2)(1+4fu 2)u '+2pf(1+2y2u 2)uW'-2pfuVW- ').JJ 
2 

u /...']vz, (5.6e) 
47t . 

dp - - .. 2 dvx .• 2 dvz .. 2 2 •• 2 2 •• 2 
+Vp x+up zTf V--ry u-+(l-ry V )vx,x+(l-ry u )vz,zTY uV(vx,x+Vz,x ) 

d't y • d't d't 

In these equations, a comma (" ,") denotes a partial derivative, a prime ("'") denotes a 

derivative with respect to z, and (d Id 't) = (dlclt-~dldx) is the time derivative in the 

FIDO's frame. These equations are to be solved together with the following set of junc-

tion conditions at z=O, where the background flow is discontinuous: 

(5.7a) 
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(5.7b) 

(5.7c) 

2 'I (j . 1 !2 2 f 3 2 
{- }+f (2[-l)r..u [v ]+ -1)( + u )+ u [v ]=f 
p f -1 x (j -1 )U z E ' 

(5 .7d) 

(5.7e) 

Here, for an arbitrary function F(z), we use the notation 

(5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

[The junction conditions (5.7) can be obtained by applying the standard pill box or 

integration loop method to the perturbation equations (5.5); or, equally well, they can be 

inferred from the nonlinear junction conditions (4.6H4.11) by linearization and by 

insertion of Eqs. (3.11), (3.15) and (3.16).] In the junction conditions (5.7) there appear 

several (nonnalized) delta-function sources of perturbations. Defined in terms of quanti

ties evaluated at z=O, these sources are the following: N is the fractional perturbation of 

the rate of rest mass injection 

N:8Mlpyu; (5.9) 

f E is the fractional perturbation of the rate of injection of kinetic energy 

(5 .10) 

andfx is the perturbation of the rate of injection of x-component of momentum (i.e., the 

force in the x-direction exerted on the magnetosphere by the perturbations of the 
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injection process), divided by the rate of injection of rest mass 

fx=.oP lpyu. (5.11) 

B. Fourier-analyzed perturbation equations and junction conditions 

Because both our stationary background and the background flow are symmetrical 

in time and in the x-direction ((J/()t and ()/()x are two KVF's), we can Fourier-analyze 

the magnetospheric perturbations in t and x without loss of generality; i.e., we can 

restrict attention to perturbations with sinusoidal dependences oft and x: e-i(rot-k,x) for 

all perturbation quantities. Moreover, because of the constraint (5.6c), Eqs. (5.6a) and 

(5 .6b) are not independent. In the following, we choose to eliminate bx and use the 

resulting Eqs. (5.13a-d) below as our independent l\.fHD perturbation equations. We 

eliminate bx and bx.z from these perturbation equations by means of 

(5.12) 

which is a combination of the Fourier-analyzed Eqs. (5.6a) and (5.6c). By substituting 

(5 .12) into (5.6b), (5.6d), (5.6e) and (5.6f), our Fourier-analyzed MHD equations take the 

following form: 

(5.13a) 

l ' ] '] B2 B2 vx-A.vz co b~ 
--uVb '--(l-u2

) [ · ] -[(-+j3-V)-~ 
21t z 41t U kx U 
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=-B
2 

u'[v -Av -(~+A-V)b l +B
2 

[A'+u(V-A)']b -ik B
2

(1-V2)b 47t x z k p-- z 41t I-' z x 47t z 
x 

(5.13b) 

PT(l-+'fu 2
)--- uvz'+(py4uv+--)uv:c' [ 

A2B2] A.B 2 
47t 47t . 

A.B
2 

A.B
2 

2 f [ vx-AVz ], [ co bz]] +--uVbz'+--(1-u ) - (-+j3-V)-
27t 47t U kx U 

=--(A'-A.uu') x z - (-+13-V)-z ---u(V-j3)'b -ik -(1-V2)b B 2 r [ v -Av ] [ ro b ] l AB 2 B 2 
47t u k u 47t z x 47t z x 

-[py2(1+y2u 2)(1+4fu 2)u '+2p'f(1+2y2u 2)uW'-2p'fuV13'- ')..JJ
2 

u A.']vz 
47t 
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(5.13c) 

[Here a prime ("'")denotes derivatives with respect to z. Note that this is the only kind 

of derivative present, since all stationary and Fourier-analyzed perturbation quantities 

depend only on the z coordinate.] TI1e accompanying junction conditions [Eqs. (5.7a)

(5. 7e)], in this sinusoidal situation and by virtue of Eq. (5.12), take the form 

(5.14a) 

(5.14b) 

{ ~ )+f 2(2[-l)A.u [v ]+ (f-1)(1+[2u2)+[3u2 [v ]=f 
p f -1 x ([ -1 )u z E ' 

(5.14c) 

1 'A 2 oo 
--{vx }+-{vz 1--(--Vp)bz=fx· 

SU SU SU k_,-
(5.14d) 

To recapitulate, we will study the MHD perturbations on background flows having 

reflection symmetries ( 4.1)-(4.3 ); the perturbations will be characterized by 
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dimensionless quantities li, b, and p [Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3)]; the MHD equations describing 

the time-dependent perturbations are Eqs. (5.5) or (5.6), together with a set of junction 

conditions [Eqs. (5.7a)-(5 .7e)]; and the Fourier-analyzed perturbations are described by 

Eqs. (5.13a)-(5.13d), together with the Fourier-analyzed junction conditions (5.14a)-

(5.14d). 

C. General solution of the perturbation equations at infinity 

In the regions z >> 1 and z «-1, where the background functions 13, u , V , and A. are 

constant (independent of z ), the Fourier-analyzed MHD equations (5.13) can be solved 

analytically. These analytic solutions have been used to check the numerical code 

described in the next section; they also are useful in understanding the results of the 

numerical calculations, since the numerical solutions must asymptote to them at large 

I z I . These analytic solutions also exhibit explicitly the effects of j3 (i.e., of transforming 

to coordinates that slide with velocity dx ldt=-13) on the perturbation modes. 

It is very tedious though maybe straightforward to derive the analytic solutions 

directly from the perturbation equations (5 .13); and we did not do so. Rather, we derived 

them by first writing down the general solutions in the rest frame of the fluid, and by then 

performing a Lorentz boost to the FIDO's rest frame. 

In the fluid's rest frame (denoted by primes) with a uniform magnetic field along the 

z '-direction, and the velocity and the magnetic field restricted to the x '-z' plane, the 

Fourier components of the magnetosonic modes satisfy 

- kz , kx' kx' 
v .. ' :vz':b/:bz':p=l :O:(--, ):(-, ):(-·-, ); 

.• . 0) {!) {!) 
(5.15) 

and the frequency w' and wave vector (kx ', kz ') are related by the dispersion relation 
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(5.16) 

There are also two "convective modes" (zero-temperature limit of the slow magneto-

sonic modes) that have zero frequency in the fluid's frame: 

~ - ~~ b'=vx'=O, vz'arbitraryfunctionofx',z', andp=-t'V ·v; (5.17) 

and 

~ 

V'=b '=0, p arbitrary function of x', z'. (5 .18) 

The Lorentz boost from the fluid's rest frame to the FIDO's rest frame, in 3+1 form with 

the fluid-frame quantities expressed in terms of the FIDO-frame quantities, has the fol

lowing form: (see, for example, Jackson25): 

~ ~~ 

~ B yB.Y~ 
B'=-+ V 

y y+l ' 
(5.19a) 

(5.19b) 

(5.19c) 

(5.19d) 

(5 .19e) 

This boost brings the fluid-frame MHD solutions into the following FIDO-frame 

form: For the fast magnetosonic modes, the solution [Eq. (5.15)] becomes 

(5.20a) 
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(5.20b) 

=(l-C )A -i((J)f-k,x-k,z) vx v e , (5.20c) 

=('l+c )A -i (rot-k,x-k,z) 
Vz "' u e , (5.20d) 

(5.20e) 

where A is a constant wave amplitude. The dispersion relation (5 .16) for these modes 

talces the following form: 

(5.21) 

The dispersion relation (5.21) can be regarded as a quadratic equation for kz in terms of 

known quantities ( ro, kx, ... ). For some ranges of ro and kx there will be no real solutions; 

i.e., fast magnetosonic waves will not be able to propagate to infinity. For other ranges 

there will be two real solutions, one describing outward-propagating magnetosonic 

waves; the other, inward-propagating. 

111e two convective modes both have dispersion relations 

(5.22) 

corresponding to ro'=O. One convective mode [Eq. (5.17)] involves frozen-in velocity 

perturbations, which can be thought of as put into the fluid at z =0. These velocity pertur

bations produce a density perturbation that grows linearly with time in the fluid frame, 

and linearly with z in the FIDO frame: 

-t 

b=O, (5.23a) 
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(5.23b) 

(5.23c) 

- 'Ak +k . _. x z k A -i(rot-k,x-k,z) p-1 z Z e . 
j3kx -kx V -kz U 

(5 .23d) 

The other convective mode involves a frozen-in density perturbation and no velocity per

turbation: 

b-+=O, --+ O - A -i(rot-k,x-k, z) v= , p= e . (5 .24) 

For the stationary "magnetosphere" of Sec. IV, the periodic perturbations at the 

interlace z =O will produce waves that propagate out to I z I >> 1, where they become a 

mixture of above fast magnetosonic and " convective" modes. 

VI. Interaction of MHD waves with the shift function: numerical results 

In this section we shall present the results of our numerical solutions of the Fourier-

analyzed MHD perturbation equations [Eqs. (5.13)]. These equations are ordinary dif-

ferential equations (ODE's) with z as the independent variable. They have been solved 

in the stationary background of Sec. IV (Fig. 4 and related discussions), subject to the 

following boundary conditions at spatial infinity (z ~±oo) and at the interlace (z =0). At 

spatial infinity (numerically, very large I z I where the background flow has constant 

values) we require that: 

There are no ingoing waves at both z ~+oo and z ~-oo. (6.1) 
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At the interface, we require that [see also Eqs. (5.14aH5.14d)]: 

1+/2u2 
N±_p-±tlf 2uv ±+ v ± (6.2c) 

- x u z 

. - 2 2 2 2 2 1 A. 2 (I) f x=A.fu [p ]+f (1+2f A. u )[vxJ+A./(1+2f u )[v,]--{vx }+-{v, )-- ( - -Vp)b, . (6.2d) 
SU SU SU kx 

Here, f i, N± and f x are dimensionless perturbations to the stationary delta-function 

sources of kinetic energy, rest mass, and x-momentum at the interface, with frequency co, 

and wave number kx; see Sec. V, Eqs. (5.9H5.ll). What we shall study are MHD per

turbations that are driven at z=O by f i , N±, and fx and propagate toward z=±oo. We 

shall study how these perturbations interact with the shift function and the stationary 

background flow as they propagate. 

Each perturbation solution has specific values of co and kx; i.e., it can be thought of 

as lying at a particular point in the co-kx plane. We have restricted our numerical calcula

tion to those regions of the co-kx plane where (i) co>O (an arbitrary convention), (ii) kx >0 

(this is the only region in which superradiance can occur for our model spacetime), and 

(iii) all kz ' s are real at z ~±oo, i.e. (outgoing) fast magnetosonic waves can propagate at 

both z ~oo and z ~-oo . By imposing (iii) above in the dispersion relation (5 .21 ), we 

infer that the boundaries of this region are aslo, besides ro=O and kx=O, 
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For our chosen stationary background, 

U (±oo)=±().49, V(±oo)=±0.06, 'J'(±oo)=l.15, A(±oo)=-3.99 , 

c (-too)=2.0' c (-oo)=-2.0' 

~(+oo)=O, ~(-oo)=-4 .0, 

these boundaries are eo=O, eo=4.99k_'"' eo=3.0lkx, eo=0.99kx, and kx=O. By examining the 

dispersion relation (5 .21) more closely, we can identify that 

corresponds to kz real at z =-too; and 

or 

corresponds to kz real at z =-oo. Therefore, if we restrict attention to 0. 01~w~.99, then 

(6.4) 

are the regions of the w-k_, plane that we shall study. 

For each point in the (J)-k_,. region (6.4), there are 5 independent solutions with out

going waves at z -t±oo, corresponding to 5 independent values of the sources f i, N±, f x. 

These 5 solutions have been constructed by the following procedure: (i) Integrate the 
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ODE's (5 .13) outward from z=O to z=+oo starting, in turn, with only one of bz> vx, vz, p 
nonzero; thereby obtain four independent solutions at z >0. (ii) Similarly integrate (5.13) 

from z =0 to z =-oo starting, in turn, with only one of bz, v x, Vz, p nonzero; thereby obtain 

four independent solutions at z <0. (iii) For each of the five choices of {f €. N±, f x), 

impose the eight boundary conditions (6.1), (6.2) on the eight numerical solutions (4 at 

z >0, 4 at z <0) to get a unique solution that satisfies the ODE's and the boundary condi-

tions. 

The ODE's (5.13) comprise a coupled fourth-order ODE system. For most choices 

of co, kx this system is stiff near the interface; i.e., there is one heavily damped solution 

and three growing solutions. This stiffness can be quantified as follows: at a fixed z , 

write the ODE's (5.13) in the form 

I Q j Y; = ; Yj , (6.5) 

where y 1=bz , y 2=vx, y 3=v1 y 4=p . Then the matrix Q/ (at fixed z) has 4 eigenvectors 

Y·=A· jY · r r J (6.6a) 

and four corresponding eigenvalues k1 ;; i.e., 
' 

Y·'=k .y . r z ,r 1 (no summation). (6.6b) 

These Y; 's are locally sinusoidal solutions with local wave numbers k1 .i . Shown in Fig. 

4 are the four local wave nwnbers kz,; as functions of height z for a typical set of ( (J), kx ). 

[Note the near-degeneracy even at I z I << 1 of two of the eigenvalues, which asymptote to 

the degenerate convective modes (5.23), (5.24) at I z I>> l .] At large I z I, these k 1 .i 's are 

all constant, and therefore the locally sinusoidal solutions are globally (at I z I » 1) 

sinusoidal. At I z I « 1, the imaginary parts of the local kz 's are usually big, and the real 
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parts change rapidly with z . One of the four lm(kz )'s is positive for z >0 and one is 

negative for z <0; this is the strongly damped solution, which produces the stiffness of 

the equations. A numerical solution to the ODE's, starting from a given value at z=O, 

will be altered strongly, because of the large and rapidly changing kz; 's, as it tries to 
' 

propagate to the uniform region (z =±00 ). The imaginary part of kz is produced by 13', the 

spatial derivative of the shift function and the spatial derivatives of MHD variables -

which are also caused by 13'. Therefore, starting from a given initial condition at z=O, 

how the numerical solution evolves to its sinusoidal form at large I z I , and what 

sinusoidal form the solution evolves to are completely determined by 13', once the fre-

quency co and the wave number kx are fixed. 

The ODE system (5.13) for our Fourier analyzed MHD perturbations has been 

solved using the well-known ODE solver, the LSODE package.26 This is a variable-step, 

variable-order code using linear multistep methods. For stiff systems such as ours, it 

uses Backward Differentiation Formulas (BDF) with maximum order 5. To ensure the 

correct coding of our MHD perturbation equations [Eqs. (5.13)), we have used the sym

bolic manipulating program SMP27 to eliminate algebraic coding errors. We have also 

checked our numerical solutions in the uniform region against the analytic solutions 

presented in Sec.V [Eqs. (5.20H5.24)]. In the nonuniform region, we have spot-

checked the code to be sure that the numerical solutions satisfy the first-order perturbed 

differential-energy-conservation law. Details of our numerical methods and checks, and 

of the numerical accuracy, are discussed in the appendix. 

In Fig. 5 is shown a typical one of our numerical solutions. This solution has OF=6.5 

and kx=3.25 , and its driving "force" is f x=l0---6, f e=f F,=N+=N-=O. Notice this 

solution's rapid, nonsinusoidal changes near z =0, and the manner in which it finally set-

ties down to a sinusoidal form in the region I z I » 1. By studying how these perturba-

tions settle into their asymptotic forms and what asymptotic forms they settle into, we 
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shall be able to infer the effects of the shift function on the MHD perturbations. By 

studying perturbations at different frequency co and wave number kx, we will be able to 

infer the response of the MHD system to perturbations in the ro-kx plane. 

As an aid to understanding our perturbation solutions, we shall mostly examine the 

--t --t -
perturbation variables v, b and p, but also the z-component of the first-order perturba-

tion of the energy flux as measured by FIDO's. The exact, nonlinear energy flux meas-

ured by the FIDO' s is 

--t --t 1 --t --t --t 
S=pyV+-(VxB )xB ; 

47t 

and the first-order perturbation of its z-component is 

(6.7) 

This first-order energy flux is a modulation of the stationary flux and has zero time-

averaged value. A nonzero time-averaged energy flux carried by the perturbations 

shows up only at second (quadratic) order. This second-order flux will not be of interest 

to us: We wish to understand the modulation of the outpouring energy by the perturba

tions; and the modulation is embedded in the first-order oSz. 

In the following, we shall describe our solutions for the outflowing waves generated 

by various delta-function sources in tem1s of the following quantities: (i) the perturba

tions bz, vx, vz, p excited at the interface; (ii) the ratios of the asymptotic values of bz, 

vx, vz , p to their values at the interface; (iii) the ratio of the first-order energy flux OSz 

evaluated at z -t±oo to that at the interface. These quantities will be plotted as functions 

of frequency co at fixed wave number kx, functions of wave number kx at fixed frequency 

co, and functions of ( ro, kx ) in three-dimensional plots. The ratios of quantities at z=±oo 

to those at z =O reflect how strongly (the curl of) the shift function interacts with the 
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MHD perturbations; and the size of the perturbation variables at the interface represents 

how easily a perturbation to the stationary flow can be excited by the "driving force" at 

the interface. Variations of these quantities in the ro-kx plane characterize the response 

of our MHD system to the ''driving force' ' at different frequencies ro and wave nwubers 

k_,.. Titls study will give us insight into understanding some general features of interac

tions of MHD perturbations with the shift function, and will help us to identify some 

interesting directions for future research. 

Shown in Figs. 6-8 are perturbations on both sides of the interface excited by three 

types of delta-function sources: {fx=l0-6, f ~=N~), {/ i!=f Ji=l0-6, fx=N~), and 

{N+=N-=10-6, f x=f i=O} . Shown in Figs. 9--14 are the ratios of the first-order FIDO

measured energy fluxes evaluated at z =±7.35 and z=O, as functions of ro and kx . (Since 

the lengthscale of the background is -1, z =±7 .35 is far enough into the uniform region to 

be representative of conditions at z=±00• See Figs. 3, 4 and 5.) In the three dimensional 

plots, the vertical direction represents the quantities being plotted, and the flat floor is the 

region outside (6.4), where we have not constructed solutions. We also show perturba

tions excited at the origin that are due to f x=l0-6 alone (Figs. 15); perturbations to the 

magnetic field that are due to f t,=f E,=10-6 alone (Figs. 16) and perturbations that are 

due to N+=N-=10-fJ alone (Figs. 17). Perturbations in fluid variables that are due to 

ft_=! E =10-fJ a1one do not show much variation in the ro-kx plane and are not shown 

here. 

In these figures, we see four distinct classes of responses in the ro-kx plane. There 

are resonance near the line 

(6.9) 

whlch manifest themselves as ridges or neighboring ridges and valleys; there are ridges 
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along lines parallel to (6.9); there are undulations along lines parallel to (6.7); and there 

are single shallow valleys along (6.9). All these appear only in the "superradiant" 

region, the region in the ro-kx plane where the FIDO-measured wave frequency 

(6.10) 

has opposite signs for FIDO's at z-7-oo from those at z -700. We have seen no distinc

tive features in that part of the nonsuperradiant region which we have explored: 

0<4 .99kx ::;cos9.99. 

Of these features , the most interesting seems to be the resonance along co-V pkx = 0. 

The key feature of co-V pkx is not its role as the FIDO-measured angular frequency at the 

interface, but rather its role as the angular frequency in the field lines' rest frame at the 

point z =O, where the driving "forces" act. We shall emphasize this by denoting 

co-V pkx=coF (F for "field lines" ). The resonance occurs, then, at coF=O• i.e., for those 

values of OJ and kx , which produce vanishing angular velocity in the field lines' rest 

frame at the point where the driving ''forces'' act. Evidently, it is easier to drive pertur

bations, with a fixed rate of injection of linear momentum f x pyu or a fixed rate of injec

tion of kinetic energy f EP"flt (f-1), when one does so near zero frequency in the field's 

rest frame, coF=::O, than when one does so well away from zero frequency, I coF I ,?1. As 

Figs. 18 show, not only are the perturbation quantities bz, vx , Vz and p especially easily 

excited at coF=O, it is also especially easy for these perturbations to propagate to z=oo, 

carrying with them a modulation of the magnetosphere 's outflowing energy. 

By contrast with this resonant ease of excitation for perturbations driven by f x and 

f t_=! E, there is at wF =0 a resonant resistance to perturbations driven solely by modula

tions of the rest-mass injection rate, N+=N- =0 (see the resonant valley in Fig. 14). The 

physical reason for this is not clear. 
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The case of injection of linear momentum corresponds most closely to buffeting of 
~ 

a black-hole magnetosphere, in the plasma-creation region, by lumpy accretion-disk B -

fields . For this case the strength of the driving force can be characterized by its ampli-

tude of injected momentum per unit area, i.e., the amplitude oTxz=pyufx of the oscilla-

tory discontinuity in the stress. When divided by the equilibrium magnetosphere's con-

served stress ~u =pyul [See Eqs. (3 .28), (3.30') of Ref. 1], this injected momentum-per-

unit area gives a dimensionless driving force 

?>~,. f x Ix 
--=-=-
Txz l 40 

(6.11) 

that is a better measure of the strength of the force than f x alone. Here, l =40 is the value 

of l used throughout our numerical calculations. Since our numerical calculations also 

use I x = 1 o-6' the value of this dimensionless driving force is OT xz IT xz =2.5x 1 o-8. This 

driving force produces a magnetospheric response in the plasma production plane, which 

can be characterized by the amplitude <>s x (z =0) of the modulations of the FIDO-

measured upward energy flux. From Fig. 19 we read off the value 

<>sz (z=0)==2.9x10-8pyu. For comparison, in the unperturbed magnetosphere the upward 

energy flux at z=O is s.=pyu/=l.Olpyu [see Eqs. (3.28), (3.31') of Ref. 1]. By combin-

ing these numbers with Eq. (6.11), we obtain 

<>sz (z =0) OT xz 
1.15-- . 

Sz (z =O) Txz 
(6.12) 

In words: the driving force produces a fractional modulation of the magnetosphere 's 

energy flux , at z =O and on resonance, that is nearly the same as the dimensionless meas-

ure f>T_,-z ITxz of the force. 
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As the magnetospheric perturbations propagate outward to z » 1, they get amplified 

by an amount (Fig. 9a) 

(6.13) 

on resonance. Off resonance, this "amplification factor" is usually in the range 0.2 to 3. 

For comparison, the amplification of the upward energy flux in the unperturbed magneto-

sphere is, since Sz=pyu (j +cl) at all heights, 

f+Vpl 
f 80; (6.14) 

this is four times larger than the amplification (6.13) of the perturbation. By combining 

Eqs. (6.12) and (6.14) we see that on resonance the fractional modulation of the distant 

wind's energy flux is about one-third the dimensionless measure of the driving force: 

(6.15) 

Thus, the wind's response on resonance is strong, but not terribly strong. 

VII. Implications for Kerr black holes 

In the numerical results presented in Sec. VI we saw resonances near 

<Op=:(l)-V Fkx=O in the (1)-kx plane - i.e., for values of co and kx that produce a near

vanishing angular frequency in the rest frame of the field lines in the driving region. It is 

reasonable to speculate that a similar behavior will occur in the magnetosphere of a Kerr 

black hole. 
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In the magnetosphere of a Kerr hole the field-line angular velocities OF are constant 

along each field line, but may differ from one field line to another. However, from 

detailed studies of magnetospheres,6•
12

•
13 it seems likely that the variations are not great 

and that OF is approximately equal to one-half the angular velocity of rotation of the 

For a Kerr hole the angular quantum number m (which takes on integral values) is 

the analog of our planar magnetosphere's kx , and the perturbation angular frequency co as 

measured at infinity is the analog of our planar co. The perturbation angular frequency 

coF as measured at any radius in the rest frame of the field lines (but using as the 

"clock" the "universal time" t of the membrane paradigm - i.e., the Killing-vector 

defined time t, i.e., the Boyer-Lindquist time coordinate t, i.e., proper time as measured 

at infinity) is given by coF=co-mQF. 1hls is the analog of our planar relation 

wF=co-kx VF· Thus, if our planar results can be extrapolated to a Kerr black hole, then 

perturbations of a Kerr hole's magnetosphere with angular quantum number m may be 

especially easy to excite at angular frequencies, as measured at infinity, given by 

(7.1) 

Here, M is the hole's mass and a is its dimensionless angular momentum parameter (its 

angular momentum divided by its squared mass). 

A likely driving force for perturbations of a Kerr hole is the Maxwell pressure of 

nonaxisynunetrically distributed magnetic field lines anchored in the innermost region of 

the accretion disk - i.e., chaotic clumps of field lines anchored in the disk. Such a 

clump will orbit the hole with an angular velocity approximately equal to the 

''Keplerian'' (geodesic) angular velocity at the radius of the lump of plasma that anchors 

it; and as it orbits, its Maxwell pressure will buffet the field lines that thread the hole, 
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thereby driving magnetospheric perturbations. 

In order for such a clump of field lines to drive magnetospheric perturbations on 

resonance, the Keplerian angular velocity [e.g., Eq. (5.4.3) of Ref. 28] 

(7.2) 

of its anchoring lump (which orbits at radius rL) must be approximately equal to the 

fiel<l-line angular velocity (7.1). This implies for a rapidly rotating hole a==l that 

. - (4-m )213 -
' L 

113 
M -(2.08, 1.26, 0.69) M 

m 

Here, 2.08 corresponds to m=l, 1.26 corresponds to m=2, and 0.69 corresponds to m=3. 

For an extreme Kerr black hole, the last stable circular orbit for a corotating particle is at 

r =M. Therefore, for a Keplerian orbit, only a very few angular quantwn numbers can be 

responsible for this kind of resonant excitation. On the other hand, the disk's pressure 

gradient may well force clumps that are anchored near its inner edge to orbit at an angu-

lar velocity much slower than Keplerian. In this case, resonant excitations can occur for 

more angular quantwn numbers m than the Keplerian orbit would predict. 

It is far from certain that the resonance seen at OJp =O in our planar magnetosphere 

will also show up in the magnetosphere of a Kerr hole. Only a detailed study of the 

dynamics of Kerr-hole magnetospheres can reveal for sure. If the resonance does show 

up and is much more easily excited than in our model magnetosphere [Eq. (6.15)], then 

observations of temporal modulations of the innermost regions of jets in Active Galactic 

Nuclei might someday reveal the angular velocities of the central hole's magnetic field 

lines. 
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vm. Conclusions and future research 

The numerical calculations presented here have raised more questions than have 

been answered. However, they do point out some interesting directions for future 

research. Of those features we see in Sec.VI, the most striking is the resonance near 

roF::(l)-V pkx=O. It would be useful to understand more deeply this resonance in terms of 

the structures of the gravitational and MHD background. To help us understand this 

resonance, it would also be useful to perform a more detailed calculation to locate the 

precise sites of this resonance in the ro-kx plane (in particular, to determine if a finite flow 

speed at z =0 will shift the location of the resonance line). In Sec. VII, we speculated 

about the implications of this resonance for the magnetosphere of a Kerr black hole. The 

need for perturbation computations in the Kerr geometry, or at the least in the planar 

model spacetirne (2.3) with a horizon, is obvious. Even in the planar spacetirne (2.4) of 

this paper, additional studies would be useful: Perturbations with 8By'#O would 

correspond more closely than those of this paper (OBy =0) to a Kerr magnetosphere per

turbed by clumpy fields in a surrounding disk, and the influence of a nonzero 

y -component of the wave vector deserves study. 

We have also seen undulations in the ratios of energy fluxes at large I z I to those at 

the interface, and in some cases undulations in ratios of perturbations of fluid variables 

evaluated at these two locations. It would be worthwhile to understand the origin of 

these undulations and how to relate their amplitudes and periods to the gravitational and 

MHD background parameters. 

We also note that the region in the ro-kx plane where we have seen interesting 

features is the "superradiant" region. It would be interesting to study in this region 

whether the (quadratic) time-averaged energy flux of the perturbations exhibits superradi

ance analogous to that for vacuum electromagnetic (and other) waves. 
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Finally, we note that the study of fully dynamical ''magnetospheres'' in the planar 

spacetime (2.2) with a horizon might provide insight into the issue of whether and how a 

black-hole magnetosphere, if strongly perturbed, settles down into an energy-extracting, 

Blandford-Znajek-type4 equilibrium state. (Punsley and Coroniti14 argue that it does not 

do so.) This, of course, require a nonlinear analysis. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix, we discuss in some detail our numerical implementation of the 

MHD perturbation equations [Eqs. (5 .13)], and their solutions. We discuss various 

checks performed on the coding process, on the numerical code and on the solutions it 

produces. We also identify the regions where the numerical solutions presented in Sec. 

VI are not reliable because of the numerical method employed. 

The ODE system (5.13) is solved using the standard ODE solver, the LSODE pack

age.26 This package uses Backward Differentiation Formulas (BDF) methods when the 

equations are stiff, which is the case for our ODE system near z =O, i.e., in the region 

where the background interacts strongly with the MHD perturbation (the process we wish 

to study). Thus, we used the BDF option in our code. The maximum order that we used 

in computing derivatives was the default value of 5. The stationary background quanti

ties appear in coefficients of the ODE system. They were provided to the ODE solver at 

402 points with uniform separations /1z in the region -7 .35~ ~.35. The values of the 

ODE coefficients between these points were obtained by parabolic interpolation. The 

nwnerical solutions were output at the 402 unifonnly spaced points. 

At each step, the (relative) tolerance we provided to LSODE was 2xl0-{;. However, 

because of the accumulation of errors and because of the internal steps used by the ODE 

solver in each zone, the actual global error may not be as good as this, as indicated by a 

test done with constant-coefficient ODE's. In this test, we construct a constant

coefficient ODE system by replacing the coefficients in Eqs. (5.13) at all other locations 

by their values at z=O. We chose the values at z=O in this test because the imaginary 

parts of wave numbers there are the largest; i.e., the ODE system is the stiffest there and 

therefore this is the most difficult region for the solver to handle. We integrated the 

resulting ODE system starting from, in tum, only one of ( bz, vx, Vz, p } nonzero; and we 

then compared our numerical solutions with the analytic solutions for this constant ODE 
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system. It was found that if we require 

I <l>numerical-<l>annlytic I <O. l % 

(I <!>numerical I+ I <!>analytic I )/2 -
(Al) 

then we can always integrate the ODE's out to z=2 or even farther (Table I). This is such 

a high z that for the ODE's of our real problem, the equations have ceased to be stiff for 

most choices of ( w,kx ). [See Fig. 4] However, because of (i) the stiffness of the problem 

at small z, near ro=0.99kx; (ii) the single precision used in the nwnerical integration; and 

(iii) our lack of any way to separate globally and cleanly the growing and decaying solu

tions in the changing ~ region, the fastest decaying solutions can be completely lost to 

numerical truncation error even though the nwnerical solution and the analytic solution 

agree to the last digit. This loss of one solution will occur if near z =O, -lm(kz) of the 

fastest decaying mode does not approach zero rapidly enough as z moves away from the 

interface. More specifically, if, roughly, we have at z=f>L, 

-lm(kz ) BL- IO , (A.2) 

for the fastest decaying mode, then the single precision we used will not be adequate to 

preserve the decaying component of the nwnerical solution. As an example, in Fig. 20, 

we plot the local wave nwnbers kz at frequency (t):::6.5 and wave nwnber kx =6. It is seen 

that -lm(kz) for the fastest decaying mode is still quite significant near z =2. truncation. 

This produces wild fluctuations in quantities like I OSz ( + 7 .35)/0Sz (0) I , shown in Fig. 

9(a). If we were to use double precision (and higher accuracy) in our computation, this 

fluctuating region would be pushed to larger kx, i.e., to near the boundary w=9.99kx. In 

Fig. 21 is shown one such result computed at (t):::6.5, using double precision and (relative) 

tolerance of 2xI0- 7 at each step. Note that the fluctuation region begins only after 

kx=5.5 as opposed to kx=4 in Fig. 9(a), where single precision and larger tolerance 
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2x 10-6 were used. This test can also serve as a global error estimate, where we use a 

smaller tolerance, i.e., a smaller step size in the integration, and the result in the 

nonfluctuating region stay the same. 

To ensure the correct coding for our computation, we have made a few other numer-

ical and algebraic checks: The simplest was a comparison of our nwnerical solutions in 

the unifonn region (region of constant background variables) with the analytic solutions 

presented in Sec. V. To be more precise, one must be able to decompose the numerical 

solutions into individual wave modes; and each mode should evolve (with coordinate z) 

according to Eqs. (5.20H5.24). From test results shown in Table I, we know that the 

ODE solver as implemented will give correct numerical solutions for constant coefficient 

ODE's. Therefore, the key point here is that in the uniform region, our code should pro-

duce numerical solutions for each wave mode, which have the correct ratios of the ampli-

tude of the perturbation quantities [Eqs. (5.20), (5.23), (5 .24)] and the correct dispersion 

relations [Eqs. (5.21), (5 .22)]. Shown in Table II are the results for such a comparison 

between the numerical and the analytic solutions of the magnetosonic modes for typical 

values of ( ro,kx ). The agreement is good. They also agree quite well in tests taken at 

other values of ( ro, kx ). 

We also have to be sure that the code is implemented correctly in the nonuniform 

region, where the background is changing. To test the code, we have checked to see that 

our numerical solutions satisfy the differential energy conservation law, 

de +V·oS=P.'oT . d't t-' xz 
(A.3) 

Here, 

(A.4a) 
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(A.4c) 

OT,,=pru[ PW +(1+2y2v2)·yv, +(1+2y2u2>rvv,1u- ! (b,+1.h, >] (A.4d) 

are the FIDO-measured, first-order (i.e., linear in perturbation quantities) energy density, 

energy flux and x -z component of stress, In Table ill is shown the result of such a test. 

There the relative error is defined as 

1-i [ co+j3(z )kx ]e+ikx osx +OSz '-13'0T xz I 
(err%)=------------------

(I [co+j3(z )kx]e I+ I kx0Sx l+IOS/l+l13'0Txz 1)/4 

In these tests, the zone size was & =0.002, and the largest value of the wave number was 

I kz 1.~:100. Therefore, we would expect that the error should be no larger than 

which is the case in these tests as shown in Table III. 

Finally, as another powerful check, we have subjected the code to scrutiny by a 

symbolic manipulation program, SMP.27 This check is a purely symbolic algebraic 

check, and the program SMP does not have any known bugs in this area. Because of the 

complexity of the MHD perturbation equations [Eqs. (5.13)], this check has been done in 

the following steps. We first coded Eq. (5.5) in the SMP format and decomposed it into 

its component form, consisting of terms involving MHD perturbations and their time and 

spatial derivatives. We also did the same for (A.3). The conservation of energy (A.3) is 
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guaranteed by the equations of motion [Eqs. (5.6) or (5.13)]. By expressing the tin1e 

derivatives of the perturbations in terms of the perturbations themselves and their spatial 

derivatives, and by substituting these expressions for the time derivatives into (A.3), we 

should have (A.3) now identically zero. This is what we have done successfully using 

SMP. Now we have a correct form of (5 .6) in the SMP format. We ''translated" it into 

Fortran format to be used in our code. We also translated the resulting Fortran code back 

to SMP format and compared it with the original SMP version of the MHD equations 

tenn by term, to eliminate any possible errors in this ''translation'' process (one big 

source of errors is the correct positioning of parentheses). Our final Fortran code of the 

MHD equations was the Fourier-analyzed form of this SMP checked version, i.e., with 

the time derivatives in our intermediate code replaced by -i co and derivatives with 

respect to x replaced by ikx . 

To conclude, the coding of the MHD perturbation equations and their numerical 

solutions have been subjected to extensive checks and tests, both numerically and alge

braically. These tests and checks make it very likely that there are no prograniming 

errors left. The single precision used in the computation, and the stiffness of the problem 

near the boundary of the integration region in the co-kx plane, render the solutions 

presented in Sec. VI not reliable in that part of the integration region. However, to show 

the general trend in the co-kx plane of various quantities, results in this unreliable region 

were still kept. 
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Table I . Comparison of numerical solution and analytic solution. lb.is is to test the 

implementation of the LSODE solver. 111e z -coordinate z 0 shown in the table is the place 

where the two solutions begin to differ by more than 0.1 %, i.e., when 

I cl>numerical~analytic I >O. l % 
( I «l>numerical I + I cl>analytic I )/2 -

The integration starts from z =O, with only one of b,, vx, v,, p nonzero. lb.is test is done 

for a constant matrix Q/ [Eq. (6.5)] with eigenvalues k,,;: (-0.891791,1.81247), 

(0.929320,-1.34887), (28.8836,--0.447894) and (29.0075,0.992878). Here in k, ,;=(a ,b ), a is the real 

part, b is the imaginary part. 

b, (z =O);tQ v .. (z =O);f:() v, (z=O);f:() p(z=O);f:() 

1.64 20.0 16.78 4.2 
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Table II. Comparison of numerical and analytic MHD wave solutions in the uniform 

region. Compared here are the wave numbers k, .; and the four components of the eigen

vectors Y; of the magnetosonic modes [see Eq. (6.6)). This is to check the coding of 

MHD perturbation equations. Here complex numbers are written in the form (a ,b) with 

a being the real part, and b the imaginary part. The two solutions are compared at OF5, 

k_.=3 and 13=-4, i.e., at z=-oo. 

numerical analytic numerical analytic 

wave number k,,; -6.46604 -6.46832 6.34466 6.34691 

0.626141 0.62608 0.902400 0.902377 

eigenvectors Y; --0.141465 --0.141472 --0.0764952 --0.0765017 

--0.485317 --0.485341 --0.262427 --0.262450 

-0.593635 --0.593678 0.333097 0.333141 
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Table III. Test on numerical solutions of conservation of FIDO measured energy. 

Shown in the table are relative errors at several z 's. Here the relative error is defined as 

(err%) 
(l[ro+p(z)k .• ]El+lk:. &s" l+l&s,'l+IP'oT" 1)/4 

1-i [ ro+P(z )k .• ]e+ikx &s .• +&s, '-P'oTxx I 

Shown in the table are results for four initial conditions starting, in turn, from one of b,, 

v .. , v,, p nonzero. 

z=O z=0.4 z=l z=3 

b, (z =O);t() 0.2 1.4 <0.1 0.1 

v_.(z=O);eO 0.2 1.6 0.4 0.1 

v, (z=O);eO 0.2 0.7 0.4 <0.1 

P (z=O);t() 0.1 0.6 0.5 <0.1 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 

Fig. l Solutions yu(C) to Eq. (3.19) for s=O.l, /=40,f=l.Ol. The "light plane" where 

C =1 is outside the Alfven point CA• the location where the two positive branches cross 

each other. The fast magnetosonic point where the positive branches meet and terminate 

in this cold plasma model is located at C o=3.94. (a) Diagram showing both sonic points; 

(b) Diagram showing details near the Alfven point CA ==0.988. 

Fig. 2 The same stationary solution as in Fig. 1, drawn as a function of the coordinate z, 

with 13 (or C) the monotonic increasing function of z given by Eqs. (2.5) and (3.12). The 

solution is shown for three different values of C oo=V F, the value of C at z ~oo. Curves 

(c) and (c') correspond to C 00>C 0 , which permits the stationary "wind" solution [curve 

( c)] to reach spatial infinity at a flow speed smaller than the fast magnetosonic speed 

there. Curves (b) and (b') correspond to C 00=C 0 , the critical value of C 00 that enables the 

(continuously increasing) "wind" branch of the solution [curve (b) to approach the fast 

magnetosonic speed at spatial infinity. Curve (a) corresponds to C 00<C 0 , an unphysical 

case in which the wind branch terminates at finite z . (a) Stationary solutions in the range 

O~ <7.5; (b) Stationary solutions near the Alfven point. 

Fig. 3 A stationary gravitational and MHD background, with reflection symmetries 

(4.1)-(4.3), for the parameter set s=0.1, /=40,f =l.01 and VF=2. 

Fig. 4 Local wave numbers kz of MHD perturbations as functions of z for the stationary 

background shown in Fig. 3. The perturbations have frequency co=6.5 and wave number 
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Fig. 5 A typical nwnerical solution of MHD perturbation equations (5.13). Only the 

four independent perturbation variables bz, vx, Vz, p are plotted. The perturbations are 

excited by f x=I0--6 alone at the interface z=O (i.e., f ff.=N~O), and there are no ingoing 

waves at large I z I . The perturbations in the MHD background flow interact with the 

background strongly near z =O, and do not have a simple wave form. At large I z I, the 

perturbations are a superposition of outgoing sinusoidal waves. 

Fig. 6 Perturbations excited by f x=l0--6 alone (i.e., f ff.=N±=O) at the interface. Note the 

resonance at co+(3(0)kx=O [(3(0)=-2]. Solid curves represent perturbations excited on the 

positive z side of the interface. Dashed curves represent perturbations on the negative 

side of the interface. (a) Perturbations at fixed frequency ro=6.5; (b) Perturbations at 

fixed wave number kx =2.57. 

Fig. 7 Same quantities as plotted in Fig. 6, but for perturbations excited by ft_=! E =10--6 

alone at the interface. 

Fig. 8 Same quantities as plotted in Fig. 6, but for perturbations excited by N+=N-=10--6 

alone at the interface. 

Fig. 9 The ratio I OSz (±7.35)/0Sz (0) I for perturbations excited by fx=l0-6 alone at the 

interface z =0. Here OSz (z) is the first-order perturbation of the z -component of the 

FIDO-measured energy flux [Eq. (6.6)]. The region where curves break is the region 

where MHD waves cannot propagate freely at z ~-oo and where numerical computations 
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have not been done. Solid curves correspond to perturbations on the z >0 side; dashed 

curves correspond to perturbations on the z <0 side. (a) The perturbations are excited at 

the fixed frequency co=6.5; (b) The perturbations are excited at the fixed wave number 

kx=2.57. 

Fig. 10 Same quantities as plotted 111 Fig. 9, but for perturbations excited by 

f ~ =! E =10-6 alone at the interface. 

Fig. 11 Same quantities as plotted 111 Fig. 9, but for perturbations excited by 

N+=N-=10-6 alone at the interface. 

Fig. 12 The ratio I OSz (±7.35)/0Sz (0) I for perturbations excited by f x=l0-6 alone at the 

interface z =0. Here the ratio is plotted in the logarithmic scale. The flat floor is the 

region where MHD waves cannot propagate freely at z ~-oo and where the computation 

is not done. They have been assigned value one in these three-dimensional plots. (a) 

The ratio I OSz (7.35)/0Sz (0) I for perturbations on the z >0 side; (b) The ratio 

I OSz (-7.35)/0Sz (0) I for perturbations on the z <0 side. 

Fig. 13 Same quantities as plotted in Fig. 12, but for perturbations excited by 

ft,=! E" =1 o-6 alone at the interface. 

Fig. 14 Same quantities as plotted in Fig. 12, but for perturbations excited by 

N+=N- =10-6 alone at the interface. 
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Fig. 15 Perturbations excited on both sides of the interface by a delta-function source 

fx=l0-6 there alone. The vertical direction is plotted on a logarithmic scale. (a)-(d): 

perturbations excited on the z <0 side; (e)-(g): perturbations excited on the z >0 side. 

Fig. 16 Perturbations to the magnetic field bz excited on both sides of the interface by a 

delta-function source f ~ =! E =10-6 alone at the interface. Perturbations to the fluid vari

ables do not show much variation and thus are not given here. (a) perturbations excited 

on the z <0 side; (b) perturbations excited on the z >0 side. 

Fig. 17 Same quantities as plotted in Fig. 15. Perturbations are excited by N+=N-=10-6 

alone at the interface. 

Fig. 18 Amplification factors (ratios of amplitudes of perturbations evaluated at large 

I z I and at z=O) for perturbations excited by f x=I0-6 alone at z=O. Here the ratio is 

plotted in the logarithmic scale. The fl.at floor is the region where MHD waves cannot 

propagate freely at z ~-oo Note the undulation in these quantities for perturbation in fluid 

variables. (a)-(d): perturbations excited on the z <0 side; (e)-(h): perturbations excited on 

the z >0 side. 

Fig. 19 Energy flux at the interface, excited by fx=I0-6 at z=O alone. Note that when 

excited by only fx, OSz (0) is continous at the interface. 

Fig. 20 Local wave numbers kz of MHD perturbations as functions of z for the station

ary background shown in Fig. 3. The perturbations have frequency co=6.5 and wave 

number kx=6. 
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Fig. 21 The ratio I OSz (±7.35)/0Sz (0) I for perturbations excited by f x=l0-6 alone at the 

interface z =O. The region where curves break is the region where MHD waves cannot 

propagate freely at z -7-oo and where numerical computations have not been done. Solid 

curves correspond to perturbations on the z >0 side; dashed curves correspond to pertur

bations on the z <0 side. This is computed with the double precision. The local tolerance 

used in the LSODE solver is 2x10-1 . Note that on the z >0 side, fluctuation begins at 

roughly kx?:5 .5 as opposed to kx=4 in Fig. 9, where single precision and local tolerance 

of 2x 10-6 were used in that computation. 
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